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Continued growth of general aviation over tile next 10 to 15 years is dependent on
continuing improvement in aircraft s_ffety, utility, performance anti cost. Moreover,
these advance(1 aircraft will need t(_ c,onC,_rm to expected government regulations
controlling propulsion system emissions and noise levels. An attractive comp:,ct low
n()i_e propulst)r concept, the Q-FAN T,'xl when matched t,) piston, rokqry eoml)ustion, or
g:ls turl)ine t.ngines opens up the exciting prospect of new, cleaner airframe (lesikqls
for the next generation of general aviation aircraft which will provide these improve-
ments and meet the ex-pected noise and polh|tion restriction of the 1980 time period.
New (,)-FAN methodology which was derived to predict Q-FAN noise, weight and cost
is preset, ted in this report. ,.Moreo;,e:', based on this methodology Q-FAN propulsion
system performance, weight, noise, and re.st trends are discussed. Then the impact
of this propulsi¢,n system type on the complete aircr.'fft is investigated for several
representative aircrMt size categories. Finally, example conceptual designs for
Q-FAN 'engine integration and aircraft installations are presented.
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SUMMARY
The' objective of this study sponsored by the Systems Study Division of the NASA
Ames Rcscarch Center under Contract No, NAS2-6834 dated 8 March 1972 is lo as._e_
the potential of the prop-fan as a low noise propulsor for advanced general aviation air-
craft. Because of its low noise signature, Hamilton Standard has adopted the name
"Q-FAN TM'' for this promising new propulsor concept.
Analytical criteria for predicting the performance, noise, weight and cost of
Q-Fans projected to the 1980 time period were established. Furthermore, noise,
weight and cost criteria were established for piston, rotary combustion, .and gas tur-
bine engines and gearboxes. These criteria were programmed in FORTRAN IV and
included in a NASA aircraft synthesis program for computing the aerodynamics, struc-
tural weights and costs of general aviation aircraft. Furthermore, the Q-Fan general-
izations were combined in a smaller computer program to permit the assessment of
Q-Fan characteristics separately. With these computer programs established, para-
metric studies were conducted on Q-Fan propulsion packages for several representative
aircraft zize categories. It is generally shown that for the 1980 time period, the pro-
pulsion package consisting of a Q-Fan combined with a rotary combustion engine results
in a quiet, compact airplane system_ with essentially the same performance weight and
cost of present day propulsion systems.
Detailed conceptual propulMon system integration studies were made to deal with
the problems of integrating the Q-Fan and engine and of installing the Q-Fan/engine
propulsion package onto both single- and twin-engine aircraft. The compact rotary
combustion engine and the g_Ls turbine engine appear to be more compatible with Q-Fans
in t_rms of interference prcblems and engine weight titan the piston engine. Further-
more, the Q-FAN offers the aircraft designer a new degree of flexibility in configur-
ing light aircraft.
Finally, a major contribution of this study is the !newQ-Fan methodologj which
was derived to predict Q-Fan performance, noise, w_ight and cost. This methodology
was utilizedin the parametric studies, and itis intended that the reader of t.l-dsreport
will hax,e sufficientdata to permit similar Q-Fan studies for any general aviation air-
craft. A complete listingof the Q-Fan computer program with de._.alledinstructions on
its use are included, All ',-.curves and equations for the analytical methods included
in the computer program a presented with instructionof usage in lieu of the computer.
IN'rROI) VCTION
Aviation forecasts for the, next 10- to 15-year time period indicate continued steady
growth of general aviation. The attainment of this fo_2casted growth is dependent upon
the continued improvement in the safety, utility, performance and economy of general
aviation aircraft. Fm'thermore, these aircraft will need to conform to govermnent
reg_alations, now ill the formulative stage, controlling atmospheric pollution caused by
engine emissions am! acoustic pollution due primarily to the, propulsion system.
Proposed engine emission restrictions are currently being studied by the manu-
facturers of engines for general aviation aircraft to determine ti_e impact on engine per-
formance, weight, and cost. Noise restrictions have already been established by the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) ."or large turbine powered commercial transport
CTO1. aircraft and more stringent ltmitJ are being considered for the coming V 'STOI.
aircraft. Even now the government is working on similar regulations for general aria-
lion aircraft which are expected to be in force within a year. While the initial noise
limitations may be quite moderate, it is reasonable to expect that these will become
more .estrictive as time goes on.
Thus, it is eviclent that the next generation of general aviation aircraft may need to
incorporate major changes to bolh airframe and propulsion systems to attain the afore-
menti.oncd improvements and to meet the anticipated noise restrictions. Accordingly,
in the past few years, the govermnent has sponsored propulsor, engine and airframe
studies to assess the impact of noise restriction and advanced technology on general
aviation aircraf': of the 1980 time period (refs. 1, 2, and 3).
These studies indicated that moderate noise restrictions can be met with existing
prope!lcr technology, tlowever, as the restrictions become more stringent it will be
necessary to increase propeller diameter and number of blades stgnlificantly ancl to
operate at very low tip speeds. This w;ll rcsult in not only dimensionally less compat-
ible geometries than those of present aircraft but also in heavier and more costly pro-
pellcrs.
An attractive alternative to the larger quiet propeller was indicated in the study of
other concepts (ccf. 3). Tkis is tile prop-fan concept which is a small diameter mttlti-
blade, ducted f,-m. The application of this device for STOL Aircraft has been discussed
in considerable detail in previous publications (ref. 4, 5, 6).
In view of these attractive characteristics, the Systems Study Division of the NASA
Ames Research Center, SSD, has awarded its developer, the tTamilton Standard Divi-
sion, of United Aircraft Corporation, a two phase study eontr_'.'t {NAS2-.6834) to assess
the potential of the Q-Fan as an advanced, qutct propulsor for general aviation aircraft
of the future,
Specifically, I_haseI consisted of generalizing the performance, noise, weight and
cost of Q-Fans; the performance, weight, cost and dimensions of piston, rotary com-
bustion anti gas turbine engines; and the weight and cost of gearboxes. Curtiss Wright
Corporation provided the pertinent data for the rotary combustion cng,dncs. Simil:Jr
(lata lot the piston and gas turbine engines were developed b)' the NASA utili_ing pul)-
lished data from the engine manufacturers.
Phase Ti consisted of computerizing these generalizations and incorporating them
into a NASA synthesis program for computing tl_e aerodynanucs, _tructural weights,
and costs of general aviation aircraft. Using this aircraft synthesis progra,l_, SSD
conducted parametric studies for several representative aircraft size categories to
determine the effect on aircraft geometric and operational characteristics of sizing
Q-Fans to various noise levels. Furthermore, detailed conceptual propulsion system
integration studies were made to deal with the problems of integrating the Q-Fan and
engine and of installing the Q-Fan/engine propulsion package onto bo_:h a single and
twin engine aircraft.
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
A |2
AR
b
B
BMEP
BVCAP
C
C1
CL D
CL i
Cp
blade acti_qtyfactor
l°O
I00, 000
8eo
x3 (Ix
ratio of rotor frontal area to duct exit area
blade section width, ft (cm)
number of blades
piston engine brake mean effectivepressure, psi (N/cm 2)
blade-stator spacing
average O. E.M. Q-Fan cost for a no. of units/year, S/Ib
single unit O. E.M. Q-Fan cost, S/lb.
blade section design liftcoefficient
bladc integrate3 design liftcoefficient,4
power coefficient, (K2) Power (Po/P)
N 3 D 5
1.0
f C x 2dxL D
seo
CP E
CTnet
CTnet(L/D)
CTnet (acc)
CT E
D
effective power coefficienl:, Cp x PTAF x PMN
thrust coefficient, (K3) Thrust (Oo/p)
N 2 D 4
thrust coefficient adjustment for L/D
thrust adjustment for acoustical treatment
effective thrust coefficient,
CTne t XTTAI,, x TMN - ACTnet (L/D)
rotor diameter, ft (m)
+ CTnet (acc)
dB
dB(A)
E
F
F
,l O
K1
K2
K3
K4
L/D
LF
LF 1
M
N
N
O.E.M.
Power
PTAF
PMN
PNdB
P.R.
R
decibel, O. 0002 dynes/cm 2 (reference value)
weighted decibel
empirical cost iactor
cost factor based on quantity and confi_,naration
degrees Fahrenheit
advance ratio
English System, 101.4 (metric system, 60.)
English system, 0.5 x 1011 (metric system, 1. 264 x 10 _)
English system, 1. 511 x 10 L (metric system, 2.938 x 103 )
English system, n (metric system, 10.31)
duct length to rotor diameter ratio
learning curve factor for no. of units/year
learning curve factor for a single unit
free stream Math number
propeller speed, rpm (rev./min)
newtons
original equipment manufacturer
shaft power, Slip (kw)
power coefficient adjustment for TAF
M/T,'-; adjustment to power coefficient
units of perceived noise, (IB
pressure ratio
blade radius at propeller tip, ft(cm)
5
rSCO
SHP
SSD
T
T
TTA F
TA F
TMN
TS
Thrust
V
V
X
7,
/3;_/4
A
Oo.'p
O"
blade radius at hlaJe clement, ft (cm)
spim_er cut-off point
shaft horsepower
Systems b'tudy Division, tile NASA Ames [{esearch Center
Q-VAN thrust, |b (N)
absolute temperature
thrust coelficient adjustment for TAF
total aet_._ity ;actor, AF x B
M:"FS adjustment to power coefficient
rotor tip speed, (K4)
60
Q-FAN thrust, lb (N)
number of vanes
free stream velocity, knots (m/s)
fraction of rotor tip radius, r/R
LF'
learning curve factor ratio, i-_. l
rotor blade angle at 3/'4 radius
increment
ratio of density at sea level standard day to density for a specific
operating condition.
soli(lity, 0.00027 x TAI:
AIRCRAFF CLASSIFICATION
For this study, the Contractor used the samegeneral aviation aircraft classifica-
tions that were developedfor the AdvancedGeneral Aviation Propeller Study(rcf. 3).
General aviation aircraft were categorized into five basic groups on the basis of num-
ber of seats as the prime characteristics with present claypropeller complexity, in-
stalled power, gn-ossweight, cruise airspeed and number of engines as secomtar_"
characteristics. These classifications are presented in Table I. Q-Fans were not
considerectpractical for classification I, the single engine fixed gear. Conseqm'ntly,
the study was made for classifications II through V.
Q- FAN GENERALIZATIONS
The Q-Fan, as its generic name, prop-fan, implies, lies intermediate in the pro-
pulsion spectrum betweenpropellers andtarbo-fans. As such, its low speedoperating
characteristics tend toward that of the propeller and its high speedcruise performance
tends toward that of the turbo-fan. Thus it offers the potential of a low noise compact
propulsor for application to moderate speed aircraft. Moreover, with the addition of
sound suppression material on the duct walls, the noise levels of the Q-Fan can be
further reduced without the weight or size penalties which would be required to reduce
propeller noise by the same increment (ref. 3). Because of its low noise signature,
ttamilton Standard has adopted the name "Q-Fan TM'' for this promising new proputsor
concept.
The technolohs, for an advanced subsonic propulsion Q-Fan system is being devel-
oped for application to large commercial STOL aircraft expected to be operationtd in
the 1980's. Since the aerodynamic, acoustic, mechanical design and geometric charac-
teristics of this new propulsor concept, as applied to STOI, aircraft, have ht,en dis-
cussed in considerable detail in previous publications (refs. 4, 5, 6), thes_ subjects
will not be covered further herein. Let it suffice to point out that the concept can bt.
exten(ted to include its application to advanced general aviation aircraft. For this :lp-
plication, the Q-Fan will need to be designed to operate at lower pressure ratios and
tip speeds than would be optimum for the large STOL aircraft which may cruise at M -
0.75 - 0.80. These design characteristics will provide a geometrically compatible,
quiet, efficient propulsion package for the relatively small aclvanced general aviation
aircraft which will meet the incrcasiugly more stringent low noise restrictions cxpcctc(I
over the next 10 - 15 years (ref. 7).
The aforementioned Q-Fan teehnolobD' program has inclucled both wind tunnel modcl
testing and full-scale hardware engine strand testing. The purpose of the latter effort
is to demonstrate through an actual engine installation the predicted noise Ic,vels anti
to confirm the aerodynamic compatibility of the Q-Fan/core engine pack_go and the
=V
aerodynamic performance in both forward and reverse thrust operation indicated pre-
viously from the wind tunnel testing. Figure 1 shows a photograph of an 18-inch I45.6
era) diameter, 12-bladed model Q-Fan tested in the United Aircraft Research Labora-
tories wind tunnel. This is a model o[ the full scale, 4.6 foot (1.40 m) diameter Q-
Fan/Lycoming T--.55-11A engine demonstrator mentioned above which is pictured
in figure 2 (ref. 8).
The aerodynamic performance and acoustic data obtained on two model Q-Fans and
on the full-scale demonstrator generally confirm the validityof the aerodynamic and
acoustic desig_ and prediction methodology being used for Q-Fans an(/which are being
used as the basis for the current NASA sponsored study.
Design and perlbrnmncc criteria covering performance, noise, weight and cost of
potential gencral aviation Q-Fans, in the 1970s and 1980s time period have been d:,rived
and incorporated into a computer program utilized for the parametric studies. Each
technology area associated with these criteria has been identified and are discussed in
the following text.
Q- Fan Characteristics
The Q-Fan eon:ponents include the rotor, stator and duct which can be arranged in
a tractor or pusher configuration as sho_a in figure 3. The Q-Fan is a compact, multi-
bladed propulsor with the options of variable or fixed pitch blades, variable or fixed
geometry and feathering and reversing capabilities. For the general aviation applica-
tion, variable geometry is not required.
It has been chosen to define the rotor shape characteristics in the familiar propel-
ler blade nomenclature of number _f blades, B, activity factor, AF, and integrated
design lift coefficient, CLi. AI: and CLi are defined as follows.
1.0
AI"= 100,000 _ b__.x3 dx
16 JD
SCO
1.0
CLi=4 f CLD x :ldx
J
see
where
b/D = blade section width to rotor diameter ratio
x blade section fruction of rotor tip radius
CI. D = blade section design lift coefficient
see spinner cut-offpoint
The term solidity, (7, frequently used in fan work can be appro_mated by the propeller
term total activity (TAF = B x AF) by the simple equation
5olidity o. 00027 x "PAl:
It is the ratio of the total blade area to the annulus area. Tile blades can be variable
pitch or fixed pitch anti the tip clearance between the blades and the duct should be less
than 0.25_ of the rotor diameter. These rotor characteristics are summarized on
'Fable II.
The duct shape characteristics are duet length/rotoz diameter ratio, L/D, rotor to
duct exit area ratio, \R, and blade-stator spacing, BVGAP. For the tractor configura-
tion BVGAP is defined in terms of fan blade chords and for the pusher configuration in
terms of inlet stator vane chords. Two chord lengths have been selected for BVGAP for
favorable noise characteristics. The ducts can be of fixed or variable geometry antl
will have approximately a 10% chord maximum thickness. The fan pressure ratio, P.R.,
car. be related to the ratio of Q-Fan thrust, lb (N) to rotor diameter, ft (m) squared,
T/D 2, by the following equation.
P.R. = 1.0+ (K) T/D2
where
K ---0.0005 English units
K -- O. 00001 SI units
These duct characteristics are summarized in Table III.
The stator shape characteristics are number of vanes (v) and vane act,'.vity factor,
Al,'. For the tractor configuration the rotor is followed by fixed pitch swirl recovery
or support vanes whereas for the pusher configuration fixed pitch inlet p'. eswirl vanes
are foliowed by the rotor. These stator characteristics are summarized in Table Ill.
While the Q-Fan performance, noise, weight and cost generalizations presented
herein have been made on the basis of the tractor configuration, it is felt that with
proper design of the duct inlet in relation to the forebody, the performance anti noise
of the pusher configuration will be essentially the same as that of the tractor configura-
tion. This will be discussed in more detail in the following text.
9
Performance Generalization
Over the last fifteen years Hamilton Standard has engaged extensively in the devel-
opment of dueted fan aerodynamic performance and acoustic prediction methods. Some
of the effort is documented in references _ and 9. These analytical studies have been
supported by experimental programs and a few are summarized in reference 10. Thus
Hamilton Standard has developed the aerodynamic and acoustic technology required to
design quiet efficient ducted fans.
The performance prediction method, called P-Fan I, has evolved from this exten-
sive development effort and is capable of accurately evaluating the effects of rotor blade
twist, camber and planform in addition to such rotor/duct variable as duct length, exit
area ratio and stator drag. It is a ten radial element strip analysis of an actuator disk
representation of the ducted propeller. Radial and axial induced velocities are com-
puted at each radial station. From the mean vector triangle determined at each "strip",
the section lift and drag are then determined and resolved into elemental thrust m_d
power. The "strip data" is then integrated to obtain the rotor thrust and power. The
vector triangles leavii_g the rotor are input to the stator vanes fo,: those applications
where stators are required, either for performance or structure and a similar strip
analysis is performed. The total program is iterative on mass flow and is balanced
when the duct exit static pressure satisfies the input pressure conditions. The appro-
priate quantity of airflow is determined by means of a compressible flow relation of
momentum and energy transfer with the flow exhausting to the atmosphere at a pre-
scribed static pressure level. A method of computing installed effects has been incor-
porated as part of the P-Fan I computer program which accounts for shroud external
and internal drag losses and inlet ram recovery losses. The losses due to the engine
cowling and other installation losses are not included. However, it is felt that these
can be minimizcd by the careful design of the Q-Fan propulsion package.
This performance analysis method for Q-Fans is geared to the rotor-stator comfihm-
ration° wlfich is the tractor application for this study. For this configuration the stators
are designed to remove the rotor swirl at optimum incidence at a designated operating
condition. At off-design conditio,,_ the stator incidence is generally non-optimum but
the swirl is still recovered. The pusl)er configuration has the guide vanes upstream of
the rotor. The incidence on the inlet guide vanes is essentially constant for all operat-
ing conditions, but the rotor preswirl is proportional to the quantity of duct airflow.
For this configuration the preswirl will not in general be cancelled by the fan rotor.
The basic differences between the two configurations then are associated with the inci-
dence and swirl recovery trade-offs. For the range of aerodynamic loadings associated
with this study it is reasonable to expect that the predicted performance generalizations
will apply to either the pusher or tractor confignu'ations.
The P-Fan I program outputs a wide range of performance parameters. Those
that will be used in tMs study arc the nondimcnsional terms of power coefficient, Cp,
net thrust coefficient (._um of rotor, stator an(I duct), CTn,,t , for given advance ratios,
Jo _lntl bladt, :_ngles.
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Method Verification. - Experimental progl-ams conducted by Hamilton Standard
have included testing of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 12 bladed fans encompassing total activity
[actors from approximately 500 to 2200. For the extremes of this total activity range,
excel}ent correlation has been found between experimental measurements and analytical
performance data. The net thrust correlation is shown on figure 4 for a 500 total activ-
ity factor, 30-inch (76 cm) diameter model tested in a 0.667 length/diameter ratio duct
at low forward speed. Also shown is the blade performance correlation for a 2200 total
activity factor, 21-inch (53 cm) diameter model tested in a long duct _.ith a bellmouth
inlet.
Generalized Performance Method - As was previously stated, Q-Fan performance
is presented in the non-ctimensional form of power coefficient, Cp, net thrust coefficient,
CTnet, and advance ratio, Jo" The horsepower, thrust, Q-Fan rotational speed, aml
diameter are included in Cp and CTne_ as follow,.:
(K1) V
Jo = N----D---
Cp
(K2) Power ( p o/p )
N 3 D 5
_(K3) Thrust (P o/p)
CTnet -
N2 D4
where
K1 -
V -
N -
D -
K2 -
Power -
K3 -
Thrust -
English units, 101.4 (SI units 60.0)
forward speed velocity knots (m/s)
Q-Fan speed, rpm
Q-Fan rotor diameter, ft (m)
English units 0.5 x l0 II (SI units 1. 764 x 108)
shaft horsepower (kw)
ratio of density at sea level standard day to density for a specific operating
condition
English units, 1.514 x 106 (SI units 2.938 x 103 )
pounds (N)
In order to minimize the number of curves and consequently the size and complexity
of the computer program, adjustment factors are used to accom_t for the effects of vari-
ation ill total activity factor (TAF = AF x number of blades), duct length/rotor diameter
ratio, tip speed/Mach number, and effect of acoustical treatment on performance. The
effective power coefficient and thrust coefficient are defined as follows:
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CPE = Cp x PTAF x PMN
CTE = CTnet x TTA F x TMN - CTnet(L/D ) + CTnet (acc.)
CT
PTA F
PMN
- power coefficient
- total activity factor adjustment factor to power coefficient
-Mach no./tip speed adjustment factor to power coefficient
CTnet
C T net (L./D)
TTAF
TMN
CTnet(acc. )
- net thrust coefficient(sum of rotor, stator and duct axial forces)
- adjustment factor for duct length/rotor diameter variation to thrust
coefficient
- total activityfactor adjustment factor to thrust coefficient
- Mach no./tip speed adjustment factor to thrust coefficient
- acoustical treatment adjustment factor to thrust coefficient
The base Q-Fan has been selected on the basis of blade shapes which prior study
had shown to be most favorable for minimum _veight, lo_v noise eharacteristic-,t and
good performance for general aviation aircraft. It incorporates blading with 2000 total
activity factor, and 0. 7 integrated design lift coefficient, a 0.45 rotor blade hub/tip
ratio and a 1.08 duct length/rotor fan diameter ratio. Series 65 airfoil sections were
selected from existing families of airfoil sections because of their favorable drag char-
acteristics. Computations were made using P-Fan I for this base Q-Fan for a range of
rotor-to-duct exit area ratios (0.8 to 1.1) to generate the base plots. This performance
generalization fornmt is shown for AR = 1.0 in figure 5.
Calculations were made for a total activity factor range from 750 to 3000. These
calculations were utilized in deriving the adjustment factors PTAF (fig. 6) and T,rA F
(fig. 7) for the powcr and the thrust coefficients respectively. I,TA F is a function of
TAF only, whereas TTAF is a function of TAF and Jo.
Similarly, calculations were made for a 450 (137) - 900 ft/s (274 m/s) tip speed
range and 0.0 to 0.5 Mach number range. The adjustment factor, PMN (fig. 8) to
power coefficient is dependent on tip speed only, whereas the adjtmtment factcr to thrust
coefficient, TMN (fig. 9) is dependent on tip speed and advance ratio Jo. Thus TMN is
a function of both tip speed and Mach number (M) since Mach number can be defined in
terms of tip speed, TS, and Jo as follows:
M - C (TS) (Jo) , where C : 0. 006478 in English units and 0. 02125 in. SI uults.
!
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From calculations spanninga duct length/rotor diameter ratio, L/D, of 0. 65 to
1.2 it was foundthat the power coefficient, Cp was not affected by L/D changes. The
changesto thrust coefficient were generalized as a delta changein CT as a function of
L/D and advanceratio, Jo as shownin figure 10.
Simple wall treatment for a noise suppression of 4.5 PNdB can be incorporated at
no weight or cost penalty because it can be made a structural part of the propulsor.
The effect of this acoustical treatment on performance was established. It is presented
as CTnet(acc" ) (fig. 11) and is a function of area ratio, AR, advance ratio, Jo, and net
thrust coefficient, CTnet. The wall treatment will be discussed in more detail in the
section o, noise generalization.
The accuracy of each adjustment factor is generally within 2% with further devia-
tions at the extremes.
The blade angle variation with power coefficient and advance ratio for the base Q-
Fan with area ratio equal to 1.08 is presented on figure 12. This curve can be used in
assessing the blade angle range required for the forward flight operating range. More-
over, this method can be used for predicting the performance of fixed pitch and two-
position rotors as well as the constant speed rotors. For each of the base perfc,_mance
plots there is a plot of blade angle versus effective power coefficient for constant advance
ratio.
A complete set of the performance curves, together with sample calculations and
step-by-step explanations are included as Appendix A.
Noise Generalization
In reference 7, existing and anticipated future noise regulations are discussed,
These noise limits show that aircraft now in oper,-.tion that produce less than 99 PNdB
at 500 ft. (152 m) would probably be considered acceptable by any of the existing rules.
In the future where STOL aircraft noise limits now under discussion are considered a
good guideline for tightened general aviation aircraft restrictions, limits of 95 to 85
PNdB at 500 ft. (152 m) appear to be a good criteria for general aviation for immediate
to future restrictions.
Hamilton Standard has for many years been active in noise control research on un-
shrouded propellers. This experience was employed begirming in 1969 in tile develop-
ment of the methodology required for control of noise generated by the Q-Fan. This
work resulted in 1971 in a methodology which explained all of the noise phenomena ob-
served in model tests completed in 1970. In 1972 a program funded by NASA Langley
(rcf. 1) was completed where the influence of operating and configuration parameters
on Q-Fan noise was studied.
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There are four major noise componentsof the Q-Fan as shown in figure 13: rotor
tone, rotor broadband, stator tone, and stator broadband. The level of rotor tones at
harmonics of blade passage frequency are caused by inflow distortion or unsteadiness
in the inflow to the fan which exists even under ideal test conditions. Rotor broadband
noise is assumed to be the result of vortices shed from the blade tip or blade trailing
edge. Stator tone and broadband noise is the result of fluctuating lift generated as the
wake defects from the rotor blades intercept the stator vanes. The periodic character-
istics of the wake define the stator tone levels while the unsteadiness of the wakes re-
sults in the stator broadband noise. An acoustical theory was developed which calculates
all of these components. This method has been combined with the performance computer
program, P-Fan I, and permit.,; the investigation of the influence of many design para-
meters on noise.
In considering the relative merits of a tractor Q-Fan with fan duct exit stator vanes
versus a pusher Q-Fan with fan duct inlet stator vanes, several noise trade-offs must
be considered. Important sources in the tractor configuration are the interaction be-
tween the rotor wakes and the fan duct outlet stator vanes and interaction of the rotor
with atmospheric disturbances and other inlet distortion. In converting from a tractor
to a pusher installation the interaction between inlet guide vane wakes and the rotor
blades is a noise source. Also, some distortion or turbulence from the upstream
nacelle or fuselage will be present. Calculations of the noise increase due to upstream
disturbances indicate that the noise can be reduced to negligible quantities by minimizing
the disturbances. In the case of upstream inlet guide vanes, the disturbances caused by
their wakes can be minimized by the use of airfoil sections and a proper spacing between
the guide vanes and the rotor. Thus, an inlet stator vane assembly can be designed
which not only produces minimal wakes because of the small amount of turning required
but will produce the positive effect of reducing, or screening out, disturbances in the
flow entering the rotor. Thus, within the tolerance of this study, the noise levels
quoted for tractor Q-Fans should be equal to that of pushor Q-Fans.
The Perceived Noise Level (PNL) has been selected in tiffs study as the noise rating
scale because: 1) It is a good measure of the relative annoyance of the various aircraft
designs considered in this study, 2) It can be estimated by use of a relatively simple
calculation procedure, and 3) It is a reasonable indication of the subjective reaction to
aircraft noise. It should be noted that calculations at some tbrward speed are most
useful in assessing aircraft: noise as acoustic measurements for certification are made
with the aircraft in motion. Thus, the criteria has been established that noise will be
evaluated at 500 feet (152 m) for a 66 -knot (34 m/s) take-off condition.
Method Verification. - In order to show the capability of this method, comparisons
with model tests are shown in figures 14 and 15. The 21 inch (53 cm) model used for
these comparisuns had 12 blades and 22 stator vanes anti opct'ated at a low pressure
ratio subsonically. Complete details of the test of this [an can be found in reference 10.
l.'igurc 14 shows comparisons between measured and calculat,_d 1/3 octave band spec-
trum. It can be seen that ag't'cemcnt is excellent at all but the low frequencies where
duet effects and scrubbing noise dominate. The influence of these factors at low
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frequencies does not affect amloyanceso is not considered important. In addition, per-
ceived noise level calculations for sideline noise were made for all available data from
the model test program. These, along with the test data, are shown in figure 15. It
can be seen that correlatian over the horsepower range from 40 (29.8) to 225 HP (168 kw)
and 500 (152) to 800 ft/s (244 m/s) speed is excellent. Differences between theory and
experiment over the full range of horsepower and tip speed are less than _ 1.5 dB.
Generalized Noise Method. - The P-Fan I method in combination with an advanced
noise prediction method is used in predicting maximum sideline PNdB at 500 ft (152 m)
for a forward speed of 66 knots (34 m/s). The parameters which affect the noise com-
putational procedure in P-Fan I are the following:
Fan diameter
Number of blades
Activity factor
Tip speed
Number of stators
Rotor to duct exit area ratio
Distance between rotQr blades and stator vaues
Thrust
The effects of these parameters on noise were investigated in reference 11. It was
shown that as the number of stator vanes varies from 3 to 7, the effect on noise is neg-
!igible. For the low pressure ratios applicable to general aviation aircraft, worthwhile
noise reductions are achieved with distances between rotor blades and stator vanes
(BVG_.P) of as much as 4 blade chords. However as the BVGAP is increased, the duct
becomes longer with a corresponding increase in weight. Therefore, a BVGAP of 2.0
was selected as a reasonable compromise for noise and weight. Furthermore, the duct
exit area for minir_um noise corresponds to a duct exit area ratio, AR equal to I. 0.
While the influence of AR on noise does not appear to be large, noise levels could be
increased by 2 dB for 0.8 AR. Therefore, because of their small affect on noise, num-
ber of vanes, BVGAP and AR were not included as variables.
Noise calculations were made using the P-Fan I computer program described pre-
viously for variations in rotor diameter, number of blades, activity factor, tip speed
and thrust for an 1.0 area ratio and 2.0 BVGAP for 5 stator vanes. The generalized
noise method was then developed from these calculations. Figurc 16 shows a sample of
the basic noise generalization curve for general aviatio, Q-Fans. tlere the noise for a
family of 5..foot (1.52 m) diameter Q-Fans at a total activity factor of 2000 is plotted as
a function of thrust per diameter squared, T/D 2, for a range of tip speeds. It should
be noted that for a given tip speed line the fans have a specific geometry (number of
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blades and shroud length-to-rotor diameter ratio, L D), which was selected for mini-
mum noise. Similar curves spanning a range of total activity factors of 750 to 3000
are available Since the generalization presented in figure 16 is for 5-foot (1.52 m)
diameter fans, a curve for the influence of diameter on noise is presented in figure 17.
An examination of figures 16 and 17 show that at the lower values of T/D 2, minimum
noise is attainable at the higher tip speeds. Curves similar to figure 16 for a TAF
range show that the cross-over points, where reductions in tip speed also reduce noise,
are functions of the total activity factor. Furthermore, it can be seen from an inspec-
tion of figure 17, that the noise, as read from curves similar to figure i6, are reduced
for diameters less than five ieet and }ncreased for diameters greater than five feet.
Since the weighted decibel, dB(A), is frequently used, an approximate correction
factor to PNdB to obtain dB(A) was generated. From calculations for various fans over
a range of configurations and operating conditions, it was determined that the corres-
ponding dB(A) values can be approximated by subtracting 12 from the PNdB value.
A complete set of the noise curves, together with a sample calculation and step-by-
step e,,cplanation are included as Appendix B.
Q-Fan Noise Suppression Methodology. - To establish the impact of duct treatment
on weight, cost and noise of Q-Fans for general aviation applications, detailed method-
ology which was developed to design treatment for larger higher pressure ratio fans for
both short take-off and landing and conventional take-off and landing aircraft has been
used. This method requires as an input the noise spectrum and d!rectivity of the fan.
Then, by iterative calculations, the optimum location, length and depth treatment is
established. Simple wall treatment was investigated for the general aviation application.
The treatments considered consisted of (1) installation only along the aft wall (beMnd
the stator), (2) aft wall plus mid-wall treatment (behind the rotor and stator) and (3)
full wall treatment along the whole length of the duct (fig. 18). The results of the study
show that the noise can bc reduced 4.5 PNdB with aft wall treatment alone. A further
reductioi_ of 1.5 PNdB can be obtained by aft wall plus mid wall treatment. Mid wall
treatment reduces both inlet and cxllaust noise since it attenuates the rotor noise propa-
gating aft and the stator noise propagating forward. As a consequence, inlet wall treat--
rnent does not sigttificantly contribute to noise reduction over that attainable with aft
wall plus mi¢t wall treatment, because the mid wall treatment is sufficient to reduce the
noise propagating from tim inlet to a level well below that from the exhaust. The treat-
luent consists of perlorated material bonded to a honeycomb backing. Approximately
o. 54 inches (1.37 cm) of treatment is required for aft wall treatment and approximately
3.5 inches {8.89 cm) for mid wall treatment. Further reductions in noise level could
be obtained by incorporating more extensive aft treatment such as a longer duct or
treated rings, whiell would then require inlet treatment.
There is no weight and cost penalty for inclusion of aft duct wail treatment as the
treatment can be made a structurtd part oJ the propulsor. ]'he co,,,t of adding mid treat-
nmnt is not considered practic;_l for the 1.5 PNdB additional reduction due to the expense
of the deep treatment requirt, d. Therefore, i! is recommended that the treatment bt,
1.(;
limited to aft wall only. The performance penalty due to the increased pressure loss
from greater roughness of the perforated treatment relative to the smooth surface of
an untreated fan has been discussed under the section on performance generalization.
A pusher configuration with inlet guide vanes has not been tested and consequently
the fan noise spectrum and directivity pattern required to properly size duct treatment
have not been defined. It is possible that the configuration of the inlet guide vanes will
be such that they will act as a shield to forward propagation of noise generated as the
inlet guide vane wakes impinge on the rotor blades. Then the aft noise will again be
dominant in maximum sideline perceived noise levels. Until further data is available,
it is recommended, therefore, that the same aft treatment as used in the tractor instal-
lation also be used in the pusher installation.
Weight Generalization
An accurate weight generalization of Q-Fans is difficult to achieve for many rea-
sons. While a Q-Fan may be described generally by several parameters discus:_ed
previously, the actual design requirements can introduce a wide range of weights for
several Q-Fans all having the same values of these parameters. For example, the
type of control system required, the Q-Fan environment, aircraft operating airspeeds
and attitudes all influence the Q-Fan design and consequently weight. Thus, only the
gross geometric characteristics can be accounted for in any particular generalization.
In preliminary Q-Fan se_-.ct_on studies, there is a need for some means of esti-
mating weight trends and it must be recognized that the final weights may vary signifi-
cantly after all factors have been considered. Such weight estimating procedures have
been prepared for various classes of Q-Fans.
The Q-Fan geometric parameters (diameter, number of blades, activity factor,
duct length/rotor diameter ratio) and operational parameters (Power, RPM) incorpo-
rated in these formulae are those which experience has shown to have the most pre-
dominant effect on Q-Fan weigbt and the exponents have been established empirically
to best fit the weight trends.
The Q-Fan assembly shown in figure 19, was divided into three modular subassem-
blies for weight and cost generalization and flexibility of installation on the aircraft.
These modules are as follows:
1. Fan ro_r assembly
2. Duct assembly
3. Gearbox or mount assembly
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The modular conceptprovides the greatest flexibility for predicting propulsion unit
weights since there are several ways to integrate the Q-Fan and engine and to install
the Q-Fan/engine propulsor system in the aircraft. These differences are discu,_sed
later on i_ the text.
There is no existing Q-Fan hardware in the size range being considered for general
aviation applications from which actual weights canbe obtainedto assist in deriving a
generalized weight equation. Therefore, the weight equationwas derived from detailed
weight equations generated for each componentin the three subassemblies.
Fan Rotor Assembly. - The fan rotor assembly can be either variable pitch or
fixe=l pitch depending upon desired performance for a particular installation. The vari-
able pitch fan rotor assembly includes the blades, barrel, blade retention, pitch change
actuator (including counterweights in categories III and IV), spinner and fluid. Modifi-
cations are made to the barrel and blade for the fixed pitch rotor assembly and the blade
retention bearings, pitch change actuator, counterweights and fluid are eliminated. The
same basic component design concepts and materials that were selected as a result of
a detailed weight and cost trade-off in reference 3 were used in this study. As was
stated previously, Q-Fans were not considered practical for category I.
A weight equation was derived for each component based on the parameters of num-
ber of blades, blade tip diameter, activity factor/blade, horsepower and tip speed. The
equations were then combined into the final rotor assembly equation shown in figure 20.
For lowest weight, the fan rotor barrel was assumed to be mounted on an integral
tailshaft supported by either the mount assembly or a gearbox. The weight of this shaft
is not included in the fan rotor assembly. If the fan rotor assembly is to be motmted
directly on an engine shaft, the additional weight of a conventional flange mounting can
bq determined from the next to the last term of the equation (figure 20). ttowever,
integration of the rotor tailshaft directly with the engine is a desirable weight-saving
feature that can be accomplished by coordination of the engine and fan designs. Table
:V provide_ all constants and exponents to be used in the weight equation for a vari-
able pitch fan rotor assembly with options for either solid forged aluminum blades or
solid aluminum spar and fiberglass shell blades in aircraft categories IV and V. Con-
stants for categories II and HI are based on aluminum blades only since the additional
cost for the lighter fiberglass blades did not seem warranted for these categories.
Table V provides weight equation constants for the fixed pitch rotor assembly that
differ from the variable pitch rotor constants. The fixed pitch weight constants are not
provided for category V aircraft since variable pitch is required to satisfy the perfor-
mance requirements of this category of aircraft.
Duct Assc.m.bly. - The Q-Fan duct assembly shown in figure 21, includes the duct,
vanes and inner mounting ring. Both a]uminum and fibe_'glass construction was consid-
ered but fabricated aluminum was selected based on the most desirable cost per pound
relationship.
Airfoil-shaped vanes are fastenedto fittings in inner and outer box-t_3Jesup-
port rings. The duet leading section is bolted to the outer ring with ac,c.cssto the
fasteners provided by removable panels on the outer duet skin. A bolt circle is pro-
vided on both the leading and trailing ends of the inner support ring for mounting the
fan mount assembly or gearbox on the leading end and attacking tht entirt, asst'mblv
to the airframe or engine on the trailing end. The outside diameter of tht inner sup-
port ring is the eenterbody diameter.
The duct assemLly weight equation was derived ;tom design sketches whi¢'h weL'e
found to scale as a function of rotor diameter squared. Provision is also mack, to
compute duct weights for any length/diameter ratio behveen 0.50 to 1.5. This weight
equation applies to all aircraft categories.
Mount Assembly. - The Q-Fan mount assembly shown in figure 22, includes a
cast magnesium alloy support housing, barrel tailshaft mounted on thrust and radial
bearings, fan accessory drive gears (i.e. governor, tach generator, etc.) and an
aluminum sheet metal afterbody located between the fan spinner and the duct inner
mounting ring at the centerbody diameter. A bolt circle pattern is provided on the
housing to mount the assembly on the leading end of the duct inner mounting ring.
Bearing lubrication can either be self-contained or engine-supplied. The fan tailshaft
can be driven by a floating splined quill shaf_ or by a flexible coupling. These drive
shaft weights are not included in the equation since they are dependent upon engine. _
location.
Mount assembly weight was found to vary _x_:th fan drive torque in the same rela-
tionship as gearboxes, with a constant modifier which re:lects the absence of reduc-
tion gearing. Torque is represented in terms of shaft horsepower, rotor fan diame-
ter, and tip speed parameters. Afterbody weight varies as rotor fan diameter squared.
This weight equation applies to all aircraft categories.
When gearing is required, then the mc'.mt and gearbox weights are combined as
discussed in the section on gearbox generalizations.
The same modular subassemblies are used for pu.,Jher as well as tractor confugu-
rations. Therefore, the weight equations are applicable for both confi_o'urations.
The following table shows approximate weight reductions of representative fixed
pitch over variable pitch Q-Fan assemblies in categories II through IV for activity
factors/blade-in the 200 range.
Category Diameter Range (ft.) Weight Reduction Ran e_l._ _
II 2.5 - 3.0 17- 11
III 2.5 - 3.0 24.- 18
IV 2.5 - 3.5 2,_- 16
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tCost Generalization
Selling price is the least adaptable to generalization of all items in this study be-
cause prices arc negotiable and manufacturer's cost structures differ, Because of
this, the generalized cost equation for the parametric studies was derived using the
cost to the aircraft original equipment manufacturer, O. E.M. as a base.
Costs are ba,:ed on analyses of the same modular subassemblies and compo_mnts
used in the weight study. Purchased part and material costs and labor cost based on
an assumed labor rate of $13.50/hour, both reflecting mark-up to 1970 O. E.M. cost,
were determined from cost analysis of design sketches of the subassembly components.
Cost equations are presented in terms of first unit O. E.M. cost with an adjustment
for producing a quantity of units. The first unit O. E.M. cost is based on the same
. labor rate and purchased parts and material cost for the 1970 and 1980 time periods.
The adjustment factor for an increased quantity of undts is based on an 89_ slope learn-
lag curve (fig. 23).
Fan Kotor Assembly. - The variable pitch fan rotor assembly generalized cost
eqaation sho_a in Table VI was derived from cost analyses of design sketches reflecting
the same design concepts and materials used in the previous advanced propeller study
ef. 3). Number of re, tot blades is the basic parameter as modified b- empirical
ctor E, and first unit cost and configuration factor, F. The. 1970 F and E factors
can be used in 1980 for all categories if solid aluminum blades are desired. Modifica-
tion of 1980 E factors is shown for categories IV and V to reflect the cost increase for
f._erglass shell blades. Fiberglass shell blades were not considered for 1970 fans
since present costs were considel:ed prohibitive for the general aviation market.
%
, Z is the adjustment for producing a quantity of units and is presented in Table VII.
As was stated previously, it is based on an 89% slope learning curve. The quantity of
Q-_Fans to be manufactured corresponds to the estimate of the number of propeller._ to
be produced in reference 3.
• The fixed pitch fan rotor assembly generalized cost equation is shown in Table VIII
for'_catcgories II, III and IV and is identical to the variable pitch cosL equation of Table
VI except for higher F factors. Fixed pitch fan costs per pound arc somewhat higher
than variable pitch _ince the cost per pound of the eliminated pitch change components
are _css than the remairLing blade and barrel costs. However, the total fixed pitch fan
roto;' assembly cost is less due to the significant reduction in total weight.
Duct and Mount Assemblies. - Duct and mount assembly costs were also amflyzed
on a component basis resulting in a first unit cost/pound. Since the materials and de-
sign _oncep, ,Jr these assemblies is the s_mc for all categories, the first unit cost/
pounders the same for all categories (Table IX). Average cost for a number of units
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per year will vary with the Z factor which is dependent upon quantities manufactured.
Again the Z factors are based on the 89_ slope learning curve of figure 23.
When a gearbox is to be used, the cost of :he mount is computed along with the
gearbox cost as defined in the section on gearbox generalizations.
Since the costing was defined on the basis of the modular assemblies, the cost
equation will be applicable for pusher as well as tractor configurations.
The cost equations have been computerized with learning factors associated with
the 89,_ slope learning curve of figure 23. The user may substitute any other desired
learning curve relationship.
Approximate cost reductions of representative fixed pitch over variable pitch Q-Fan
assemblies in categories II through IV are shown below for activity factor/blade in the
200 range_
Category Diameter Range (ft.) Cost Reduction Range (g0)
II 2.5-3.0 25- 20
III 2.5-3.0 32- 27
IV (aluminum - 1970) 2.5 - 3.5 32 - 24
IV (fiberglass - 1980) 2.5 - 3.5 24 - 17
GEARBOX GENERALIZATIONS
This section includes the noise, weight and cost generalizations made for gearbox
assemblies.
Gearbox Noise
Gear noise is the result of periodic impacts of gear teeth during normal operation
of a set of mating gears. The gear vibrations which are caused by these impacts may
radiate sound directly or may create vibration energy which is transmitted through the
gear shafts to the gearbox enclosure where it is radiated as sound. Design and fabrica-
tion details can influence the level of noise produced. For example, imperfectly
matched gear teeth will produce more noise than perfectly machined teeth which result
in lower impact levels on contact due to a rolling rather than impacting motion. For
purposes of the study reported here a mean level for gearbox noise was used which
assumes a single stgge of reduction, and average quality gears. If gear noise at ldgh
engine powers were found to be a problem in any particular installation, more attention
to design details and m_'mufacturing toleram..es might produce a gearbox with a lower
noise level. For instance, it has been shown that bevel or herringbone pattern gear
teeth, which include mere rolling or sliding motion in the power transmission, are
quieter than spur gears which create considerable gear tooth impact noise.
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I:igm-e 24 showsthe gearbox noise generalization basedon available test data. In
general, it x_"ill be found that gearbox noise is not significant mfless substantial suppres-
sion of engine and fan noise is included in the propulsion system. The corresponding
rIB(A) values may be approximated by subtracting 11 from the estimating I'NdB values.
Weight
The gearbox assembly includes housing, bearings, tail shaft, aflerbody, listed for
the mount assembly on fibnare 25 and a single or two-stage concentric drive gear train
with lubrication and scavenge pumps. Input drive shafting weight is dependent upon
engine proximity and is not included in the generalized weight equation.
The assumption was made in this study that any drive gearing required for piston
engine applications with a gear ratio of less than 2 would be supplied by the engine man-
ufacturer as in present geared engines. The weights associated with geared piston
engines would then be used, as required, and the mount assembly weight associated
with the Q-Fan would also be used (fig. 22). The concentric gearboxes for which the
weight equation was derived applies to applications requiring a gear ratio greater than
2. The gearbox can either be engine or fan-mounted depending upon the best location
for optimum system weight. If the gearbox is engine-mounted with the engine mounted
remote from the fan, the fan mount assembly weigkt must also be included.
Derivation of the weight equations shown in figure 25 is based on actual weights of
gearboxes manufactured by tiamilton Standard and other manufacturers of engine gear-
boxes. Weight varies as a function of output torque and is represented in terms of power,
fan diameter and tip speed. The equation for single-stage gearing is applicable to gear
ratios between 2 and 5 and the two-stage gearing equation applies to gear ratios between
5 and 20. Afterbody weight is a function of fan diameter squared.
Cost
Gearbox costs were based on actual O. E.M. prices listed by manufacturers of
engine gearboxes. The cost equation sho_a in Table X is presented tn terms of first
unit cost/pound for both the single and two-stage concentric gearboxes reflecting the
added complexity of the latter. Z factors are shown in Table VIII and arc based on an
80c,_', slope curve (fig. 23_.
I':NGINE GE NERA I,IZAT IONS
The pertinent engine parameter_ required for the parametric and conceptual design
studies are 1) perfornmnce (part throttle power, power at altitude, specific fuel consump-
tion), 2) weight, 3) cost, 4) noise and 5) dimen,._ions (mmximum width, h(,ight, and length).
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The Systems Study Division of NASA Ames has developed a generalized model for
piston engine data using published data from the engine manufacturers for the perfor-
mance, weight and dimensions. Details of the gener:dization are presented as Appen-
dix C.
\Veight and dimension data for rotary combustion engines were developed by
Curtiss Wright for use in this study. These data were for two levels of technology-
near term which represented the engines now being developed at Curtiss Wright and
post 1980 advanced technology engines. The non-proprietary portions of the Curtiss
Wright data are given in Appendix C. Engine performance characteristics for rotary
combustion engines are assumed identical to that for piston engines.
A third set of data, also developed at NASA Ames, is given in Appendix C for gas
turbine (turboprop/turboshaft) engines. Engine performance is not given since it is
very dependent on the choice of engine cycle. The weight and dimension data are
generalized using both U.S. and foreign engines.
Engine costs for each engine type has been documented in reference 2 and the data
is included in Appendix C.
The assumption used in estimating the specific weight of piston engines for both
1975-1980 and the post 19_0 time periods are listed in Table XI along with the resulting
specific weights estimates. These estimates can be compared with the specific weight
of typical current production engines also listed in Table XI. The estimates of rotary
combustion engine specific weight used in the study are given in Table XII.
Engine Noise Generalization
As shown in figure 26 four noise sources are prominent in engine noise: exhaust
noise, intake noise, case radiated noise, and gearbox noise.
The primary sources of exhaust noise for piston and rotary combustion engine are
similar in that they are due to the release of puffs of gas into the atmosphere at consider-
able press,_re as the exhaust valves open. Secondary sources in exhaust noise are due
to air flowing through exhaust components such as manifolds, pipes and bypass valves.
The source ¢_f gas turbine exhaust noise is more complex than that of internal combus-
tion engines. Available evidence indicates that the primary source of this noise is tur-
bulence generated by compressor and turbine blade interacting with gases flowing through
the engine and by interaction of the high velocity gases passing through the engine and
the surrounding walls. Noise due to combustion and jet noise at the outlet are also con-
tributors but are probably of a lower level than turbulence sources generated by the
compressors or turbines.
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The source of intake noise of piston and rotary combusticn engines is similar to
that of exhaust noise but becauseof the lower pressures involved with intake flows, the
level of intake noise is less. In gas turbine enginesthe primary r_oise is usually inter-
action between the gas flows through compressor blades and inlet guide vanes or stators
which produces tones primarily at frequencies related to rotational speed times number
of compressor blades, and to a lesser extent at frequencies related to rotational speed
and its harmonics.
Case radiated noise is the portion of the total noise signature left after intake and
exhaust are completely muffled. In piston or rotary combustion engines a significant
source of case radiated noise is the ignition of the fuel witt_n the engine wlfich is a
source of sound as these pulses are transmitted through the walls of the engine. Piston,
rotor, valve and accessory component motions also contribute to case radiated noise of
internal combustion engines. Case radiated noise of gas turbine engines has the charac-
teristics of intake and exhaust noise, however, case radiated noise tends to have a
more broadband character and to be dominant at lower frequencies due to the normally
greater high frequency attenuation by the walls of the engine.
Engine Noise Methodology. - Pisto_ engine noise generalizations have been based
on work reported in reference 12. In this reference the little available test data were
generalized to produce a spectrum shape and a sound power level as a function of im-
portant operating parameters. The data on spark ignition piston engines were found in
reference 12 to be so limited that the .;eneralization presented was based on diesel
engine data. llowever, the similarity of the two types of engines indicates that the
generalization should be valid. In the case of the rotary combustion engines the infor-
mation from references 12 and 13 was used in the generalizations. From the trend
curves and spectrum shapes of references 12 and 13 the noise level of each of the en-
gine sources was generalized to produce the curves of figures 27 and 28. It should be
noted in these curves that the intake noise levels are not muffled but do include the ef-
fect of a standard air cleaner which does provide some muffling. It is believed that these
air cleaners reduces intake noise by about 10 PNdB.
Figure 27 shows the source noise levels of water cooled rotary combustion engines.
It can be seen that exhaust noise substantially dominates inlet or case radiated noise.
Therefore, suppression of exhaust noise can greatly benefit the total noise of this type
of engine. Figure 28 shows the noise ot piston engines. Two points should be noted in
this ligure as comparcd with the lcvcls of t tgure 27. First, the exhaust noise of piston
engines is slightly lower than that of rotary combustion engines. Second, the case
radiated noise of a piston engine is substantially higher than that of the water cooled
rotary combustion engine. The higher level of tim piston engine case radiated noise is
due to the fact that the pisto : engines used in general aviation aircraft are air cooled
and therefore the engine walls are thinner, hence they transmit noise more easily than
the engine walls of rotary combustion engines, which include a water j,_cket for cooling.
From these observations it can be concluded that the noise of rot:'ry combustion engines
can be suppressed to a lower level titan that of the piston en_,qne bclorc additional treat-
ment of case radiated anti intake noise is required.
The complexity of the mechanisms of noise generation of the gas turbine engine and
the lack of detailed information on the influence of various design parameters prevented
separation of intake, exhaust and case radiated noise in the current study, ltowever,
information was available from various engine manufacturers on the maximum sideline
noise of various engines as a lunction of shaft power (fig. 29). In most cases, inlet
noise is dominant in these turboshaft engines. An examination of figure 29 indicates
that the level of unsuppressed turboshaft engines is generally lower than that of piston
or rotary combustion engines.
The dB(A) value can be approximated by subtracting the following number of dB from
the PNdB values
12 for piston engines
11 for water cooled rotary combustion engines
12.5 for gas turbine engines
Engine Noise Suppression Methodology..- To reach a noise goal of 95 or 85 PNdB
inspection of the engine no._se curves of the previous section will show that exhaust
noise suppression is required for the piston and rotary combustion engines. For the
gas turbine engines suppression is required to obtain a noise goal of less than 90 PNdB.
The two forms of muffling from reference 13 which are shown schematically in figure
30 can be used in various combinations. The first of these is the manifold muffler.
This consists simply of a tube of some finite length and diameter where tubes from the
exhaust of each cylinder terminate. Tb,, second of these is the resonator muffler.
This is simply an enlarged section of tuning which is attached downstream of the mani-
fold muffler. Figure 31 summarizes the design curves for these two mufflers.
For the manifold muffler the inforn_.ation in figure 31 shows that a maximum of
16.5 PNdB reduction can be achieved with a value of 8 for the ratio of muffler volume
to the volume of one cylinder of a reciprocating engine or to one chamber of a rotary
c¢.mbustion engine. This assumes that the ratio of length to diameter of the manifold
muffler is 3.
For the resonator muffler the information in figure 31 shows that higher levels of
attenuation can be achieved than that provided by the manifold muffler. The noise re-
duction of the resonator muffler is a function of expansion ratio of the muffler (ratio of
the cross-section area of the muffler to the cross--section area of the pipe entering the
muffler). And thus, the graph in figure 31 is plotted as a function of resonator volume
to the square of engine exhaust pipe diameter. It is assumed that the ratio of muffler
length to diameter is 4. It can be seen that the increase in noise reduction is quite
rapid up to expansion ratios of about 200 inches (508 cm). At higher expansion ratios
the increase is much less dramatic and it does not appear worthwhile to use expansion
ratios above 600 inches (1524 cm). Also, the effect of these large expansion ratios on
weight and volume must be considered.
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Basedon the aboveconfigurations, muffler weights can be found for various
engine horsepowers as sho_q_in figure 32 for piston enginesand figure 33 for rotary
eombus_.ianengines. The manifold muffler was selected for the engine noise reduction
up to 16.5 PNdB because of its weight advantage. For further noise reduction, a com-
bination of manifold and resonator mufflers was selected. The regions where one and
two mufflers are required are presented in figures 32 and 33. It can be seen in both
figures that as the noise level for the propulsion system is lowered the muffler weight
increases in a geometrically proportional manner to the point where meeting a lower
noise target would require the introduction of additional suppression for the case radia-
tion and inlet noise. This additional weight and complexity has not been included in the
present study.
Estimates of gas turbine engine noise reduction due to an exhaust muffler have
been made and the results are presented on figures 34 and 35. The engine exhaust PNL
attenuation is sho_m plotted against the non-dimensional muffler len_h to passage
height ratio (fig. 34). The estimated dime_:,sions for two muffler configurations with
and without a centerbody are shown on figure 35. These dimensions are based on an
exit area requirement of 0.1 square inches (0. 645 era2), thus the centerbody is 4 inches
(25.8 em 2) in diameter. Also, the passage height to be used in figure 35 is D 1 for con-
figuration I (without eenterbody) and tt 2 for configuration 2 (with centerbody). Suppres-
sion of gas turbine engine exhaust noise which is broadband in nature requires installa-
tion of large diameter exhaust pipes lined with acoustic materials which will withstand
the high velneities and high temperatures of the turbine exhaust. Although no weight
estimate of the mufflers for the turboshaft has been made for this study, it is believed
that there may be a larger weight and cost penalty than that which results from installa-
tion of mufflers on piston or rotary combustion engines.
Indications are that the muffler effect on engine performance will be small. This
effect is not included in the study. Furthermore, establishing the cost_of engine muf-
fling is also considered beyond the scope of this study.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
The Q-Fan, engine and gearbox generalizations described in the previous text have
been computerizcd and included in two computer programs. The Q-Far generalizations
have been presented in a Q-Fan computer program which can be used in preliminary
sizing of Q-Fans for specific applications. The Q-Fan, engine, and gearbox generali-
zations have been included in the NASA airplane synthesis program which can be used
in the rapid evaluation of the trade-offs between confil_.lration parameters, propulsion
systems, vehicle performance, and technology advances It, an efficient manner. Both
':omputer programs are deseril)ed in the following text.
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Q-Fan Computer Program
The performance generalizations for Q-Fans and the corresponding noise, weight
and cost generalizations have beencombined in a Q-Fan computer program. With this
computer program, the aforementionedQ-Fan characteristics canbe readily calculated
for a range of Q-Fan geometries and operating conditions.
The requi1ed inputs are the following:
Q- Fan
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Diameter range
Total activity factor range (activity factor x number of blades)
Variable pitch or fixed pitch rotor
Area ratio range
Gearbox option
Operating condition (maximum of 10)
Power or thrust or blade angle
Altitude
Velocity
Temperature, °F
P re s sure
Tip speed range
Airplane classification
Performance computation options
Cost computation options
As was described :Ln the section on noise generalization, for a giver, total activity
factor, the corresponding activity factor, number of blades and shroud length to rotor
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diameter ratio are selected to give minimum noise for a given tip speed. The computer
program automatically selects theseQ-Fan characteristics for a given total activity
factor and tip speed.
There are three performance computation options available: 1) if an engine is
known, then the operating condition is defined with the power and the corresponding
thrust andblade angle are computed, 2) if a Q-Fan thrust requirement is known, then
the operating condition is definedwith thrust andthe power andblade angle are com-
puted, 3) for fixed pitch application the operating condition is definedwith the blade
angle and the corresponding power and thrust are computed. Cost can be computed
basedon the 89%slope learning curve and the unit costs and quantities selected by
Hamilton Standard from available surveys as discussed in the cost generalization sec-
tion. There are the options of varying learning curve, unit costs, and quantities.
A sample print-out is included as figure 36. The initial input prints out as well as
the Q-Fan parameters number of blades, activity factor and duct length/rotor diameter
ratio corresponding to the input values of total activity factor and tip speed. Perfor-
mance prints out for all the conditions and there is the additional print-out of noise,
weight and cost for the 66 knot (34 m/s) operating conditions.
The program is coded in FORTRAN IV and has been run on an IBM System/370.
Approximately 500 performance points can be computed per minute. A list of the pro-
gram and pertinent inp_ut instructions are included as Appendix D.
Aircraft Synthesis Program
The NASA has developed a synthesis program used for aircraft design and mission
performance prediction, (ref. 14). The Q-Fan, engine and gearbox generalizations
described previously have been included in this program.
The program works on a given aircraft gross weight as a fixed input; a major sizing
loop lays out the fuseAage for a given number of seats, the wing for a given wing loading,
and the tail sizes for required tail volume coefficients. Engines are sized to match
thrust and drag at cruise with some rate of climb margin to provide a service ceiling,
but the engines are resized if FAR climb performance is not met or a required takeoff
distance is not achieved. Completion of the sizing loop determines the weight of fuel
available to fly the mission.
The mission performance loop includes taxi, takeoff, climb and cruise segments
and the range attainable with the available fuel is determined. If specified, the program
will iterate on gross weight through the complete synthesis to match a desired yahoo of
ra. go. Finally, an estimation is made of aircraft first cost and operating costs based
on the aircraft weight statement, rates for overhaul and maintenance costs, and ammal
utilization.
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The required inputs are the follo_ng.
1. Gross weight andpayload
2. Number of passengers and seating arrangement
3. Aspect and taper ratios, sweep.-,,thicknesses andincidence
4. Tail volume coefficients (optional)
5. Flight conditions and requirements
6. Field length
7. Type of high lift devices
8. Configuratioa indication
The program is codedin FORTRANIV andhas beenrun on an IBM System/370.
The normal computational time is about 4 minutes for a Q-Fan configuration with itera-
tions en gross weight to meet a specified range.
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PARAMETRIC STUDIES
Prior to discussing the complete aircraft system study, it is appropriate to pre-
view the general characteristics of the Q-FAN propulsion system. The Q-FAN com-
puter program in conjunction with the engine generalizations wasused to study Q-FAN
propulsion systems and the NASAsynthesis program was used to evaluate the configu-
ration, performance, and cost trends of the complete aircraft system. For theQ-FAN
propulsion system studies, the design criterion was selected to be either a given thrust
r_quirement at 66knots 34 m/s typical of lift off or a given enginesize. For the air-
craft system study, the design criterion was gross weight, thrust and drag at cruise,
FAR climb performance, and take-off dista__ce.
Both the Q-FAN propulsion system study and the complete aircraft system study
were based on variable pitch Q-FANS in order that the best pexfformance would be
obtained. It is realized that reductions in Q-FAN weight and cost may be attained at
some sacrifice in performance by using fixed pitch Q-FANS. Although not included
within the scope of this study, all the pertinent data is available to permit the investi-
gation of fixed pitch Q-FANS.
Q-FAN Propulsion System
The propulsion system parametric studies have been conducted for the 1980 time
period. Performance, noise, weight and cost were evaluated for the isolated Q-FAN/
engine package. As previously stated, the drag of the engine cowling is not included.
A comprehensive study was conducted for a 4-6 seat light twin engine aircraft incorpo-
rating Q-FAN/piston engine and Q-FAN/rotary combustion engine propulsion systems.
While the weight and size of the gas turbine engine make it an attractive power plant,
it is not expected to be cost competitive with the other two engine Lypes even into the
1980's for this aircraft class. Accordingly +.he Q-FAN/gas turbi::e engine has not been
covered in the detailed evaluation of this section. However it has been included later
in the study of the complete aircraft system to provide a comparison of the Q-FAN/
turboshaft engine with the piston and rotary combustion engine types as applied to the
light twin aircraft. Since time permitted less extensive studies of a heavy twin engine
aircraft and a single engine aircraft, only the Q-FAN rotary combustion engine pro-
pul sion system was studied. The gas turbine engine would be applicable for the heavy
twin classification. Although gas turbine engine weight, cost and dimension general-
ization are presented in Appendix C, a satisfactory engine performance generalization
has not yet been worked out due to the complex characteristics of the turbine engine
cycle. Therefore, further data than presented in this report is required to study the
Q-FAN/gas turbine propulsion package.
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Light Twin Engine Aircraft. - For the study presented herein, propulsion
systems applicable to a 4-6 seat light twin-engine aircraft typical of a category III
aircraft (Table I) in the 1980's time period were considered. The sizing criteria
were a representative lift off condition of 880 pounds (3914N) of thrust/nacelle at
66 knots (34 m/s) sea level, standard day and a cruise condition of 0.33 Mach number
at 15,000 feet (4580 m) altitude with 75% power and 90% speed. The engines were
assumed to be supercharged. All Q-FANS had duct acoustic treatment which reduces
Q-FAN noise by 4.5 PNdB. Engine mufflers were included wherever necessary to
reduce engine noise to the Q-FAN noise level. When combining two (approximately
equal noise source) the combination results in a 3 PNdB higher noise level. The shaft
power required to produce 880 pounds (3914N) of thrust was computed for a number of
Q-FANS varying in diameter from 2.5 (0. 76) to 4.5 feet (1.37 m) over a range of total
activity factors and tip speeds. The corresponding noise levels and propulsion system
weight and costs were also calculated. A sample plot is presented in figure 37 for the 3.5
foot (1.07 m) rotor diameter Q-FANS combined with rotary combustion engines of the
1980's time period. The Q-FAN total activity factor is also included on these plots.
The breakdown of TAF to activity factor per blade and number of blsdes can be obtained
from figure 38. It should be noted that the data is presented for a Q-FAN single nacelle.
Obviously, for two nacelles the power, weight and cost must be doubled while the noise
level is increased by 3 PNdB ignoring any shielding effects from the aircraft itself.
Furthermore, it is shown in figure 33 that additional engiae muffling for case radiated
and inlet noise is required to attain noise levels below 76 PNdB/nacelle. An inspection
of the curve at 92 PNdB (95 PNdB for 2 nacelles) shows that 344 SHP (257 kw) at a tip
speed of 750 ft/s (228 m/s) is required. A 10 PNdB reduction (85 PNdB level) is
attainable with essentially the same power plant by re&icing the tip speed to 650 ft/s
(198 m/s). For the 3.5' diameter Q-FAN this is accomplished at a 14% increase in
weight and a 17% ;ncrease in cost. This weight and cost increases are essentially due
to the higher total activity factor (increased blade width and/or number of blades)
required to meet the performance at the reduced tip speed. Moreover, noise reductions
of up to 17.4 PNdB are attainable, albeit at further increases in weight and cost.
Similar plots were made for Q-FAN rotor diameters of 2.5 (0.76), 3.0 (0.91) and
4.5 feet (1.37 m) with rotary combustion and piston engines. For each of these diam-
eters, the optimum Q-FANS was selected for a range of PNdB levels. The correspond-
ing horsepowers, weights, costs and tip speeds are shown on figure 39 for the Q-FAN/
rotary combustion engine. This plot shows the very strong effect of diameter on the
propulsion system characteristics. It is apparent that as propulsion package diameter
is reduced the power plant size and system weight grow nonlinearly whereas the weight
is reduced. Cruise thrust on the other hand increases significantly as Q-FAN diameter
is reduced due primarily to the increase in the engine size required for T.O. More-
over, reducing perceived noise level for a given diameter results in similar trends
with noise levels of as low as 75 PNdB (2 nacelles) being attainable albiet with in-
creased cost in nacelle weight and cruise performance. Of course, increased cruise
thrust could be obtained with increased power.
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A comparison of figures 39 and 40 shows similar engine size, cost and cruise
performance trends for both the Q-FAN/rotary combustion engine and Q-FAN/piston
engine propulsion packages. The weight variation differs since the weights of the
Q-FAN/piston engine propulsion system increases with increased diameter. The
weight and cost of the piswn engine propulsion systems are greater than those of the
rotary combustion engine propulsion systems.
Using a typical present day propeller as a reference, a detailed propulsion system
comparison is shown in Table XIII for a 3.0 foot (0.91 m) diameter Q-FAN combined
with a piston engine and a rotary combusticn engine. Using a typical present day
propeller/piston engine propulsion system as a reference, a detailed propulsion system
comparison was made with 3.0 foot (0.91 m) diameter Q-FAN/piston and Q-FAN/
rotary combustion propulsion systems (Table XIII). Performance, noise, weight and
cost are presented for the propulsor, engine and propulsion system. An inspection of
the propulsion system summary of Table XIII shows that the Q-FAN propulsion systems
are 18 PNdB quieter and that the Q-FAN/rotary combustion engine propulsion system
has essentially the same performance, weight and cost of present day propulsion
system, albiet with a larger sized engine. ExamivAng the detailed characteristics it
can be seen that the weight and cost of the Q-FAN propulsor in the 1980's are signifi-
cantly higher than the present day propeller. However, ttLe Q-FAN is 20. 5 PNdB
lower in noise. Taking advantage of the faster turning piston engines expected in the
1980's, the corresponding geared and muffled piston engine is only 10(._ heavier than
the current engines even though the engine power is increased 35_'_,. tlowever, the
larger engine required is costlier. On the other hand, the rotary combustion engine
is 37% lighter and less expensive than the present day propeller piston engine con-
figuration. It can also be seen that the engine noise of the piston engine has been
reduced 12 PNdB by muffling ,vhile the equivalent muffler on the rotary combustion
engine reduces the level by 19 PndB. For either engine, the cruise performance is
slightly better because of the higher installed power.
It should be noted that interference losses between the propulsion system and
aircraft have been neglected. Historically, this interference effect has been difficult
to quantify. However, it is obvious that the compactness of the Q-FAN offers the
potential of positioning this propulsion system more favorably than the propeller engine
propulsion system. Thus it is expected that the interference losses will be signif-
icantly lower for the Q-FAN propulsion system than for the propeller propulsion
system. Therefore, the installed propulsive efficiency of the Q-FAN may in fact be
much closer to that of the propeller than the isolated performance comparison would.
indicate. Since it may have an important influence on propulsive efficiency, the
interference losses need to be evaluated for both propulsion system by wind tunnel and/
or flight tests on appropriate general aviation aircraft.
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Heavy Twin Engine Aircraft. - Although this case has not been studied as
extensively as the light twin aircraft a propulsion package parametric study similar to
the one previously described for the light twin engine aircraft was n_.ade for a repre-
sentative heavy twin engine aircraft of airplane classification V (Table I). The design
criteria was a 1500 pound (6672 N) thrust requirement per nacelle at 6(; knots (34 m/s}
and a cruise speed of 0.4 Mach number operating at 75% power and 90_ - of speed at
20, 000 ft (6100 m).
A diameter, tip speed and total activity study was made for supercharged rotary
combustion engines of the 19_0 period. From this study-, the optimum propulsion
packages were selected for noise levels per nacelle of 82 and 92 PNdB (a5 and 95 PNdB /
aircr.-fft) respectively. A 600 (447) to 800 SHP (596 kw) range was selected as reason-
able engine sizes for this air2)lane. Power, weight, cost, cruise performance, tip
speed and total activity factor were plotted versus diameter (fig. 41) for range of 3, 0
(0.91) to 4.5 feet (1.37 m).
An inspection of figure 41 shows that as diameter is reduced from 4.5 ft. (1.37 m),
the power, weight, cost and cruise performance increase for both noise levels. For
each 0.5 feet (0. 15 m) reduction in diameter, engine size (power) is increased about 12'}
with a corresponding 14% increase in cruise thrust due to the power increase. For a
fan diameter range of 3.5 (1.07) to 4.5 feet (1.37 m), the weight would remain the
same and the cost would increase 4% for each 0.5 feet (0. 15 m) reduction in diameter.
])'or diameters less than 3.5 feet (1.07 m), the weight increases 8c:_ and the cost 16_
per 0.5 foot (0.15 m) reduction in diameter.
The reduction in noise level per nacelle from 92 to 82 PNdB is obtainable at each
diameter by increasing engine size (power) 3%j propulsion package weight 15_[ and
cost 4_, and it.creasing cruise performance approximately 3'_.
Single Engine Aircraft. - For the study of Q-FANS for a hypothetical single engine
aircraft for airplane classification II (Table I), the constraints of a specif:ed 400 SlIP
(298 kw) rotary combustion engine size and a Q-FAN diameter _f 2.5 ft. (_). 7(; m)
were imposed. With these constraints, a tip speed and total activity factor study was
made. Thrust at 66 knots (34 m/s) take off and at 0.28 Mach number cruise0 Q-FA N
pr.apulsion package weight and cost, and rotor total activity factor were plotted versus
noise level (PNdB) at constant tip speeds (Fig. 42).
An inspection of figure 42 shows that the optimum Q-FAN configuration from the
stand_)oint of performance, weight and cost for 95 PNdB is a low total activity factor
Q-FAIl operating at 800 ft/s (244 m/s). An 85 PNdB level is attainable by reducing
tip speed to 575 ft/s (175 m/s) and increasing total activity factor aft'[.. The 10 PNdB
reduction is attainable by using the same engine and Q-FAN diameter at the e:_ense of
reducing performance lr_, and increasing weight 7% ,-rod cost 5_,. Further noise re-
ductions are attainable at additional losses in performance and increases in welgbt and
cost.
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Preliminary Aircraft Design,s
Havingpresented this general picture of the Q-FAN, its current development
status, performance andgeometric characteristics and its interesting potential as a
quiet propulsor for advancedgeneral aviation aircraft, the next st.epis to look at the
configuration, performance, andcost trends of the complete aircraft systems with
variations in Q-FAN and engine geometric parameters for several levels of perceived
noise to pro_'ideat least a preliminary picture of the airci-aft'propulsion concepts
required forllmproved quiet general aviation aircraft for the 19'_0time period.
S.S.D. at',NASA Ames has conducted such a study of two aircraft to demonstrate
the potential of'Q-FAN propelled light aircraft--a six-passenger pressurized twin-
engine aircraft of airplane category III and a four-passenger unprcssurized single-
engine aircraft of airplane category II. Pertinent desiffn parameters are listed in
Table XIV. The twin-engine aircraft is essentially a modified version of the Cessna
Model 340. Howe,_,er, the single-engine aircraft is purely conceptual and ha_, the
following distinguishing design features: high wing, engine located directly behind
the cabin with the Q',FAN as a pusher in line with the engine, and the tail supported by
a boom tied directly to the wing and cabin structure above the engine and fan.
The major change9 from the Model 340 design for the twin-engine aircraft are
the wing loading, the wing location, the engine location, and the tailsize. The engines
are supported off the aft fuselage, and with this shiftin weight, the wing is moved aft
to provide for longitudinalstability. Removing the engines from the wings affects the
estimation of wing weight in that the engine weight no longer provides a relieving load
to the lifton the wing. "failvolume: coefficientsare predicted from empirical cor-
relations involving the length, width, and height of the fuselage and the area, mean
chord, and span of the wing.
Wing location and tailsizing was done in the same n;armer for the single-engine
aircraft. Aircraft length is a fixed input and thus the length of the tailboom is
determined in the iterationto locate the wing.
For both aircraft, a plain flap system was chosen as a baseline. Ho'.vever, it is
recognized that a flap system providing a higher maximum lift coefficient is desirable
for aircraft with higher wing loading (ref. 16). The advantage is using a single Fowler
flap is demonstrated for the twin-engine aircraft.
In sizing the engines at cruise, the engines were assumed to be at _0'[, maximum
power and 90% maximum RPM. The engines were resized if necessary to meet FAR
Pz rt 23 climb- rcquirements.
Key Q-FAN design parameters are the fan tip speed and the total activity factor
(activity factor per blade x number of blades). A criteria has been developed for
selecting the number-of-blades/blade-activl .ty-factor combination which, for ._ ,,pectfied
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total activity factor and tip speed, will minimize noise while not affecting efficiency
(fig 3_). The corresponding fan duct length/diameter ratio has also been established
by these criteria {fig. 38). The nominal value for the number of blades was selected
as _; t_ and 10 blades were also investigated. It should be reemphasized that for a
specified tip speed, each blade number corresponds to a specified total activity factor,
i. e., blade number cannot be varied independent of the activity factor per blade. The
fan art a ratio was held constant at 1.0 which is assumed to be acceptable for the flight
speeds used in this study (less than 250 knots (128 m/s)). All the results presented
arc for variable pitch fans. Q-FAN performance includes internal duct losses and
external losses due to shroud drag. Skin friction drag on the engine nacelles is
accounted for in the synthesis program, but engine cooling air drag is not.
.Wring Loading. - As pointed out in reference 16, almost all current light aircraft
are designed with a wing loading much too low for optimum cruise performance.
Introduction of higher wing loadings will require high lift flap systems to maintain
touchdown speeds and required field lengths at acceptable levels. The necessary high
lift technology is modest compared to current transport designs and is now available
for adoption into general a,_'iation. The current progress made in this area is described
in reference 16. Thus it was felt reasonable to optimize wing loading for good cruise
performance, and a brief study was made for the two chosen aircraft to establish the
proper wing loading at each cruise speed.
The results are given in figure 43 for both the single-engine aircraft and the twin-
engine aircraft. The data for constant wing loading at increasing cruise speed is cross-
plotted to give schedule of near optimum wing loading with cruise speed. The single-
engine aircraft varies in wing loading from 3,_ (1815) to 4_ psf (2235 N/m 2) as cruise
speed increases from 150 (77) to 200 lmots (103 m/s) true air speed at 10, 000 feet
(3048 m) altitude, and the twin-engine aircraft varies in wing loading from 40 (195}
to 48 psf (2295 N/m 2) as cruise speed increases from 180 (92) to 240 knots (123 m/s)
truc air speed nt 20, 000 feet (6076 m) altitude.
To take full advantage of aerod3nmmic performance with increasing speed, the
cruise altitude should be increased to fly closer to maximum lift-drag ratio. Practical
considerations usually make this not feasible. For the single-engine aircraft, higher
altitude would require cabin pressurization; and for the twin-engine aircraft, it is
doubtful if full power could be economically achieved with supercharged engines at
altitudes above 20, 000 feet (6076 m).
Twin Engine Aircraft Mission. - 'I_ne results shown in figure 44 for the six-place
pressurized twin-engine aircraft are for a payload of 600 lbs. (272 g) and a range of
1000 n. mi. (1853 kin). This payload corresponds tJ_ three passengers plus their
baggage. The pilot and his baggage are accounted for as useful load rather than payload.
These results arc for clxlise specds from lS0 (92) _o 240 knots (123 m/s) true air speed
and a direct comparison is made between piston engine powcred aircraft,rotary com-
bustion powered aircraft and turbine powered aircraft. It is assumed that the super-
charged engines (piston and rotary combustion engines) maintain full sea level power
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up to the 20,000 feet (6096m) cruise altitude. As previously discussed the gas
turbine engine performance was not generalized due to its complexity. Thus, the gas
turbine engineperformance was attained by adapting the Garrctt AiResearch TPE331-1
engine performance into the synthesis program in a form that wouldpermit engine
scaling. The engine was assumed to be a turboshaft engine with the gearbox as a part
of the Q-FAN. It should be noted that the gas turbine engines do not ma, ntain the sea
level power at altitude as do the supercharged piston or rotary combustion engines.
Moreover, the TPE331 engine cycle is not necessarily the optimum choice for this
aircraft mission. The level of technologsr is the 1975-80 time period.
The effect of cruise speed on the size of the aircraft is not surprising. This
effect is more pronounced for the piston engine aircraft due to an increase in engine
specific weight for piston engines above a rated power of 300 SHP (224 kw). Although
the larger nacelles required for the piston engine create additional skin friction drag,
the primary difference in the aircraft gross weights is due to the difference in engine
specific weight between rotary combustion and piston en_qnes. The gas turbine engine
powered aircraft is the lightest of the three engine sized aircraft (fig 44) even though
the gas turbine engine rated sea level power is considerably higher than the super-
charged rotary combustion and piston engine powered aircraft. The aircraft arc
sized by cruise requirements and for the gas turbine powered aircraft, it results in
sea level powers which are considerably more than those required by the piston and
rotary combustion engine powered " "mrera_,. The inherent low specific weight of the
gas turbine engine accounts for this trend. As a reference point, the current Cessna
Model 340 is listed at 5975 lbs. (2710 kg) gross weight and cruise at 210 knots
(108 m/s). At this speed, the aircraft-with Q-FAN's and rotary combustion en_nes
is at 6100 lbs. (2760 kg) gross weight, the aircraft with Q-FAN's and piston engines
is at 7200 lbs. (3260 kg) gross weight and the aircraft with Q-FAN's and gas turbine
engines is at 5650 lbs (2560 kg).
The Q-FAN/rotary combustion engine powered aircraft is the least costly as can
be seen on figure 44. Although the gas turbine engine aircraft is more costly than the
pis_n engine aircraft_ at the higher speed range, _he trend is reversed.
Also shown on figure 44 arc the takeoff and landing pcrform.-mce assuming a plain
flap over 60% of the wing span. In each case the takeoff distance to clear 50 feet
(15 m) is less than 3600 feet (1100 m). As cruise speed increase,: the aircraft power
loading increases, which would tend to reduce takeoff distance. However_ the increase
in wing loading has the opposite effect thus creating a bucket in the curves. The greater
lapse rate of the gas turbine engine results !n shorter take-off distances. Landing
distance and touchdown speed both increase with the higher wing loading. The landing
distance from 50 feet (15 m) alti_de is less th.'m 2500 feet (762 t,_), well lx_low the
takeoff distance, ltowcver, the touchdown speed varies from 100 (51) to 110 knots
(57 m/s)-- considcred to be too high for this ('lass of aircraft_
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As discussed in the section on wing loading, high lift flap systems will be needed
for high wing loading aircraft. The full span single Fo_vler flap deseribel: in reference
i6 was simulated in the synthesis program and the results are shown in figvrc t l for
the aircraft desiglmd to cznaise at 210 l_nots (108 m/s). Takeoff distance is reduced
from 3260 feet (990 m) to 2(;00 feet (790 m), landing distance is reduced from 21{;0
feet (440 m) tc 1940 feet (590 m), and most important, touchdown sp¢:ed is reduced
from 101.5 (52) to 91 knots (47 m/s).
Single Engine Aircraft 5Iission, - The results shown in figure 45 for the four-
place unpressurized single-engine aircraft are for a payload of 400 lbs. (lSl kg) and
a range of 850 n. mi. (1580 kin). Results are for cruise speeds of 150 (77) to 200 knots
(103 m/s) true air speed at 10, 000 feet (304,_ m) altitude. Both non-supercharged and
supercharged engines are used with an assumed level of engine teehnolo_t in the 1975-
1980 time period.
The comparison between rotary combustion powered aircraft and piston powered
aircraft exhibits the same trend as for the twin-engine aircraft-- the higher engine
specific weight penalizes the piston engl.nes. Also shown are comparisons for super-
charged and non-supercharged engines. For the rotary combustion engines, the
constant power of the superclmrged engine up to cruise altitude, which results in a
lower sea level horsepower rating, is almost exactly offset by the additional weight of
the turbo-supercharger. The result is virtually the same aircraft gross weight at a
given design cruise speed for either rotary combustion engine type, Ilowcver, for
the piston engines there is a definite advantage for a supercharged engine due to the
lower sea level horsepower rating.
Takeoff and binding performance are also shown on figure 45 and loading per-
formance is quite similar to that show_ for the twin-engine aircraft using plain flaps.
Takeoff performance varies eensiderably between supercharged and non-supercharged
engines dtm to the differences in the aircraft power loading. Although not shown,
takeoff and landing distances and touchdown speed would all be reduced by approximately
the increment shown in figure 44 if the Fowler flap were employed rather than the
plain flap.
Effect of Q-FAN Design on Fan Noise. - As stated in the introduction, the nmjor
impetus for considering Q-FAN propulsors for general aviation is the potential for low
noise. All aspects of the Q-FAN are involvcci in the design for low noise--tip speed,
rotational speed, blade activity factor, number of blades, and shroud length to diameter
ratio. CriLeria have been developed to select the blade activity factor and the shroud
length-diameter ratio based on the fan tip speed and the number of hie.des. Thus the
design variables used in this study to affect noise were the maximum allo, wablc fan
tip speed, the fan RPM, anti the number of blades.
The rotary combustion twin-engir, e aircraft was chosen to demonstrate the design
tradcoffs used in Q-FAN design for low noise. An eight-bladed fan having a m.axlmunl
RPM of 4500 anti a maximum allowable tip speed of 800 fps (2,t,1 m/_) was chosen as
the reference point, and the measure of system performance is the _fffect on cruise
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range. Note that the maximum tip speed for this fan, chosen for maxinmm cruise
efficiency, was actually 775 fps (236 m/s), slightly less than the maximum allowable.
The reference aircraft cxx_ises at 210 lmots (10s m/s) over a range of 1000 n. mi
(1._52 kin). The point of noise measurement was selected at 500 feet (153 m) sideline
at sea level takeoff. The aircraft is assumed to be at 0. 1 Mach number and out of
ground effect.
"l'hedata in figure 46 are for reduced fan rotational spee_, clo_m to 3000 RPM,
and for 6-, ._-,and 10-bladed fans. Noise is reduced for both an increased number
of blades and decreased rotational speed. At each point the fan diameter and thus the
fan tip speed is found which maximizes propulsive efficiencywith the constraint of not
exceeding _00 fps (244 m/s). This limit was reached only for the 6-bladed fan at
1500 RPM. Rc(kming fan RPM or increasing the number of blades each lead to heavier
and more costly fan designs, which has a marked effecton the r_nge performance.
For all the data shown, range performance is degraded from thatfor the reference
fan. Itwould appear that rotational speeds greater than 4500 RPM for the 8-bladed
fan would lead to slightlygreater range but at the expense of increased noise.
The noise level of the reference fan (for_vo propulsors) is _3.7 PNdB (approxi-
mately 72 dB(A)) which is considerably less than current propeller driven light aircraft.
This noise is also less than thatfrom the exhaust of either rotary combustion or
piston engines. However, for these engines muffling can be achieved down to approxi-
mately 80 PNdB with very littleweight penalty (fig.33). Noise as low as 75 PNdB can
be achieved with a 10-bladed fan at 3000 RPM but the range is re(kmed by approximately
40'}_due to the added weight. This would translate into a larger aircraft necessary to
cruise the required 1000 n. mi. (1852 kin).
An alternate way of obtaining low fan tip speed is to reduce {:he fan diameter at
a constant RPM rather than reduce the RPM. This was done in the synthesis program
and the results are shown in figure 47. Specifying both RPM and tip speed fixes the
fan diameter, and the cruise propulsive efficiency calmot be optimized and thus suffers
at the lower tip speed, as shown in figure 47. However, the reduced fan diameter leads
to re(hced fan weight and cost, and the result is a relatively small effect on the cruise
range of the aircraft. The purpose of reducing tip speed is to reduce the noise, but
in this case just the opposite resulted. 'l.]m ru(kmed diameter of the fan leads to higher
fan disk loading (thrust/fan frontal area, "r/l) 2) at takeo? ¢. which has an adverse effect
on notsc. As was discussed in the sect ton on Q-FAN noise generalization, noise is a
function of total activiW factor (AF x l:,). An inspection of figures 3B through 6B of
APPENDLK B shows that noise increa,Jcs with increases in T/D 2 and that at the higher
T/D 2 values, the noise can bc reduced by increasing total activity factor. Thus, in-
creas'ng number of blades and consequently total activity faetnr would alter the noise
shn_n in figure 47.
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Noise canbe reduced to a certain extent at a fixed diameter by reducing tip speed
and increasing number of blades (total activity factor). However, for the very
minimum noise an increase in diameter together with a tip speed reduction are required.
These combined effects are more clearly shown in figure 39 and 40.
Effect of Advanced Propulsion Technology. - In a previous section, two levels of
technology were described for the engines, Q-FANS and gearboxes; i.e. for the 1975-
19._0 time period and for the 1980-1985 time period. All previoe.s aircraft design data
presented in this study were generated assuming the near-term 1975-1980 technology.
Figure 48 compares the aircraft sizes which result for the reference twin-engine
aircraft (210 knots cruise speed and supercharged engines) assuming the two different
technologies for engine and fan weight.
Figure 48A is a comparison for supercharged rotary combustion engines.
Advanced technology results in a saving of 400 (1_0) to 500 lbs (226 kg) in aircraft
gross weight for the 4-rotor engine. Increasing the number of rotors leads to lighter
engine weight due to a smaller rotor scale size for a given power requirement, and
comparisons are also shown for 2- and 6-rotor engines. To keep the displacement
per unit time constant with smaller diameter rotors, the engine RPM must increase
with an increasing number of rotors for constant power. For the far-term technolog_y,
Curtiss Wright predicts reduction in engine weight due to greater engine displacement
per unit time which is achieved with increased engine RPM.
Figure 4SB is a comparison for horizontally-opposed piston engines driving the
Q-FAN directly with no gearbox. Again, these comparisons are for the twin- ,gine
aircraft and the engines are supercharged. The comparison between near- and far-term
technology at ,an engine RPM of 4500 reflects the reduction in engine specific weight
and the reduction in Q-FAN weight. A reduction in aircraft gross weight of approxi-
mately 700 lbs (318 kg) is predicted. The increase in engine RPM to 5000 ItPM will
not result in a reduced engine weight with the method used h-J predict engine weight
(see Appendix C) and the slight reduction in aircraft gross weight is due to a smaller
fan designed for 5000 RPM.
Conceptual Aircraft Derived from the Synthesis Program
Simple layouts of a single and twin-engine aircraft dwveloped from the s]nlthcsis
program are prcsented In figures 49 and 50. The 6-place pressurized twin-engine
aircraft in figure 49 is shown along with the current Cessna Model 340. The Cessna
Model 349 has a gross weight of 5975 lbs. (2710 kg) with a wing loading of 32.4 psf
(1552 N/m2), and the conceptual aircraft has a gross weight of 6100 lbs. (2_S0 kg) with
a wing loading of 41 psf (1964 N/m2). Both cruise at 210 knots (10S m,/s) (TAS) and
20, 000 feet (6076 m) altitude. 'l_he design point for the conceptual aircraft is to carry
600 lbs (272 kg) of payload (3 passengers plus bagg_lgc) for a range of 1000 n. miles
(1_52 kin).
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The engines on the conceptual aircraft are the lq75-1980 near-term, 4-rotor,
rotary combustion, turbo-supercharged engines rated at 300 SttP (226 k-w). The
Q-FAN has s blades and the tip diameter is 2, 3 feet (1.0 m) and is mounted as a
pusher. It was assumed that 44q of the wing volume is available for fuel storage and
all the fuel is stored in the wing. Wing locatinn is moved aft to provide proper long-
itudinal stability with the aft mounted engines and this results in a slightly smaller
tail size.
A conceptual single-engine, Q-FAN powered unpressurized 4-place aircraft is
_hown in fi_r_ 50. Thi._ aircraft h_ a gross weight of 2700 lbs. (12")._ ,,_,) wi,.h a
wing loading of 43 psf (2060 N/m2). The cruise speed is 180 knots (TAS) (92 m/s) at
10,000 feet (30-1a m) altitude. It is powered by a 4-rotor, rotary combustion, unsuper-
charged engine rated at 397 SHP (296 I_v) which is located aft of the cabin, directly in
line with the fan. It is felt that a high wing is necessary to provide undistorted flow
into the fan. At this cruise speed the flow will be accelerating into the fan thus creat-
ing a favorable pressure gradient minimizing the chances for separation off the engine
nacelle ahead of the fan. The design point for this aircraft is to carry 400 lbs (181 kg)
of payload (2 passengers plus baggage) for a range of S5O n. miles (1578 km).
More details of the propulsion system integration are given in the following
section.
CONCEPTUAL PROPULSION S_'STEM INTEGRATION
Detailed conceptual propulsion system integration studies were made to investi-
gate the problems of integrating the Q-FAN and engine m_d of installing the Q-FAN/
engine propulsion package onto an aircraft. The study was made for both a single-
engine and a t_yin-engine general aviation aircraft.
Since time permitted the study of only two engine types, the rotary combustion
and piston engines were selected over the gas turbine. However, the circular packag-
ing of the gas turbine installation will be similar to that of the rolary combustion
engine.
Blade containment provisions were not incorporated In the Q-FAN duct since the
design and construction of the fan blades and retention are identical with propellers
which are designed as prime structures with sufficient safety margins to preclude
failure.
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Q-FAN and Engine Integration
i_vin-Engine Aircraft - The off fuselage pylon-mounted Q-FAN propulsor and
engine pod installation was selected for the conceptual design study for the twin-engine
aircr,-fft of category HI because it essentially eliminates visibili W problems and
results in better overall appearance. Both the rotary combustion and horizontally-
opposed piston engines were considered. Based on the propulsion system parametric
study previously discussed, a 42 inch (107 cn]) diameter Q-FAN engine power package
desigl_ed to produce 880 lbs. (3900 N) thrust per nacelle at 66 knots (34 m/s) TAS for
a sea level, standard condition was selected. Design parameters for the Q-FAN are
listed in Table XV.
A pusher version of the pylon-mounted Q-FAN, with the engine mounted forward,
was selected for this study; but a tractor version is configured in the same manner
with the engine behind the fan. Acoustical wall treatment only is incorporated in the
Q-FAN in the form of two concentric cylinders of honeycomb with perforated sheets;
one the inside surface of the duct and the other on the outer surface of the centerbody
behind the fan rotor blades. The maximum fan noise level is 80.5 PNdB maximum at
500 feet (152 m) sideline including this treatment. The engines have exhaust mani-
fold mufflers which reduce engine noise to a maximum level of 80, 5 PNdB at 500 feet
(152 m) sideline. Therefore, ignoring possible shielding by the aircraft, the total
installation noise level for the two Q-FAN/engine propulsion packages is 83.5 PNdB
maximum, sideline at 500 feet (152 m).
Rotary Combustion Engine Installation- A liquid-cooied, 4-rotor, rotary com-
bustion engine with 27.5 inch3 (4ol era3) rotor displacement was selected to provide
350 SlIP (261 k'w)at 9900 RPM within a 14.75-inch (37.47 era) diameter envelope.
This selection was based on the results of a parametric study furnished by Curtiss-
Wright Corporation for aircraft rotary combustion engines. The engine is close-
coupled to tm integral concentric gearbox and fan rotor assembly. The engine with a
gear reduction of 3.0:1 drives the fan at 3300 RPM. The fan operates at constant
speed as controlled by a gearbox-mounted governor and has blade feathering.
Figures 51, 52, and 53 show the left side, top and forward end views of the pylon-
mounted rotory combustion engine/Q-FAN propulsion pod, respectively and figure 54
shows a three dimensional view. The engine fits well within the fan centerbody diameter
resulting in clean aero¢_amic flow (no blockage) through the fan. This compact dta-
metral fit leaves no space for accessories or drives around the engine sides so they
must bc located forward of the engine. The exhaust and intake manifolds run along the
engine side and the fuel injector, oil pump, magnetos, tach generator, coolant pump,
vacuum pump, starter, alternator, turbocharger, compressor, muffler, and intake
air box are all forward of the engine and accessory gearbox. Some accessories are
mounted on the gcarbex and others are mounted on brackets in the cowling structure.
The oil tank, oil cooler, and engine coolant radiator are mounted it: the airframe to
preserve the compact shape of the pod and to rcckmc the pylon-mounted weight. A
small air inlet scoop feeding air to the turbocharger is the only opening on the front of
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the pod. An additional scoopwould be provided beneath the pylon at the fuselage
junction to provide air to the oil cooler andengine radiator which are fuselagemounted.
"['heengine is mountedon two forward and two rear flexible sid(: mountswhich are
supported on frames bolted to the pylon box beam structure. Duet support is obtained
through the five inlet vanes to an engine-mountedring. Sinceboth the fan andthe duet
are engine mounted, a small duct-to-blade tip clearance is more easily maintained.
The pylon lm_ m_airfoil cros_ section and is eoincider.t with one of the five inlet vanes
to reduce blockage effects on the fan. Detailed representation of cowling andpylon
structure, wiring, fluid lines, and enginecontrols is outside the scopeof this study
and are not shown.
The rotary combustion engine used in this study represents the smallest diametral
enginepackageprojected to 1975-1980technology. However, a smaller diameter
Q-FAN with a greater power requirement can beused with tkis basic engine size by
adding engine rotors to increase power andby moving the engine further away from
the fan as the fan centerbody diamete_t becomes smaller. A more compact fan con-
figuration is therefore obtained by adding slightly more pod length.
For the 1980-1985 time period, it is predicted that the engine diameter will be
further reduced for the same power. Thus a more compact installation package will
be possible.
Piston Engine Installation - Installation studies of the same Q-FAN wit),, a
horizontally-opposed piston engine were conducted. The Avco Lycoming IGS-540-A1D
was selected as a typical engine in the required power range for the purpose of sizing
the propulsion pod. This is a geared, supercharged engine with fuel injection rated at
380 SHP (283 k_v) at 3400 RP_I. The engine would be run direct drive at 3300 RPM for
this application. Accessories are mounted essentially within the engine envelope and
are not a nmjor consideration in determining pod size. A serious disadvantage of the
piston engine Q-FAN pod eon_gnaration is the relatively large engine frontal area which,
if close-coupled, constitutes a blockage of air flow into the fan. The engine must be
mounted far enough from the duct to provide sufficient air flow into the fan to maintain
performance.
Figures 55, 56, 57 and 58 show the leftside, top and forward end views of the
piston engine/Q-FAN pod installationand three dimensional view respectively. Since
itis unlikely that any shaft coupling c,'mwithstand the torsional excitationsassociated
v_iLhthe piston engine, itwas decided to mount the fan on the end of an extended engine
shaft with a standard shaft spline and cone configu,,_tion. A spherical support be,_ring
was located on the shaft forward of the fan to constitute the rear engine mount, The
bearing is mounted in a laminated elastomeric-metal sleeve that provides radial stiff-
ness, but deflccts axially to permit the forward engine r3ounts to react the fan thrust.
The two forward engine mounts arc standard bed-type mounts of the vibration isolator
type that react lateral, torsional, and axial engine loaos. "I_isshaft engine mount
concept was contributed by the Beech Aircraft Company Engineering Department.
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The natural frequencies of the shaft with its associated masses must be maintained
remote from the engine excitation frequencies by proper design of the components.
Pylon-mounting a horizontally-opposed piston engine on the side is difficult
because of the side location of the cylinders. A modified bed mounting was used which
incorporates a fabricated sheet metal "saddle" which supports the two forward mounts
and transitions into a fabricated cylinder which supports the rear bearing mount and
the fan shroud. This mount structure is built into the pylon box beam structure to
carry the loads to the airframe.
"the exhaust manifold muffler, intake air box, and oil cooler are mounted forward
of the engine but the oil tank is mounted in the airframe. A large air scoop on the
forward end of the pod supplies cooling air for the engine and oil cooler and a small
scoop provides inlet air to the supercharger. Cooling air is exhausted through an
annular opening ahead of the inlet guide vanes to the fan. Engine exhaust gases arc
discharged from the side near the forward end of the pod and flows rearward through
the fan. Based on previous experiences it is not expected that the engine exhaust gas
or the cooling air exhaust will significantly affect fan performance or structure
integriW, since the engine exhaust gas could contribute significantly to the noise
signature if not discharged correctly, it is a detail which should be considered in any
final design.
'fine piston engine pod is longer than the rotary combustion engine pod due to the
required remote location from the fan duct and is much larger in cross section. A
more complex mount structure and greater installation weight make the reciproc._ting
horizontally-opposed piston engine less attractive for pylon mounting than the rotary
combustion engine.
Single-Engine Aircraft. - A Q-FAN propulsion system for a single-engine, 4-
passenger aircraft of category II was conceptually studied with both a rotary combustion
engine and a horizontally-opposed piston engine. A pusher co_ffiguration on a singl_
empennage aircraft was selected to provide maxinmm pilot and passenger vi,,_ibi!ity.
From the propulsion system parametric studies discussed previously, a 30 inch (76 cm)
diameter Q-FAN/enginc propulsion package was selected for this Q-FAN and engine
integration study. Design parameters for the Q-FAN arc listed in Table XVI. This
relatively small diameter fan was selected for this installation because the large
fuselage frontal area constitutes a significant blockage of fan inlet air requiring the
fan to be remotely mounted from the fuselage. Because of this remote fan mounting,
it was decided to move it far enough from the fuselage to permit a smaUer, lighter
Q-FAN to be used within a reasonable power requirement range. The fan duct inlet has
a more significant "bell-mouth" shape than a pod-type installation to prevent separation
of the air entering the duct at a greater angle from around the fuselage.
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Acoustic treatment similar to ),heprevious pod-mountedQ-FAN is incorporated
tm the inner duct surface and the other engine cowling surface behind the fan rotor
l)lades. Including this treatment, the maximum fan noise level is ,_2PNdBat 500feet
(l 52 m) sideline. The engines have exhatist manifold mufflers which reduce, tile
maximum engine noise lc,,el to S2 PNdB at 500 feet (152 m) sideline. "l',,tal installation
maximum noise level is 85 PNdB at 500 feet (152 m) sideline.
I._otary Combustion Engine Installation. - A liquid-cooled, two-rotor e¢)mbustion
engine with 76.2 in. 3/rotor (1249 cln3/rotor) displaceme,',t was selected to provide
_UQ _lil' t2_ 1_)1 a_ 7300 Ilt*N. The engine i,s a direct-dri_c, _uL_ral_y a_pirat_:d
g, pe, bed-mr)unfed on isolation mounts in the rear fuselage structure with aeccssc)ries
as sho_n in fig_are 59. An Oldham coupling couples the engine output shaft to a
simple 1.65:1 spur gear mesh oil-cooled gearbo:: from which tim fan is driven at
MOO RPM by a shaft with a universal joint at each end. The low torsional excitations
of the rotary combustion engine permit the use of driveshaft couplings,, An engine
coolant radiator and oil cooler are mounted ahead of the engine and are supplied coo)l-
ing air from an external air scoop, Engine exhaust is discharged ahead of the engine
at the bottom of the fuselage remote from the fan inlet. An oil tank is located to the
rear of the engine and is supported on brackets under the tail boom.
The fan rotor operates at constant speed as controlled by a governor bolted to a
ring supported on the five inlet vane spars in the duct. Duct assembly attachment to
the airframe is accomplished through bolted lug mcunts under the tail boom and two
struts connecting the bottom duct leading edge with the engine mount structure in the
fuselage. The fuselage intersects the duct in a "wedge" shape on the upper half of the
duct inlet and fairs with the fan centerbody in a semi-circular shape below the fan axis
of rotation. This Q-FAN/powerplant configuration results in a compact aircraft instal-
lation with minimum blockage to fan air inlet flow.
Piston Engine Installation. - The same single-engine pusher Q-FAN installation
was studied using a horizontally-opposed piston engine. A 6-cylinder Teledyne
Continental "Tiara" Model T6-320 engine was selected to drive the fan directly at
,1400 engine RPM. Although the maximum power rating of 320 SItP (239 kw) is less
than the 400 StlP (298 kw) required, the outside shape and dimensions of this engine
were used for the installation study and are shown in figure 69. (The next size engine
provides more than the required power, The 8-cylinder T8-450 engine rated at 450 Slip
(33(; kw) at ,l,I00 RPM is longer by one row of cylinders which would not effect the
fuselage-to-fan interface). Although the Model T6-320 engine has the advantages of
low height, compact accessory, mounting, and no requirement for liquid coolant com-
ponents, it has major disadvantages of a wide frontal area and inability to use drive-
shaft couplings for the remote Q-FAN installation,
The wide frontal area requires a wider fuselage causing more blockage of air
entering the fan inlet. A flange-mounted drive-shaft extension with the fan cone-
mounted nn the end is used with a spherical support bearing forward of the fan. This
bearing is supported in the hoom-.nmunted fan tk|ct anti is the rear engine mount, as in
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the pod installation previously discussed. The shaft spring-mass system must be
properly designedto avoid natural frequencies in the range of engine excitation fre-
quencies. A stand_.rdbed-type mountingwith vibration dampers is used to support
the forward end of the engine on the fuselage structure. This forward mount reacts
lateral, torsional, and axial engine loads. There is the potential of reducing piston
engine si_,ein the 1980's which will then permit a more compact propulsor package.
Aircraft and Propulsion SystemIntegration
Preliminary conceptual sketchesof Q-FAN's mountedin several locations on low-
wing, light twin-engine aircraft were made. Both pusher and tractor configurations
were studied abovethe wing andon the fuselage. Thepurpose of the sketches is to
investigate the effect on aircraft balance and stability in a preliminary senseand the
effect onpilot and passenger visibility andoverall aircraft appearance. The study
shows that the wing-mounting requires less changeto aircraft balancebut restricts
pilot visibility in the tractor version andpassenger visibiliW to a lesser degree in the
pusher version. Pylon-mounting either version on the rear fuselage requires more
balance revision to the aircraft but essentially eliminates visibility problems and
results in better overall appearance.
Sufficient study was made ca single-engine Q-FAN installations to conclude that
the pusher configuration is the best choice for either a twin-boom or single-empennage
aircr_t to prevent restriction of pilot visibility by the fan duct. Pylon-mounting on
top of the fuselage has the disadvantageof raising the thrust line high on the aircraft
and presents a less pleasing appearance.
Based on these preliminary studies, it is concludedthat achievementof the full
benefits of the Q-FAN on the air:raft may require changesin aircraft balance and
possibly wing, stabilizer, and cabin door location. The exception would be existing
pusher-type aircraft where requirements to revise the configuration are much less.
The following discussion demonstrates (1) the difference in the propulsion package
for pusher andtractor Q-FAN installations and for rotary combustion andpiston engine
installations each installed in a t_vin-engineaircraft and (2) the difference in pusher
Q-FAN propulsion packageinstallations ona single-engine aircraft for hnth the rotary
combastion andpiston enginepowerplants.
Typical Twin-Engine Installation. - The pylon-mounted Q-FAN propulsion package
presented in the previous section was studied on a modifieJ Cessna 340 light twin-.engine
aircraft in two pods mounted on the side of the rear fuselage. Pusher m_(1 tractor
versions of the aircraft installation are shown with the rotary combustion engine in
figures 61 and 62 and with the horizontally-opposed piston engine in figures (;3 and (;4.
For a more compact propt:lsion package, the Q-FAN diameter was reduced from the
42 inch (107 cm) diameter used in the Q-FAN and engine integration study to a 36 inch
(91 cm) diameter. This reduction in diameter has minor effects on cngin,, package
1
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siz(,. Spacing between the engine and fan is increased 6 inches (15 era) to be eom-
lmtible with the e_wresponding smaller 16.2-inch (,tl. ! era) eenterbody diameter, and
tht, rotary combustion engine diameter increased less than an inch to provide the
required power increase from 3.t I (257) to-t00 Slip (298 kw)at .9100 IlPM with a 2.3_
,,_"ear redueI.ion to drive the fau at 3s20 RPM (y;00 g/s) (183 re's) tip speed). Fan total
acti\'i W factor increases to 2500 and duet L/l) becomes 1.05.
Percent blockage of the fm_ duet area by the engine pod and pylon is approximately
;h_ .-.'-,me for eitl_ee the pu'_ht:r or the tractor installation. Itowever, fan inlet blockage
(pusher) may be more detrimental to fan performance than exit blockage beettusc ot the
possibiliw of distortion at the fan albeit with reduced sMn fraction drag because of
lower veh_eitics in the inlet. Performance can be maintained, however, by careful
:_.ttention to the fan inlet emffi_mration in the desig.L The pusher configuration has the
advantages of improving passenger visibility, providing lift near the tail to reduce
required stabilizer area, and in the ease of the heavier piston engine, locates the pro-
pulsion package center of gravity further forward.
The primary modifications to the existing aircraft configuration are: (a) relocation
of the wing rearward to accommodate tim shift in aircraft center of gravity, (b) relocation
of the horizontal stabilizer upward to avoid the fan discharge, and (e) moving the cabin
door forward of the _v2ng, Comparison of the two engine types reveals the rotam- com-
bustion engine installation to be significantly more compact, creating less drag on the
aircraft and less blockage on the fan than the piston engine. Even smaller diameter
Q-FAN's can be used i_ a pod mounting if the engine-to-fan spacing is increased more.
An alternative with the rotary combustion engine is to mount the engines in the fl_selage
and drive a compact Q-FAN pod through right-angle gearboxes and drive-shaft couplings.
Typical Single-Engine Installation. - A four-place, high wing, single-boom aircraft
was selected to demonstrate the single-engine pusher installation concept. The rotary
combustion and piston engine fuselage-mounted Q-FAN installations def:ned previously
are shown installe(t on the aircraft in figure 65. Externally, the basic difference be-
tween the two installations is the wider fuselage required to accommodate the piston
engine envelope. The wider fuselage offers more air inlet blockage to the Q-FAN pos-
sibly requiring a more remote mounting location.
Propulsion Integration Summary
From the propulsion system integration sketches (figures 51 to 60) and the airplane/
propulsion system sketches (figures t;1 to 65_ which include the rota_w combustion an(I
piston engines, it is determined that:
1. "Elm rotnry combustion engine instalhttion is more compact fl)r both the twin-
engine and single-engine aircrafts.
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2. Access,tries are more easily mounted around the irregular shape of the
piston engine !}ranthe circular rotary combustion engine pod eonfii,mration.
3. Side pylon-mounting of the piston engine is difficultdue to cylin,lcr loeati(m.
4. Drive shaft couplings can be used with the rotary c<m;l,_stion onginc, where
aircraft configuration requires a mounting remote from the fan, ttigh t_>rsi,nal ,.x-
citations preclude the use of drive-shaft couplings with the piston (,ngillc, n:akin_ it
necessary to use a rigidly mounted shaft extension.
5. The compact rotary combustion engine installationpresents less drag ,n the
aircraft and less blockage of the Q-FAN air duct.
_;. Q-FAN installationsfor low wing, light,twin-engine aircraft can be mounte(l
on the wing or on the fuselage. The bctter location appears tc be on the rear fuselage
from the standpoint of good visibilityand appearance. Either a pusher or tractor
configlarationcan be used in this location but a pusher configureation is preferred for
the forward locations.
7, Q-FAN installationson single-engine aircraft should o_ pusher configurations
to preserve pilotvisibility,.
._,,_,
IDENTIFICATION OF FUTURE RESEARCH ITEMS
During the course of this study, the contractor has identified certain areas where
the technology utilized in preparing the design criteria ,-rod the state-of-the-art ad-
vancements required for developing improved, quiet Q-FAN propulsion packages for
general aviation _i]l require further study and research. These areas arc, presenWd
below with recommendations for further study and research,
I, Q-FAN/Rotary Combustion Engine E:Nperimental Progr;)m
While the basic technology of the components of the Q-FAN/rotary combustion
engine propulsion system have been established, :m experimental investigation of the
complete propulsmn systems is an essential next step in the developnmnt of this new
propulsion concept. Accordingly, it is proposed that the program outlined below be
undertaken.
a. tlardware - A Q-FAN should be built f<,r an existing rotary combustion
engine for an appropriate general aviation aircraft and run on a lest stand to investigate
the hardware compatibility and operating characteristics.
,17
b. Performance Testin_K - Static, wind tumml and flight tests over a range
of Wpieal operating conditions should be conducted to estat)lish
®
O
performance
cooling drag
aircraft/engine interference effects
general handling characteristics
ride qualiW
c. Acoustical Testing - Staticand flyover tests should be conducted (-,nan
acoustic test facilityand on an aircraft to define
• external near and far field noise
• cabin noise and vibration
2. Configuration Refinements
a. Duct Treatment - Tests should be conducted to confirm the level of
reduction that can be achieved with simple acoustic treatment as described in this
report. Performance losses should be measured in this progrsm to establish whether
additional treatment could be incorporated without penalties.
b. Advanced Airfoil Sections - In recent years analytical methods have been
developed which permit the design of sapercritical airfoil sections and low speed high
lift, vdde drag bucket airfoil -qections. A limited amount of experiment data does sub-
stantiate the analytical procedures. It is proposed that the potential of using these new
airfoil sections on Q-FANS both analytically and experimentally be iwcestigated.
3. Refinements and Extensions to the Generalized Methods and Computer
P__rogrants
a. Integrated Design Lift Coefficient - Since this is the only rotor blade shapu
parameter not included as a variabI.e in the performance generalization, it is recom-
mended that the generalization be extended to include a variation in integrated design
lift coefficient.
b. Engine Cowling - As was stated previously, the losses due to the engine
cowling are not included in the prediction of installed performmme. It is recommended
that a procedure for evaluating the engine cowling drag be derived and included in the
prediction of installed performance.
e. Reverse Thrust - The landing runway distances are a vital aspect of
aspect of aircraft design and operation of aircrafts in category V (Table I). Therefore,
it is recommended that a procedure for computing reverse thrust for a range of velo-
cities corresponding to the landing rl,_l associated with any aircraft configuration with
reversing Q-FANS be included with the general Q-FAN computational procedure. The
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analytical method wouldbe basedon existing test dataand empirical correction for
the pertinent Q- FAN characteristios.
i.. Engine Noise - During the course of the study it was found that very little
noise data on any of the engines was available. This was particularly true in the case
of piston and turboshaft engines. It is recommended that definitive test data on
unmuffled engines be obtained over a range of operating conditions and a range of
design parameters. From this an improved method for predicting engine noise should
be developed.
In the muffler area limited information was also found. Both test and acoustic
theory should be used to improve design, weight and performance methodology. In
view of the foregoing a cost generalization has not been included in the present study.
Furthermore, the effect of mufflering on the performance needs to be established.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
1. The Q-FAN/rotary eombl, stion engine offers the aircraft designer a new
degree of flexibility in configuring light aircraft.
2. The Q-FAN selected for best aerodynamic performance will be approximately
18 dB quieter than current propeller/piston engine driven light aircraft.
3. An additional noise reduction of 5 dB may be achieved with fan design modifi-
cation without significant increases in fan weight.
t. In the 1980's, the compact Q-FAN/rotary combustion propulsion systems
show cost and weight levels competitive with current propeller/piston engine propul-
sion systems.
5. Advanced technology piston engines may be generally compa£ible with the
Q-FA N if the predictions for reduced weight are attained and the cross-section profile
can be reduced by adding cylinders or reducing the piston stroke.
6. Although the gas turbine engines arc compatible with the Q-FAN tn terms of
interference problems and engine weight, the cost must be reduced to make it attractive
for general aviation.
7. Aircraft systems encorporattng high lift wing technology and Q-FAN/rotary
combustion engine packages will be lighter, more economical, more compact and
much quieter than current light aircraft.
8. Generalized methods for estimating performance, noise, weight and cost for
Q-FAN propulsion packages including piston, rotary combustion and gas turulnc
engines have been developed.
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9. The NASA synthesis program incorporating the Q-FAN propulsion package
and the propeller propulsion package generalizations is a useful tool for preliminary
evaluation of general aviation aircraft.
10. A separate Q-FAN computer program has been developed for examining only
the Q-FA N_parameters.
5O
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TABLE T-V
VARIABLE PI ['CH Q-FAN TM R3T:
U I
_ V
z F
I
....... | _
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FIXED PITCH Q-FAN TM
TABLE V
ROTOR WEIGHT EQUATION CONSTANTS
C
\
Kl
• ll
K2
K3
l, • ,1
K4
K6
L ....
II
25.2
0
l_
0
Ill
25.2
0
0
0
IV
25.2
0
0
0
IV
Fiberglass
Blade
25.2
0
0
0
4.20
0
4.80
0
4.80 4.10
NOTE: ALL OTHER CONSTANTS ARE THE SAME AS THE VARIABLE
PITCH ROTOR CONSTANTS.
THE-FIXED PITCH FAN ROTOR ASSEMBLY INCLUDES:
BLADES
BARREL
RETENTION
SPINNER
TA___...BBL E V l
GENERAL AVlATIO_I Q-FAN TM O.E.M.
_FQUATIONS FOR 1970 AND 1980
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C -- ZC 1
C1 = 13.50
_HERE.
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2
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TABLE XII
ROTARY COMBUSTION ENGINE SPECIFIC WEIGHTS
TECHNOLOGY ENGINE TYPE
RANGE OF SPECIFIC WEIGHTS,
Ib/hp (kg/kw)
1975 - 1980 SUPERCHARGED
.93 - i.i0
(.57 - .67)
NON-SUPERCHARGED
POST 1980 SUPERCHARGED
NON-SUPERCHARGED
.44 - .56
(.27 - •34)
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TABLE XIII
COMPARISON OF CUR_EI_ P_0PELLER P_DFULSION SYSTH!
TO Q-F_dl P_D_._'LCIONSY_S_.h_ IN THE 1980'5
4 - 6 SEAT LIGHT TWiN AI_RAFT
?ROFULL ]E C_IPakCTERISTICS
Diar,o_er, ft. (cm)
_;'nber of blade=
.__ _ecd, ft./r (m/_)
•"pe_ff,rpr
.:cn.z1_, f_ctor per blade
Iilru_t, ibm. (_:)at 66 kts (3h m/s)
S.L., ZTD
Cruise t_m':st, ibs. (N) at 0.33 Mach No.
'.:cigh;_,lbs. (kg)
O.E.M. coz_, dollars
_';oi_elevel/propul_or at 500 ft. (152 m)
in PI_B (unsuppressed noise)
Attenuation
Total
CURRENT.
P_DPELLER
6.5(1.98)
3
915(279)
27oo
84
880(3914)
316(1406)
77(35)
803
99,5
0
1980 ',_
3.o(.91)
9
650(195)
4O6O
233
88o(391h)
329(ih63)
175(79)
165o
83.5
79.0
E;IG!_ CHA PJ_.CTEKISTICS
:.[axin,,_, power, SHP (k_)
P_..I
'.';eight,lb.". (kg)
Engine
M'affler
Gearbox
Total
O.!.M. cozt, dollarz
Engine
Gearbox
Total
::_ize level/engine at 500 ft. (153 _u
in PLdB
_agine
Vuffler
G,carbox
Total
I'[_OFdLSIOII3YST_! SUMMARY
Weight/nacelle, ibs. (kw)
O.E.M. co_t/nacelle
Noi_e/nacclle at _OO ft. ',153m) in F_IB
PISTON
_85(213)
_7oo
460(209)
o(o)
6076
o
89
O
O
537(244)
6879
leO
PISTO}_____!
387(289)
50OO
h76(216)
lO(5)
8050
91
-12
79
680(309)
10290
8_
387(_89)
156oo
263(119)
_(u)
4890
98
-19
79
h66(211)
_3o
82
6_
TABLE XlV
AIRCRAFT DESIGN REQUIREMEh_S AND PARAMETERS
Aircraft
Number of Seats
Design Point Payload_ lbs.
Field Length, ft. (m)
Cruise Altitude, ft. (m)
Climb Req.
_ap type
(kg)
6 4
600 (272) 400 (182)
3600 (II00) 3600 (llO0)
20,000 (7096) i0,000 (3048)
FAR Part 23 FAR Part 23
Plain Plain
Wing Description
Aspect Ratio 7.86 7.28
Sweep 0 0
Taper .61 .46
Root Thickness .18 .15
Tip Thickness .09 .15
_Designpo{nt payload includes three passengers plus baggage for the
twin-engine aircraft, and two-passengers plus baggage for the single-
engine aircraft. Pilot plus his baggage is accounted as useful load
not payload.
G6
TAB_LE X'V
LIGHT TWIN ENGINE AIRCRAFT
Q-FAN DESIGN PARAMETERS
FAN DIAMETER, IN. (CM)
NUMBER OF BLADES
TOTAL ACTIVITY FACTOR
LIFT COEFFICIENT (CLi)
BLADE TIP SPEED, FT./S. (N/S)
RPM
42 (I07)
8
1808
0.7
600 (183)
3300
MAX. POWER, SHP (KW)
DUCT L/D
CENTERBODY DIAMETER, IN. (CM)
NUMBER OF INLET GUIDE V_ES
SINGLE-ENGINE CLIMB THRUST, LBS. (N)
AT SEA LEVEL AND 66 KNOT (34 M/S)
NOISE LEVEL (PNdB) at 500 FT (152M)
SIDELINE/NACELLE
350 (261)
0.98
19 (48)
5
880 (3914)
80.5
o.
TABLE XVI
SINGLE ENGINE AIRCRAFT
Q-FAN DESI&_ PARAMETERS
FAN DIAMETER, IN. (CM)
NUMBER OF BLADES
TOTAL ACTIVITY FACTOR
LIFT COEFFICIENT (eLi)
BLADE TIP SPEED, FT.IS (M/S)
RPM
MAX. POWER, SHP (KW)
DUCT L/D
CENTERBODY DIAMETER, IN. (CM)
NUMBER OF INLET GUIDE VANES
CLIMB THRUST, LBS. (N) AT SEA LEVEL
AND 66 KNOTS (34 M/S).
NOISE LEVEL (PNdB) at 4O0 FT (152M)
SIDELINE/N_CELLE
30 (76)
9
2052
0.7
575 (175)
4400
400 (298)
].o8
]3.50 (34)
5
810 (3003)
82
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4FIGURE 2 Q--FAN FULL SCALE DEMONSTRATOR, DIAMETER = 4.6 FT (I._,0M)
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IVA NE S
_ MOUNT RING
WHERE'
L = DUCT LENGTH (FT.)
D = FAN DIAMETER (FT,)
FIGURE 21. DUCT ASSEMBLY
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AP]?E _qDIX A
GENERALIZED METHOD OF Q-FAN PERFORI_LANCE
ESTIh_ATION FOR GENERAL AVL_TION AIRCRAFT
This appendix provides a generalized calculation method for Q-Fans TM applicable
for general aviation aircraft operating at static and in-flight conditions. The method
can be used in preliminary design work to predict performance for constant speed,
fixed pitch and two position Q-Fans. The form of method selected was governed pri-
marily by the consideration of ease of usage and computerization. Accordingly, the
method incorporates a series of performance maps for 0. 8, 0.9, 1.0 and 1.1 rotor
to duct exit area ratio, AR, all wit.h a total activity factor, TAF, of 2000, an integrated
design lift coefficient, CI:, of 0.7 and a duct length to rotor diameter ratio, L/D of
1.08. Adjustments for to_al activity factor (activity factor per blade x number of blades),
duct length to rotor diameter ratio, and compressibility losses are incorporated.
Performance Calculation Procedure
The method of calculating the static and flight performance, as described in the
main text section on performance generalization, is presented below. A sample prob-
lem is included as figure A-1 for constant speed propellers and figure A-2 for fixed
pitch propellers.
With the airplane flight and engine conditions given, and the Q-Fan characteristics
known, the procedures as outlined on the sample computation sheet (fig. A-I ._nd fig.
A-2) is as follows. English units will be used and the corresponding metric units will
be included in parenthesis.
A. From known data, complete the top of the computation sheet. Identify airplane,
engine and gear ratio (GR) and items 1 through 5 which are propeller diameter (D),
number of blades, activity factor (AF), duct length to rotor diameter ratio (L/D), and
area ratio (AR).
It should be noted that there is a criterion (fig. A-3) for selecting the number of blades/
activity factor combination which, for a specified total activity and tip speed, will give
minimur_ noise while not affecting performance. Therefore, it is recommended that
figure A-3 be used in selecting the AF and nL,-:ber of blades combinations.
For fixed pitch Q-Fans go to instruction E.
B. Determine items numbered 6 through 10 from the airplane flight and engine
conditions which have been selected for analysis as explained below. The English units
are used with the SI units included in parenthesis:
Item No.
C4
DO
6. Attitude
7. Thrust or Power
8. Engine rpm
9. Pressure altitude
10. Velocity
15.
Identify flight condition
Option 1_. - The engine power, SlIP (kw)/Q-Fan
is given and the corresponding thrust, Ib (N) is
computed.
Option 2. - The thrust, lb (N)/Q-Fan is defined
and the power, SHP (kw) is computed.
Ne - engine speed, rpm
ft (m)
V - airplane forward speed, knots true air speed
(m/s)
Calculate items 11 through 15.
Po/,O Density ratio
fc Ratio of speed of sound at standard day sea level
to speed of sound at operating condition.
N Rotor speed = N e x G.t..
Cp or CTnet Option 1: Cp (K2) Power (po/p)
= _ 5
N D
where K2 = 0.5 x 10 u (1.764 x 108 )
(K3) Thrust(Po/p)
Option 2. CTnet = N2 D 'i
where K3 = 1. 514 x 10 (; (2. 938x103)
Jo Rotor advance ratio = (K1) V/(ND)
where K1 = 101.. 4 (_;0.)
The following items are read from curves or calculated
'rAF Total activity factor (item 2 x item 3)
PTAF or TTA F TAF Adjustment Option 1 - PTAF (fig. A-4)
Opttgn ?, - TTA !,' (fig. A-5)
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Item No.
18. T.S./fc Rotor tip speed- (K4) ND
60 fc
where K4 -- 7r (10.31)
19. PMN or TMN Tip speed/Mach no. adjustment
- PMN (fig. A-6)
Option 2 - TMN (fig. A-7)
Items 20, 21 and 22 are for Option 2 only.
20. _ CTnet (L/D)
21. CTE 1
22. ACTne t (acc.)
23. CPE or CTE
24. CTE or CPE
25. TTA F or PTAF
26. TMN of PMN
Items 27 and 28 are for Option
27. ACTnet (L/D)
28. _ZTnet(acc)
Duct length/rotor diameter adjustments (fig. A-8)
CTE 1 = (CTnet x TTA F x TMN ) - _C T (L/D)
Performance penalty for acoustical treatment to
reduce noise 4.5 PNdB (fig. A-9)
Option 1 - CPE = Cp x PTAF x PMN
Option 2 - CTE -- CTE1 + _CT (acc.)
Option 1 - read for proper AR, CPE and Jo from
fig. A-10, A-11, A-12, or A-13. Interpolate if
necessary.
Option 2 - Read for proper AR, CTE and Jo from
fig. A-10, A-11, A-12, or A-13. Interpolate,
if necessary.
Option 1 - TTAF (fig. A-5)
_2 - PTAF (fig. A-4)
-TMN (fig. A-7)
ti_ - PMN (fig. A-6)
1 only.
Fig. A-8.
Fig. A-9 with CTE 1 = CTE
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Item No.
29. CTnet or Cp
30. Thrust or Power
31. fl 3/4
Option 1:
C2net - CTE__ACT_L/D) - ACT (ace.)
'I'_A F x TMN
Option 2:
CP E
Cp= PTAF xPMN
Option 1 - Thrust = (K5) CTN2D 4
Po/p
where K5 = 0. 661 x 10 .6 (2.94 x 10 -6)
Option2 - Power= (K6) N3 D 5Cp
po/p
where K6 = 2 x 10 -11 (1.112 x 10 -11 )
Blsde angle at 3/4 radius. Read from fig. A-14,
A15, A16, A17 for Jo and CPE. Interpolate
necessary.
Ee
Fixed Pitch Propellers: A blade angle, fl 3/4 can be selected from computed
3/4 for a specific operating condition (or conditions) for _ constant speed
Q-Fan. Then, for the selected fl 3/4 and a range of engine rpm's, the cor-
responding power and thrust are compuLed for a given velocity and altitude by
the following procedure. Then, the rpm most suitable for the aircraft opera-
tion can be selected.
Item No.
6. Attitude Identify flight condition
7. Engine rpm Ne - select a range of rpm's
8. Altitude ft (m)
9. Velocity V - airplane f(:rward speed knots _rue airspeed (m/s)
10. _ 3/4 Select
140
F. Calculate items 11 through 14.
Item No.
11. Po;_
12. fc
13. N
14. Jo
Density ratio
Ratio of speed of sound at standard day sea leve}
to speed of sound at operating conditions.
Rotor speed = Ne x G.R.
Rotor advance ratio - K1/(ND)
where K1 = 101.4 (60.)
The following items are read from curves or calculated
Item No.
15. CPE
16. TAF
17. PTAF
18. T.S./fc
19. PMN
20. Cp
21. Power
Go
22. CTE
Read from fig. A-14, A 15, A-16, A-17 for Jo and
3/4. Interpolate, ifnecessary.
AFxB
TAF adjustment to power (fig.A-4)
Rotor tip speed (Kr) ND
60 fc
where K4 = _ (10.31)
Tip speed/Mach no. adjustment to power (fig. A-6)
CP E
Cp= PTAF x PMN
(K6) N3 D5 Cp_
Power = P o/p
where K6 = 2 x 10 -11 (1.112 x 1, -11)
Read for proper AR, CPE and Jo from fig. A-10,
A-11, A-12, A-13. Interpolate, if necessary.
llt 23. TTA F TAF adjustment to CT (fig. A-5)
14 1
Item No.
24. TMN
25. ACTaet (L,"D)
26. ACTnet (acc.)
27. CT
28. Thrust
Tip speed/Mach no. adjustment to C T (fig. A-7)
Duct length/rotor diameter adjustment _fig. A-8)
Performance penalty for acoustical treatment to
reduce noise 4.5 PNdB (fig. A-9)
CTE + ACT (L/D)-ACT (acc.)
CT = TTA F x TMN
Thrust= (K5) CT N2 D4
Po/P
where K5 = 0. 661 x 10 -6 (2.94 x 10 -6 )
1.12
.A
AIRPL&NE:
E NGI NE:
RE FERE NC E:
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Constant Speed .
FIGURE A-I
DATE: 3/13/73
G, It. 0. 25
CALC. BY: R.W.
1. Diameter 3.5 3.5
2. No. of Blades 10.0 10.0
3. AF 250.0 250.0
4. L/D 1. 046 1. 046
5, AR 1.0 1.0
6. Attitude T.O. Cruise
7. Power or Thrust 1500 (Thrust) 550(SHP)
8. Engine RPM 14192.0 13096.0
9. Altitude S.L. 20,000 '
10. Velocity 66 KTS 245 KTS
11., ao/o 1.o :.s7s
12. fc 1.0 1.078
13. N 3548.0 3274.0
14. Cp or C T I. 202 (CT) 2.80 (Cp)
15. Jo 0.539 2.17
16. TAF 2500.0 2500.0
17. PTAF or TTA F 0.929 (TTAF) 0.90 (PTAF)
18. TS/f c 650.0 557.0
CALC. NO. I00
SIIEET NO. 1
CIIECKED BY: A.B.
19. PMN or TMN i.052 (TMN) I.027 (PMN)
20. ACTnet (L/D) 0.0012 -
21. CTE 1 i.175 -
22. ACTnet (acc.) 0.0021 -
23. CPE or CTE I.177 (CTE) 2.59 (CPE)
24. CTE or CPE 1.450 (CPE) 0.855 (CTE)
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AIRPLANE:
ENGINE:
REFERENCE:
tIypothetical
ttypothetical
Constant Speed
FIGURE A-1 (Continued)
DATE :
G.R.
3/13/73
0.25
CALC. BY: R.W.
CALC. NO. 100
SttFET NO. 2
('tIECKEI) BY: A. B.
25. TTA F or PTAF 0.90 (PTAF) 0. 896 (TTAF)
26. TMN or PMN 1.052 (PMN) 1. 047 (TMN)
27. ACTnet (L/D) - 0. 0059
2_. ACTnet (ace.) - 0.0039
29. CT or Cp 1. 531 (Cp) 0.914 (CT)
30. Thrust or SHP 717.0 (SHP) 518.0 (Thrust)
31. _ 3/4 41.1 54.1
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FIGURE A-2
AIRPLA.NE-:-- Hypothetical DATE: 3/13/73
ENGINE: H_othetieal GR: D.D.
REFERENCE: Fixed Pitch CALC. BY R.W.
1. Diameter 2.5
2. No. of Blades, B 9
3. AF 228
4. L/D 0.964
5. AR 1.0
6. Attitude T.O.
7. Engine rpm 4087.0
8. Altitude S.L.
9. Velocity 66 KTS
10. 3/4 55. o
II. Po/P I. 0
12. fc 1.0
13. N 4087.0
14. Jo 0. 655
15. CPE 3.04
16. TAF 2052.0
17. PTAF 0. 987
1_ TS/fc 535.0
19. PMN I.021
20. Cp 3.01
21. Power 401
22. CTE i.882
23. TTAF 0.992
24. TMN I.014
25. ACTnet (L/D) 0.0022
26. ACTnet (acc.) 0.0033
27. C T 1.870
28. Thrust 80. 6
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FIGURE A-3. ROTOR AND DUCT CHARACTERISTICS FOR MINIMUM Q--FAN NOISE
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FIGURE A-5. TOTAL ACTIVITY FACTOR ADJUSTMENT TO THRUST.COF:FFIClENT
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FIGURE A-7.
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FIGURE A-9. EFFECT OF ACOUSTICAL TREATMENT OH PERFORMANCE
4.5 PNdB NOISE REDUCTION
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FIGURE A-10. BASE Q--FAN PERFORMANCE
CURVE 0.8 AREA RATIO
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FIGURE A-12. BASE Q--FAN PERFORMANCE
CURVE- 1.0 AREA RATIO
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APPENDIX B
GENERAI,IZED METHOD OF Q-FAN FAR-FIELD NOISE
ESTIMATION FOR GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRA FT
Q-Fan noise at 66 knots (34 m/s) can be estimated using this generalized proc_:-
dure from the follm_ng design and operating parameters.
I. Diameter
2. RPM or tip speed
3. Thrust at 66 knots (34 m/s)
4. Total activity factor (activity factor per blade x number of blades)
It should be noted that the method is predicated on using for a specific total activity
factor the number of blades, 'activity factor per blade combination to minimize noise.
PERFORMANCE CALCULATION PROCEDURE
With the diameter, rpm, thrust, and total activity factor defined, the procedures
as outlined on the sample computation sheet (fig. B-l) is as follows: The English u.nits
will be used and the SI units will be included in parenthesis.
A. From the knova, data, complete the top of the computation sheet. Identify the
airplane, engine, gear ratio (G. R. ), number of Q-Fans and distance (observer field
point).
B. Determine items 1 through 7 from the Q-Fan, airplane and engine conditions
which have been selected for analysis as explained below.
1. Diameter
2. Activity factor/Blade
D-rotor diameter, ft (m)
I00,000 17/b_x 3dx
AF
16 J
8co
Where b/D - ratio blade width/blade
dismeter
x - fraction of blade tip radius
3. No. of blades B - total number of blades in Q-Fan
4. Engine rpm N e - rpm
5. Velocity 66 knots (34 m/s)
6. Thrust T - Q-Fan thrust, lb (N_ at 66 knots
(34 m/s)
7. Distance Observer fieldpoint, ft (m)
Rotor speed - Ne x G.R.
Rotor tip speed (K4) ND
60 fc
Where K4 = rr (10. 31)
10. TAF
11. Check
12. T/D 2
AFxB
Read no. of blades for proper
TAF and tip speed from figure B-2.
Be assured that proper selection is
made before the calculation is con-
tinued.
Comp_e
13. L1 Noise levei for 5.0 ft (1.52 m)
diameter Q-Fan. Read from figures
B-3, B-4, _-5, B-6. Interpolate,
if necessary,
14. L2 Diameter adjustment (fig. B-7).
15. L3 4.5 PNdB due to acoustical treatment
16.. L4- Spherical spreading of the sound to
if the location of interest (fig. B-8)
17. L5 Adjustment for number of Q-Fans as
i follows:
AIRPLANE:
ENGINE:
G.R.
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
0,812
FIGURE 1B
NO. OF Q-FANS 1
CALC. BY R.W.
1. Diameter, ft 3.0
2. Activity factor 233.0
3. No. of blades 9.0
4. Engine rpm 5000. 0
5. Velocity, kts 66.0
6. Thrust, Ibs. S80.0
7. Distance, ft 500. 0
8. N 4060.0
9. T.S. 640.0
10. TAF 2097.0
11. Check O, K.
12. T/D 2 97.8
13. L1 87.5
14. L2 -4.0
15. L3 -4.5
16. L4 0
17. L5 0
18. PNL 79.0
19. dB(A) 67.0
CALC. NO. I00
DATE: 3/13/73
CHECKED BY: AB
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B. (Continued) No. of Q-l,ans
1
Adjustment
0
17. PNL
18. dB(A)
2 :3.0
3 4.4.8
4 _-6.0
5 ÷7.0
6 _7.8
PNdB =L1 * L2÷ L3 _ L4_- L5
dB(A) = PNdB - 12
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APPE NDLK C
ENGINE MODELS
This appendix includes the weight, dimension and cost data used in this study to
predict the weight and Size characteristics and engine prices for horizontally-opposed
piston engines, rotary combustion engines, and turboprop/turboshaft engines. The
method used to estimate piston engine part power and altitude performance is also in-
cluded. All costs are given as 1970 original equipment manufacturer (OEM) costs.
Horizontally-Opposed Piston Engines
This model is to be used to predict the weight, dimensions, performance, and
cost of horizontally-opposed piston, internal combustion engines currently being used
in general aviation. The data ur, ed for this study are tabulated in Tables I-V. They
represent a cross-section of engines being produced by Avco-Lycoming and Teledyne-
Continental with several Franklin engines also included. All data were taken from
"Janes All the Worldts Aircraft," 1970-71, and engines are grouped into the following
classifications:
(1) Non-supercharged, direct drive.
(2) Non-supercharged, geared drive.
(3) Turbosuperchttrged, direct drive.
(4) Turbosupercharged, geared drive.
Nomenclature and performance equations used for 4-stroke piston engines are given
in Table VI.
Engine Weight - Engine specific weight is defined as the ratio of engine dry weight
to maximum rated power at sea level. This ratio is plotted against maximum sea level
power in figure C-1 for non-supercharged, direct drive engines. The data correlate rea-
sonably well showing a decrease in specific weight for increasing power up to 200 horse-
power (149 kw) an_', then a constant specific weight of about 1.5 lb/hp (0.9 kg/kw) at higher
levels of rated power. It is felt that the key technology parameter tha*. affects engine
specific weight is._*he horsepower per unit bore area. This parameter is the product of
the piston speed (rpm x stroke) and the brake mean effective pressure (BMEP). Use of
the power per unit bore area leads to the conclusion that increasing the engine open will
not necessarily result in reduced engine specific weight unless it results in a higher
l
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piston speed and thus higher displacement per cyclc. The data from figure C-1 are re-
plotted in figure C-2 with the engine specific weight normalized to a BMEP of 140 psi
(100 N/cm2) and a piston speed of 1800 fpm (549 m/m). This combination results in a
horsepower per unit bore area of 1.98 hp/in 2 (0.23 kw/m2).
The specific weight of the remai_xing three classes of engines is plotted in figure
C-3. There is considerable scatter in the data, particularly when the new Continental
Tiara engine models, which are designed for much higher eng_[ne speeds, are included.
(Note that the Tiara engines are cla:ssed as geared engines because of the 2:1 reduction
in speed from the engine to the out mt shaft. ) The correlations are much improved when
the specific weight is normalized to fixed values of BMEP and piston speed as shown
in figure C-4,
Increases in piston speed are the result of either increased piston stroke or higher
RPM. However, the output speed of the engine must be matched to an efficient propel-
ler RPM and engines with high piston speeds are usually geared. Likewise, engines
with high BMEP are usually supercharged to boost the pressure entering the cylinder.
The piston speeds and BMEP levels of the different engine classes are approximated
by the regions separated by the dotted lines in figure C-5.
Strict application of the normalized specific weight parameter would lead to con-
tinued reductions in engine specific weight at higher ratios of horsepower per unit bore
area. However, structural and material limitations are bound to affect this trend.
Figure C-6 plots engine specific weight against the horsepower-bore area ratio for two
classes of engines. Only engines rated between 150 (112) and 300 (224) sea level horse-
power (kw) are used in this figure to eliminate scale effects on the specific weight.
For both classes shown, the data indicate that the specific weight approaches a minimum
value at higher values of horsepower/bore area. The obvious conclusion is that care-
ful judgement should be applied in using the normalized specific weight correlations
given m figures C-2 and C-4.
En[ine Dimensions - The dtmensfons of the engine are defined as maximum width,
and length. The most consistent dim,:nsion is the engine width which is determined pri-
marily by the ,,dze of an opposed pair of cylinders. Figure C-7 shows that engine width
varies very little over a wide range of rated horsepower, and tha_ the width decreases
slightly at a giver, horsepower as the number of cylinders is increased.
The other two dimensions depend on whether the engine is geared or has a s,,per-
charger, and they are influenced by the location of engine accessories. Height can be
traded for length and vice versa. This is shown in figures C-8 and C-9 which are cor-
relations of the engine width-length ratio with the engine width-height ratio for the four
different classes of engines. To drtermine the values of engine height and length, the
engine width-height ratio' must be specified.
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Engine Cost - The selling price of horizontally-opposed piston engines was investi-
gated in a study conducted by the Lockheed Georgia Company (ref. 2). Figure C-11 is
taken from that study and itdistinguishes between the differentclasses of engines de-
fined earlier. Note that the price to an original equipment manufacturer (OEM price)
shown on figure C-11 is approximately 60-65_ of the sellingprice usually quoted.
Engine Performance - A simplified general model for engine performance includes
part throttle horsepower, full throttle horsepower at altitude and the specific fuel con-
sumption. Figure C-10a is a generalized curve of the fraction of maximum rated horse-
power with the fraction of maximum throttle setting. The throttle setting represents
reduced speed for non-supercharged engines or reduced manifold pressure for super-
charged engines. The curve is not linear because most engines have better volumetric
efficiency at part throttle settings for better cruise fuel economy. Specific engines may
deviate by as much as =L0.03 in fraction of rated horsepower at throttle settings of 0.9
and below.
Power at altitude is shown in figure C-I0b for non-supercharged engines at 100%
throttle setting. The parameters $ and a are the non-dimensionalized values of ambient
pressure and temperature as defined in the figure. For supercharged engines the rated
sea level power is assumed constant up to a specified altitude--generally 15,000 (4580)
to 20,000 ft (6100m).
There were not stffficient data available to correlate specific fuel consumption
(SFC), but at maxinmm rated power the SFC is generally 0.5 (0.3) to 0.55 lb/hr/hp
(0.33 kg/hr/l_i). This value can be assumed constant for a 100% throttle setting at al-
titude, but at part power the SFC is reduced. Typical cruise values of SFC at cruise
(65-75% power) are 0.42 (0.26) - 0.48 lb/hr/hp (0.29 kg/hr/kw).
Rotary Combustion Engines
To date there are no rotary combustion aircraft engines in production. However,
the Curtiss Wright Corporation, sole North American licensee for aircraft rotary en-
gines (Wankel design), is developing water cooled rotary engines for light aircraft; ancl
they supplied engine weight and dimension data for use in this study. No engine per-
formance is included in this section because it is assumed that engine power at altitude
and fuel consumption are identical to piston engine performance.
For the:study, Curtiss Wright supplied data for two levGls of engine technology:
near term, 1975-1980; and far term, post-1980. Only near term data is presented in
this appendix. An indicationof the post-1980 improvements in engine specific weight
is given in Table X of the main text.
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Engine Weight - As with piston engines, rotary engine specific weight is reduced
at increasing rated power, as shown on figure C-12. It is apparent that specific weight
approaches a minimum value at some rated power above that shown on the figure. In-
creasing the number of rotors for a given rated power reduces engine specific weight
sigrlficantly.
Engine Dimensions - The increases in engine diameter and length with increasing
rated power are shown in figure C-13. At a given power level, these dimensions can
be varied considerably as the number of rotors is changed from 2 to 6.
El_._ne Cost - Curtiss Wright estimates of rotary engines costs, given in reference
2, are shov, u in figure C-l'. Distinction is made between near term engine costs and
the reduced costs that can be expected for future engines.
Supercharger Effects - All previous data are for non-supercharged engines. Super-
chargers can easily be adapted to rotary engines and they will affect engine specific
weight, length and cost. An estimate of the specific weight of a supercharger (super-
charger v/eight/rated horsepower) is given in the following table:
Rated Horsepower (kw) 100(75) 200(150) 300(225) 400(300) 500(375)
Supercharger Specific
Weight lb/hp (kg/kw) 0.4(0.25) O. 35(0.21) 0.28(0.17) O. 25(0.15) O. 25(0. 15)
The engine length is affected significantly by the addition of a supercharger, par-
ticularly if the installation is constrained not to increase the envelope diameter. In
this event, the engine length is estimated to increase by twice the engine diameter. To
account for the cost of the supercharger, engine specific cost (OEM cost/rated horse-
power) is estimated to increase by 30% for turbosupercharged rotary engines.
Turboprop and Turboshaf:. Engines
The distinction between turboprop and turboshaft engines is the addition of a gear-
box supplied with a turboprop engine which affects engine length and specific weight.
Distinction must also be made between engines designed with axial compressor stages
and/or centrifugal compressor stages since this will affect the engine length.
Data for e:cisting production engines and a very few prototype engines arc listed
in Table VU. These data were taken primarily from "Janes All the World's Aircraft,
but in several t,_stances manufacturers' published data were used.
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iEn_ne Weight - The most common measure of engine size is the sea level rated
horsepower. Figure C-15 shows engine weight plotted against sea level power. The
tread of increasing weight with power is clearly established, but there is considerable
scatter in the data.
A somewhat better correlation is obtained by plotting engine weight against airflow
at sea level power as shown in figure C-16. This is to be expected since the airflow
is the major factor in sizing the engine components. Also, the effect of the engine
cycle parameters (compressor pressure ratio, turbine inlet temperature, etc.) on the
engine specific weight can be estimated with this correlation:
Power/Airflow = f (Cycle Parameters)
Weight = f (Airflow)
Specific Weight = Weight/Power
= Weight/Air flow/(Power/Air flow)
Using Che lines drawn in figxtres C-15 and C-16, the specific weight and the weight/
aikflow ratio are plotted in figure C-17. Specific weight is diminished as rated power
(or airflow) is increased. However, it is apparent that a minimum value is being ap-
proached at the higher power levels.
En[ine Dimensions - Depending upon the engine design, the maximum frontal di-
mension can be an envelope diameter, a width, or a height. The data given in figure
C-18 makes no dlstflnction between these dimensions referring only to a maximum
frontal dimension and plotting it against sea level power. Since no engines with offset
gearboxes are included in the data, both turboprop and turboshaft engines are included.
Also, the correlation is tmaffected by the type of compressor. Intuitively, one would
expect a smaller froutal dimension _th an all-axial compressor, but this trend is not
evident from the few engines plotted at 3000(2240) - 5000 horsepower (3740 kw) which
have axial compressors.
The engine length, on the other hand, is affected by the type of compressor. As
would be expected, engines w'.th all-axial compressors are longer than engines having
one or more centrifugal stages as shown in figures C-19 and C-20. Also, the addition
of a gearbox adds length to the turboprop. Below 1000 rated horsepower, engine length
appears independent of rated power. These engine:s 'all have centriflLgai compressor
stag.es___
Engine Cost - Estimated OEM costs have been made in reference 2 for both turbo-
prop and turboshaft engines. These e_timates are duplicated in fi[_we C-21 with the data
extrapolated out to 5000 horsepower to be consistent with the data shown previously.
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APPENDIX D
Q- FAN COMPUTE R PROGRAM FOR GE NERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
Performance, noise, weight and cost generalizations based on the methodology
discussed in the main text were computerized+ With this computer program, parame-
tric studies can be made which permit the evaluation of trade-offs among these factors
for various configurations. Variations in Q-Fan diameter, 2 - 7 feet, total activity fac-
tor (750 - 3000), activity factor (120 - 270), 0.7 integrated design lift coefficient,
number of blades (5 - 11), duct length/rotor diameter ratio (0.65 - 1.20), rotor to
duct exit area ratio (0. 8 to 1.1) for a tipspeed range of 450(137) to 800 ft/s (244 m/s).
Specific cost criteria based on a unit cost factor, a learning curve and manufacture
quantity are included as well as the option of inputting these quantities.
The computer deck is designated Hamilton deck H604 and is programmed in
FORTRAN V. The following are the pertinent input/output instructions.
Program Input
The first card includes the card number in column 3 and any legal Hollerith
punched in columns 4 through 72. The second card contains the following input data in
an (I3, 3X, 10F6.0) format:
1. Card number
2. Initial diameter, ft.
3. Increment in diameter if a range of diameters are to be computed
4. Number of diameters
5. Initial total activity (TAF) (the computer will select activity factor/blade,
number of blades and duct length/rotor diameter ratio corresponding to minimum
noise.
6. Increment of TAF if a range is to be computed.
7. Number of TAFs
8. Initial rotor to duct exit area ratio, A.R.
9. Increment of A.R. if a range is to be computed
10. Number ofA. R.s.
11. Variable pitch = 0., fixed pitch = 1.
The third card contains the following input data in a (213, 7F6.0) format:
1 Card number
2. Number of operating conditions with a maximum of 10
3. Time period. Code 1970 or 1980 whichever time period is being studied.
4. Airplane classification (Table IO). It is to be noted that the Q-Fans weight
and cost generalizations are not applicable for category L
5. Mount - If gear box weight presented in section on gearbox generalizations is
to be used, code mount = 1., since mount and gear box weights are combined. Other-
wise code 0.
Items 6 through 9 include the various cost options. Code all of these items as
zero if the ecst criteria built into the computer program i_ to be used. It is defined
as follows:
C=ZF(7.00"5+ E)
C I= F(7.00"5+ E)
Where:
C - Average O. E. hi. Q-Fan cost for a number of units/year, S/lb.
C ! - Single unit O.E.M. Q-Fan rotor cost, $/Ibs.
LF
Z
LF I
LF
LFI
B
F
E
- Learning curve factor for a number of units/year
- Learning curve factor of a single unit
- Number of blades
- Single unit cost factor
- Empirical factor
The 8§% slope learning curve is used and F,E and quantities are defined as
follows:
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1970 1980
Cate_;ory F____ E__._ Quantity F. E___ Quantity
II 2. i I. 5 2810 2. ! i. 5 5470
llI 2.1 3.5 1030 2.1 3.5 1990
IV 2.i 3.5 295 3.2 3.5 680
V 2.4 3.5 65 3.6 3.5 368
If any deviations are required, the following additional information must be coded.
Learning Curve Variation. It is based on a_suming that a learning curve is a
straight line when plotted on log paper. The learnLng curve is replaced as follows:
6. Learning curve factor for a single unit
7. Learning curve factor for 1000 units
Unit Cost Factor: If a revision in unit cost is required, code as follows:
8. unit cost, S/lb.
Quantity Variation: To investigate the effects of quantity changes on cost, code
as follows:
9. Quantity to be used.
Subsequent cards are coded as follows _Ith an (16,8F6.0) format:
i. Performance variations; KODE:
KODE = 1 for defining condition with thrust, (lbs.)
KODE = 2 for defining condition with power, SHP
KODE = 3 for defining condition with blade angle for fixed pitch application
SHP or thrust/Q-Fan or blade angle corresponding to option specified in (1)
3. Altitude in ft.
4. Velocity in knots, true airspeed.
for calculating of noise, weight, and cost.
Code a condition corresponding to 66 knots
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.A --= .............................
5. Temperature in °F. If standard day, Code = 0.
6. Pressure in lbs/ft 2. If standard day, Code = 0.
7. Initial tip speed, _rND-----2fps60
8. Increments of tip speed if a range is to be computed.
9. Number of tip speeds.
For subsequent cases, repeat all the input data previously specified.
nation code a card with 25 in an (I3) format.
For termi-
Progra_n Output
The input data prints out initially and then the pertinent data under the following
headings:
1. DL_. FT - rotor diameter, ft.
2. T.S. FPS - tip speed, fps
3. NO. BL - number of blades
4. AF/BL - activity factor/blade
5. L/D - duet length to rotor diameter ratio
6. SHP - power
7. Thrust - net thrust/Q-Fan. Includes shroud external and internal drag
losses and inlet ram recovery losses.
8. ANGLE - blade angle at 3/4 radius
The follow.ng items print out if velocity = 66 knots.
9. PND)J
10. DBA
11. WT-LBS
12. COST
- perceived noise level at 500 ft. side line in PNdB
- Weighted decibel, dBA
- Q-F_u weight in lbotmds
- Q-Fan cost in dollars
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For the option where tip speedis varied, the calculations are made for the input
ranges in the following order
1. Tip speed
2. Diameter
3. Total activity factor
4. Area ratio
5. Operating conditi3n
The following warnings or messagesprint out
.
'TOTAL ACTIVITY FACTOR OF 'F6.3', EXCEEDS LIMITS' - the input TAF
exceeds the permissible 750-3000 TAF range. Check to see whether ATAF
or number of TAF's result in exceeding tim limit.
.
'KODE IS AN ILLEGAL NUMBER, KODE = ', IC' - the input item specifying
whether the horsepower, thrust or blade angle option is required has been
included as other than 1, 2 or 3, the only options available.
3. 'ADVANCE RATIO TOO HIGH = F8.4' - check to see whether the input diame-
ter, rpm, and velocity are correct. The advance ratio limi_.s are 0 to 5.
.
'AREA RATIO EXCEEDS LIMITS/AR = F3.0' - the input AR exceeds the
permissible 0. 8 to i. 1 AR range. Check to see whether, AAR or no. of AR's
result in exceeding the limits.
5. 'BLADE ANGLE = F4.2, EXCEEDS LIMITS OF 21-60 DEGREES' - check to
see that for option KODE = 3, the input blade angle is within the limits.
1
'MACH NO. OF TIP SPEED LIMITS ARE EXCEEDED/MACH NO. = F4.3,
TIP SPEED = F5.0' - the input exceeds the Mach No. limits of 0.0 _o 0.5 or
the tip speed exceeds the limits of 450 - 900 ft/s. Check to see whether Atip
speed or no. of tip speeds results in exceeding the limits.
.
'CPE = F5.3, EXCEEDS THE CPE LIMIT = F5.3' - the power or thrust re-
quirement exceeds the limits of the generalization. Reduce power or thrust
and try again.
8. 'ILLEGAL AIRPLANE CATEGORY' - the input value for airplane category no.
is other than the perrr2ssible 2. - 5.
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9. 'THE I)IAMETER RANGEOF 2-7 FT. IS EXCEEDED; DIAMETER = ' - the
diameter exceedsthe 2-7 ft limit restrictiol_ for noise computation.
i0. 'TIP SPEED= F6.0, EXCEEDSLIMITS FOR NOISECALCULATION' - the
permissible tip speedrange for noise calculations of 450 - 800 ft/s has been
exceeded.
11. 'THRUST/DIAMETER SQUARED= F5.0, EXCEEDSLIMIT FOR NOISE
CALCULATION' - The thrust/diameter squared is too high. Reducethe
thrust or power requirements and try again.
SampleCases
Codingfor three sample casesof the input are shownin figure D-1 and the corres-
pondingoutput are presented as figures D-2 through D-4 respectively. The sample
cases are presented in the following order:
i. The condition is defined by thrust, tip speed, AR and diameter variations and
request for performance and cost calculations based on the information included in
the computer program.
2. The condition is defined by power and tip speedand diameter variations and
request for performance.
3. The condition is definedby blade angle andtip speedvariation.
Computer Deck
The flow chart for the computer program is shownon figure D-5 and a listing is
presented as fig_areD-6. The computer program hasbeen run onan IBM - System/
370. Approximately 500operating conditions are computedper minute.
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HAMILTON STANDARD COMPUTER DECK NO. H_C4
C.RMPUI'ES PERFnRNAfSCE,NCISE,WFIG|-,-r, ANE COST FOR
GENERAL AVIATION O-FAf_S
I_,!PUT -- TIP SPEED, AR, _NO P,IA. VARIATIONS
")PERATIRG CONDI TION
Sir _
ALT- FT
V-KTAS
T E',IP F
PRESS.
= 550. CLASSI FICATION : 5. CLri : 0.3
= 20009. GbA O B,l× = 1. ELF : 0.3
= 245.0 DATE =1980. SCING : O.O
: 0.0 QL_D,T : O.
= O. PITCH TYpE 0
IJTAL ACTIVITY FACTOr= 1500. AREA RATIO : 1.000
D[;, FT T.S.FP£ SHP THRUST ANGLE
3.50 600. 550. 514. 58.1
3.50 650_ 550. 522. 54.2
3.50 700. 550 • 524. 50.8
3.50 763. 550. 51 9. 47.9
4.30 600. 55 ] • 520, 54.0
4. O0 650. 550. 526. _0.6
4.00 700. 550. 525. 47.5
_.00 750 . 553 . 517. 44.7
T)TAt ACTIVITY FACTOR: 2500. AREA RATIO = 1.000
OIA FT T.S.FPS SHP THRUST ANGLE
3. 50 6'30. 550. 518. 54.1
3.50 650. 553. 518. 5C.6
3.50 700 . 550 . 512. 47.6
3.50 750. 550. 501. 44.9
4.30 630 . 550 . 513. 50.8
4. O0 650. 550. 510. 47.6 ....
4.00 7'30. 550. 504. 44.7
4.00 ....... 7_0 . 550 , 494. 42.2
T]TAL ACTIVITY FACTQR: 1500. AREA RATIC : 0.900
DIA FT T.S.FPS SlIP THRUST ANGLE
3. bO 61',' .- 550. 520. 57.4
3.50 65,]. 550. 528. 53.#
3.50 790 . 550 . 529. 4£.8
3.50 750. 550. 526. 46.6
4,00 600 . 550 . 53C. 53.0
4. O0 650. 550. 534. 49.3
4.00 (90. 55'3. 534. 46,0
4.00 7-;0 • 550., 528. 4-_.2
T]TAL ACTIVITY FACTQU= 2500. AI,EA RATIt] : 0.900
DIA FT T.S.FPS SHP THRUST ANGLE
3. 50 600. 550. 52_ 53.0
3.50 650. 5_0. 526. 4_.4
3.5 0 700. 550. 52 t • 46. [
3.50 750. 550. 512, 43.2
4.30 600. 550. 526. 4£. 3
4. O0 650. 550. 524. 45.9
4.00 700. 550. 51 ?, 43.0
4.00 ?SO. 550. 51 1 • 4,0.6
FIGURE D--3. SAMPLE CASE II OF COMPUTER PRINT OUT
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ilPE.FM_
THRUST GIVEN ]
POWER & BLADE /
ANGLE CALCULATED t
t
(MAIN)
i -1___ READS INPUT.SETSUP VARIATIONS INDIAM ETERjTAF, AR tAND TIP SPEED
(ENG DAT)
f (PERFM) .
POWER GIVEN I
THRUST & BLADE
ANGLE CALCULATED
t
DAT)
Y,Es
l
NO
[,,,_YES HAVE ALL CONDITIONSFOR THIS CASE
BEEN COM PUTED
i
(PERFM)
i
_ (QFNOIS)
CALC, ]NOi SE
_ (WTQFN)
CA LC. 1WEIGHT
_ (QFCOST)
CALC. JOST
BLADE ANGLE GIVEN,]
POWER & THRUST
CALCULATED
1
NO
FIGURE D--5. FLOW CHART FOR H.S. DECK H604
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I,A,MILT_IN
r;iu ENS It)N
I r_o(13) ,
P'_TA CN
!75C'.,8J
211. O,ll
I;AT "_ CL
I .716,.6
?.I. ] 36, [
PCP P_4= l
ZF t _G=I
CR= I.
_JF=I
5 WRITE (
I F:OPMAT (
IFgTFS P
2_ C-FAN
P__AD (5
10 I T)R'-IAT (
t
IF ( [CAR
V,R ITE( 6
FtAD (5
l XF P ,KWR
STANDAR[' COMPUTER [)ECK P604 -Q-FANS FOR GENERAL AVIATI3N
CNRL( 31),CLOD(27},JKODE! IC),ALT(I0) ,VKTS(IO},TC(IO),
TPSP(IO),OTPSP(IO ),XTPSP(IO),TIIRUST(IO),SHP(IO),ANGLE{ 10)
ql / I. , I. ,6. ,'_. ,750. , I120. ,1500. ,I 90J. ,2480. ,3000 .,650 . ,
3., 5.0,b.O,6.0,6.4, ?.4, _.C, _.C, q.O, g. 92 ,8. 8,g. 8_ll.O, 9. 92 ,
• O,tt.O,t l.O,ll.O/
OO /2.,1.,5. ,3.,750.,960. ,2C00. ,2420. ,3000. ,650.,750. _800.,
_0,,.675,.75 v, .714,.6Q3,.955, .qlS, .897, 1 .032, 1.003,.99t,,._
• 136, i. 136/
.0
m
6, I}
'I',I8X,'HAUILTON STANDARD COMPUTER DECK NO,, I(604'/[4-X,'COM
FRFORMANCE,NCISE,_EICHT, ANt?, COST FOR'/25X, 'GENERAt. _VIATI3
S')
,I0) ICARC
I 3,69H
)
_,.E0.25} GC To 6000
, I0) ICARO
,20} 0 iA, ODI A, XDIA, TA F I, DTAF I,XTAF I,ARI ,DAR I , XARI ,
I TE
I Fr'=XFP +.01
2 ) FL;PMAT(6X,IOF6.0,I6t
_:)IA=XDIA+.OI
r,TAPI=XTAFI+.OI
NAPI=XAP, I+.OI
PEAD (5,30) NOF,XDAIE,CAIN,GBOXM,CLF1,CLF,SCING,QUANT
20 F L}FMAT(BX,13,1OF6.@ I
[.J 50 IC=I,NOF
I;EAO {5,40) JKODE(IC),TEMP,ALT{ IC),VKTS(IC),TO(IC|,POIICI,TPSP(IC)
I ,_)TPSP( IC ), X TPSP { IC )
40 FOPMAT(_X,13,1OF6.0)
IF(JKOOE(IC).GT.1) C-O TO 42
THP UST( IC )=TEMP
Gq TO 50
42 IFIJKOOE(IC) .GT.2) GC TO 44
SHP(IC) =TEMP
G9 TO 50
44 ANOLF{ IC)=TEMP
5O CO_,_TINU [:
I'_ATE=X[)ATE+.OI
b q 5000 IC=I,NOF
POPO=O.
NTPSP=XTPSP{ IC}
H=ALT(IC)
TO=TOIIC)
PO=PO(iC)
WRITE (o,5S)
SS FQ,qMAT (/23X ,' OPERATING COM')ITION'/;
KKOE=J_ODE|IC)
GO TO (60,?O,801,KKDE
_0 WRI TE (6,65) THRUST(IC|,CAT/_,CLFI
6b FqRMAT( iHO, 2X,'THR,IST =',F?.C,5X,'CLASSIFICAI"-ION --' ,F5.0,_X,'CLFI
FIGURE D-'-6. LISTING OF ADVANCED GENEI:_a_,_. AVIATION Q--FAN PROGRAM
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# o
! =;,r6 .2)
(-(] TO 90
70 KK_E=7
WRITF (6,75) SHP(IC),CATN,CLFI
75 Fr_RMAT(IHO,2X,' SHP :' ,FT.O,5X,
I : ,, F6 .2-)
G(] TU g O
_'0 KK[_E=F)
_'RITE (6,853 ANGLE( IC],CATN, CLFI
F_5 F(]PMAT(IHO,2X,'ANGLE =' ,FT.O,SX,
I =', F,S.?)
'CLASSIFICATION =', F5.0, 4X, 'CLFI
'CLASSIFICATION =', FS.O, 4X, 'CLFI
90 WRITE (6,953 H,GBOXM,CLF,VKTS(IC),XEATE, SCING, TO,QUANT,POtIFP
05 FDRMATI3X,'ALT-FT =',FT.O,5X,'GEAR BCX',BX,i=',FS.0,4X,'CLF =',
IFS.2/3X,tV-KTAS =', FT. I,_X,'OATE',I2X, '=',FS.0,4X,'SCING =',F5.[/
23X,'TEMP F =',FT.I,31X,'_U_i._T =' ,FS.0/3X,'PRESS. =',FT.O,
35X, 'PITCH TYpEI,EXpI5)
ARA=ARI-CARI
OF) 4000 I=I,NARI
AR A=ARA +DAR I
TAF =TAF I-DTAF I
PO 3000 J=!,NTAFI
T AF=T AF ÷CT AF I
IF(VKl_S(IC).NE.66. l GO TC ?R5
WRITE (0,2803 TAF,AP.A
2F_O F[]PMATIIHO,' TCTAL ACTIVITY FACT'OR=',FT.O, , AREA RATIO =',F6.3
If' DIA.FT. T.S.FPS NO. BL _F/BL LI_ SHP THRUST AI_GLE PNDB
2 r)_A WT-L BS COST ' )
C,O TO 2 89
2_5 WRITE(6,288) TAF,ARA
28R FORMATIIHO,' TF)TAL ACTIVITY FACTOR=',FT.O,' AREA RATIO ='
1/' gIA FT T.S.FPS SHP THRUST ANGLE' |
289 DRt]T=D IA-DOT A
F)FI 2000 K=I,NDIA
DRC_T= DROT +DI) IA
TS=TPSP(IC}-DTPSP(IC)
DO 1000 L=I,NTPSP
II=O
K liE,E =KKDE
TS=TS÷D TPSP{ IC)
XNMAX=60._TS!{3.14161Y_DROT)
[._EFINITION (3F N(]. OF BLADES AND AF AS F(TAF,TS)
IF(TAF.GE.750..AND.TAF.LE._O00.) GO TO 310
WRITE (6 :?.903 TAF
290 FORMAT( IHO_' T(]TAL ACTIVITY FACTC_R OF' ,F6.3,' EXCEEDS LIMITS'I
GO TO 6000
310 CArL (_'LINE (CN'_i,I,TAF,TS,F_L,LIMIT)
IRL=BL÷.5
BL = IBL
AF=TAF/BL
CALL B_LINE (CLOD, I,TAF,TS_COD,LIMIT)
315 CAIL ENGDAT {XNMAX,PCRPM,GR, DR{]T,TFRUST(IC),SHP(IC|,EFFP, VKTSIIC),
IRORO, KODE,IERROR,WQFT,CQFT,BMEP,ZNQFTI,ZNQFT21ANGLE(ICItNOE,CATN,
2 PO, TO, BL, AF, COD, ARAt /-FLAG, GMOXM, IDAT E, QUANT, CLF I,C IF, SC ING,
3KHP ITE ,H, IF,)
IT= II÷l
IF(VKTS(IC)._E.66.| GC TC leO0
FIGURE D-13. LISTING OF ADVANCED GENERAL AVIATION (_-FAN PROGRAM
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iF6.3
CU
34C !F
i=l
I--L
IF
i= i
IF
IF
l=I
CO TO (320,340,360,3_0)tlI
kO L)E: 21
TO 315
(QUANT.EQ.O..ANO.CLFI.EQ.O.._NC.CLF. FQ.O..AND.SCING.EQ.O.) KODE 2
i. i
(QUANT, EQ.O.,ANO, CLFI,f_E.O..ANE,CL_.NE,O.,AND.SCING.EQ.O.) KODE I
2. 1
( QUANI ,NE,O. ,ANO.CL F1 . EQ .0 . ,AND,CL F. EQ, O, ,AND.SC ING.EQ. Oo ) KC])E
3
(QUANT.NE. O..AND.CLF IoNE.O..AND.CLF. NE. O. ) KODE= 14
(QUANI.EQ.O..AI_D. CLFI.EQ.O.._NC.CL F.EQ.O..AND.SC ING.NE.O. l- KO)E
5
IF (QU ANT, EQ,3, ,ANO,CL FI,NE ,0 ,.AND ,C LF.NE, O. ,AND, SC ING,NE, O. ) KODE
i=t6
C'J T[] 315
3(0 _UDE=31
CO TO 315
3FO CONTINUE
WRT rE (6_390) DRCT_TStEL_/_F,CCCtSHP( [C)_THRUST(IC) tANGLE( IClt
IZNOFTlt ZNQFT2tWQFTICOFT
300 FORMAT (F't.2,F8.0,F7.0, FT.I,F6,3tF7.0,FS.0, F6.I,FS. 1,F7. I,F8.0,FS..O)
I)
GO TO t 000
6C0 WRITF.(6_z, IOI DROTtTS_Sl4P(IC)tTHRUST(IC)tANGLE(IC)
410 F3RMAT( F8,2._ _F 11. O,F1 O, 0 tF tO, i)
IOCO CONTINUE
20C0 [ONTI NUE
3OCO CONTINUE
40CO CONTINUE
5000 CONTINUE
or} TO 5
6000 CONTINUE
END
FIGU RE D--6. L.ISTING OF ADVANCED GENERAL AVIATION Q--FAN PROGRAM
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bNGOAT {×NMAAtPCRPM_GR, OkGT_ TrIRUSTtSrIPtEFFP_VKTSIMUROt
2EYE_ ,_
_,KSI ZE
COMMDNIP,_P OAT/ZJ I,CP,CT
K_RI TE=KRk[ TE
_I=X
30) KPM=XNNAX_:PCkPM*GR
AFT=AF*BL
IF (KODE GT.LO) Gd TO 50
IF (KJL)E.LE .b) KPERFM=2
i_ (KdDE.EQ.7) KPERFM=I
IF (KODE.GT.I.A_O._.ODE.LT.LL) KPERFM:3
5J IF {KUOE.LT._/_) GO TO 350
mRITE (6,55)KODE
55 FORMAT (LH0,3X,'KODE IS AN
IER_,OR: i
GO, TU 5UOO
350 I IPSPD:. 0523b_RPM_DROT
_OO] IF (KuDE.LT.I]) GU TO 4uO
IF (KUDE.LT.21) GO TO bc)O
IF {KUDE.LT.31} GO TO GOO
CALL _FNLJ[S (AF,13LI TIPSPO_THRUST,DRUTt
IIERkOR,K_RI TE)
Gu TU 50JO
Q OU
500
bU_,_)UTI ,E
[_UUZ, IE_,UK ,WwFT ,CI_FT,I_ MEP, ZNQFT L, ZN_FTZ, BLANG,NOE, CA TN,
Z PO, TO,_L,AF,.CO0 tARAI, ZFLAGTGBUAM, IOATE,_UANT, CLFI,CLF,SC[NG,
3KNRITE,X,IFPI
COMMdN /UNIV/ NPC ,NSC ,R ,_
I,_F ttM ,VMO tEMMO ,A_, tB
,_P , TA , wL_
,IbC ,H ,ST
,ALPHLO,CLALPH,SW
,WGS tKwR [(E,OLHC_
ILLEGAL NUMBEK,KUDE=,,13)
ZN_JF T i , LN_F T2 _ hUE,
600
50O0
CALL PERFM (TO,PO,RORO, H, TIPSPD,SHP,THRUST_VKTS,OROT,AFTtARA,CO0t
]. r_PERFMt BM_P, OL ANG, RPM, [ERROr, tFFP,u_, K,_KI TE)
Gu To 5OJO
CALL QFCOST (CATN,IOATE,C_JFT, IE_ROR,KCIOE,CLFI,CLP,CQUANT,BL_SCING,
I IFP, KhRI TE }
GO TO D_O0
CALL wTQFN( _L, DROT,AF,SHP, TIPSP[), CATN, ZFLAG,GL_OXM,W(_FT, IDATE,COD,
i IFP, _.mRI TEI
bETURN
_NL)
FIGURE D--6. LISTING OF ADVANCED GENERAL AVIATION Q--FAN PROGRAM
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2.38
LSUbPGUTINE PERFM (I,.,PO,RORO,H,TIPSPL,SHP,THRUST,VKTS,OROT,AFT,ARA
I ,CAD, KPER FM,BMEP,_ILANG ,RPM, I EPROR ,EFFF ,GR, KWR ITEJ
CIFENSION AAFI (II) ,APAFT(11),ATAFT(86), ACO0(37),CTT(7},
ICFP(7} ,BLLIT),ATS(9),APMN(9) ,AJ(5I,AM_(5},ZJJ(TI,BLLL(4),CTIT(TI,
2CPPP(4),SHP_.(7;,RPMP(CI,SHPP(_),XAR(4),TS(7},TIPS(4},ATHRST{41 t
3ASF P (_) ,At TFR(11) , PPESSR(ii) ,CI ANG(I6,7,4) ,BLLCH(53) ,
41A_ (4) ,ATMN(?2},BLDANG(I>,7,k},CPAG(12,7,4),
5CPIVL (5),CPP,4J(5),CPAI%G{ 16,7,4|,INN(7,4} , INA(7,4|
CIIvFNSIGN DIII!2},U2(II2},DBIII2),O4(I'2),EI(II2J,E2(II2),E3{lI2) ,
IE4(I 12 |,61 (£4) ,02( 84|, 03( 8&} ,G418 L ) ,HI(_4} ,H2[ 84) ,H3(84) ,H4| 84 l
2.,AI(42),A2(42},AS{42), A4{42) ,CDCT(42,4]
ECQU[VALENCE(UI,(.TANG(I,I,I)),(DP,CTANGI i, 1,2}),(05,CTANG(I,I,3_l,
i (D4,CTANG(I,I,4} },(I!,CPANG{I,I,I)I,IE2,CPANG( I, 1,2)I, (ES,CPANG(I,
21,3)), (E4,CPANG(I, 1,4) ),(GI,CPAG{ I,I,I)},(G2,CPAG(i,I,2) ),{G3,CPAG
3(i,I,3)), (G_-,CPAG(I,I,_.)I, (HI,BLDANGII,I,I)),(H2,BLOANG( i, 1,2i },
_.(H3, BLDANG{I,I,3)),(He-,BLDANG(1,1,4) )
5,(AI,CIJCT(I,I) },(A2,CDCT(1,2I),(A3,CDCT(I,3)I,(A4,CDCT(I,4) )
L;AIA AA('T /750-,I000.,17_0,.,1500.,1750;.,2000.,,2250.,2500.,2750.,
i-_000., 3250./
F.AIA APAFT /1.9,1._,1.31,i.17, I.078,1.,.94,.9,.80,.825,.805/
DATA ATAFT /I-,6.,Ii.,0.,i.,2.,3.,4.,5.,750.,i000.,
112_0., 1500.,1750.,2000.,2250.,2500.,2753.,5000.,3250.,I.54,1.52,
21. 195, I. i O, I. 04, I. _, .965, . 94 ,. 912 ,. 89, . S75, 1.095 _ 1.375 , 1.228 _ I "12 t
31.052, I. 0,-96, -92, • 595 ,.87,. 845,1.99,1 . 51 , 1 .31,1.16, i. 07,1.0, .95,
4.90,.965, .84,.82,2.h-15,1.708,1._,08,1.21,].087,I.0,.93,.875,.855,
5.81,.782,2-95,1.95,1._25,1.27, i. I18,1.0,.915,.848,.795,.765,.738,
C3.56,2.22, 1.665,1.33,1.1&,I.0,.89,.805,.740,.690,.665/
EATA ACOD /2-,4-,6.,-0,1.,3.,5.,.7,.e,.9,1.,I.i,I.2,
1.0005, .0003, .GO01, .0,- .0005,-_. OGl ,. 00&,.0035,. 0018,. 0,-. 0038,
2-.0065, .020, .0 la2, .0078,. 0,-.0085,-. O167, .050, .037, .020, .0,-.0252 ,
3-.05_/
DATA XAR /-_,.S,I.O,I.I/
EATA IAR /8,9,10,11/
L'ATA ATS /350-,400.,_'50.,500.,550.,600.,700.,800.,900./
L.ATA APMN/I-O, 1-002, 1.006,1.012,1.025,1.0385, 1.065,1.0885, l.lO/
DATA ZJJ /-0,.5,1.,2.,3.,4.,5./
DATA ALTPR/0.,10000.,20000.,30000.,40000.,50000.,
160000. , 70000. , 80000. ,90000. , I00000. /
[AIA PRESSR /I-0,.6877,.&595,.2970,.1851,.I145,.07078,
1.04419, .02741 ,.01699,. 01854/
DATA TS /350.,450.,550,,_50.,750.,850o,900,/
DATA Of/
1.275,. 522,.714,1.002,1.316,1.692,2.039,2.12,2.18,2.22,3.04,5.215,
23.52,3.83 5,4.02, O. ,
3.17,.336,.6900 1.391,I.586,1.868,2.13,2.78,2.518,2.725,2.970,3.370
43.60,3*0. ,
50.,.104,.494,1.042,1.313,1.551,1.718,1.900,2._35,2.615,3.035,3.285
6,4*0.,
7-.075, . 139,.._82,. 590,. 691 ,.936,1. I76,1.294,1.349, I .528,1.762,2.125
8,2.5] 5,2. 7455,2,0.,
9-.423,-.[59,oI14,.&32,.940,I.036, 1. 132,1.22?,1.44,1.695,2.07,2.278
1,4_0.,
2-.34,.047,o226,.396,.530,.&54,.800, 1.069,1.5,1.625,1.84,5"0.,
3-.t2,-. 127,. 148,.451,. 736,. 918, 1.262,1.4&2,8"0./
[ATA D2/
1.22,.634, .890, i.170, I.50 e., 1.777,2.05a,2.406,2.505,2.qa,3.167,3.61,
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9.89
3.125,. 279,.444,.STt,.783,1.1e8,1.646,1.901,2.18,2.325,2°505,
4!.2k,3 ,,,bSL,,! ,, 88,2____,
5".015,.028,.351,.539,.816,1.081,1.377, 1°836,2.025,2.385,2.90,3.365
._.,..3 ° 56, 3 _Ii.,,._,.
7-.186,.008,.237,.483,.740, 1.047,I.329, 1.61g,1.869,2.31,2.7_,,2.90,
84*0. ,
_-.403,-.097,.189,.522,.816,1=161, I.658,2.13,2.315,7,0°,
1 -,._5, -. 19_j -.0O_, ._ta_Z, _5L9_5, I. 463. I- 6____,_I_8OxB_Jl=_,
2-.645,-.136, .093,.352, .910,1.196,1.350,9,0./
£ATA JJIZ
11_ 388,._i{,._097ji_6_,i.3_2.01_,2.s42,2o7,8,2.98,3.11,3.20_,
23_ 30, _. 5_ =3° 790,3=_81 , ....
5.De,. z1s,. 5o9,. 4s3, 1. o2x, 1. i69,7.7s_ 1;z. 2z7,5._s9,_;._6,2. sz, 2. n,
42.82,3.085,3.30,3._6,
s. 034,.2__,._ 9,._ _,._TL,_.___,t.36_,_.9_, _.f68,_._i,L 3_,27%_i--
62° 7 _, 3.04,3. _.8,0L*_ ......
7--I18,-.012,.250,.532, .871,i.138,1o431 ,I°675,1.923,2.11,2.2W,
82.52 5,2.(>85,3_0.,
9--26,-.0_7,. I_4,.4_7,.
I--50,- .287,. 016,.21 7,.
2 -.07,-. 505,-. 335,
CATA D4/
1.12,. 3 53, .519,. 729, .95
23-90, z_. 158,4°3 9,_3. ,
3.04,. [77,.426,°624,.8&
43.038, 3.45_,3.77,4.0B,
5-.(34G,-.006, .14C,.681t
90_,1-368,1._80, I.518,I.762,2.08,2.22,5_0.,
475**Z_Q*/_0-lZ, l_l_.t.2.B_,l._zSj_d_.27.5,O..
--14&,-037,-17,.297,.610,.84,1.22,1.32,5,0./
7,1.23,l.83L,2.337,2.k67,2.S4,3.212,_.54,
_,_ o_9,_ _9_,__9, _.9oo,_.2V_2_i; 2.%_]....
.9os,l._,_.77_,Z.oz_,_._,L_o,_.ose,_._,
63.62,3*0. ,
7-°Z52,-.156,.033,.305, ;bO-O,. 875,l.242,1.871,2.315,2.76,3.02,5,0. ,
8-" "=35'-" 2 59' " 107, • 470, .994,1.4 i0,1.7,2Ai 1,2. _0,7,0.,
9"1.133,-.692,-.263, "035, -Z94, • 572 ,. 789 , 1.075,1._78, i °70, 6,0. ,........
i-I.171,-.935,-.514,-.074, o140,.4"(@,.815,1.00,8,0./
t A ] A E I / ...........
1.18, .3 _.,._85,. 7_, I.ZI Z, i. 7{z9_,2.9-i__,2.(__3_, _5,5. .6. .8. .I 0..
211.2,0.,
3.18,.348, .771,i.932,Z,
4.1e,.267,.7_.6, 1.772,2.
5-15,-5z'9,1.101,1.64,_,
6,11.2,2=0.,
7-.229, .294,1.010,2.!Q_
84*0.,
9.18,1.624,2.407,3o20_,
i.Ib,I.991,3._82,5.28_,
CATA E2/
i .18, ._I,. C35, .9',3, l. B7
22_0.,
_elE, °304, °446, .601,.85
4,2_0. ,
_09,).0, _.6,_,,09,5,,6,, 8,j IQ,,II,2.,_0_, .....
439,3-2,3.8,_.60,0. ,8., I0. ,Ii.2,4,0. ,
925 , 2.65 l, 3._87,3,903,4_ _7; 5,00,6° _ _ t 8. z_ O__._
•_i 11 ,-_-5_3, _. Q_}._ Z/,_. 6_, 8.. i O. •I I .2.
6. 939, 8. , 10. , I I •2,8*0./
_, 1.720,2.267,3.067,_.65,5.,8.,8.,I0.,II.2,
7, 1.,,_s, 2. _.9_.,_. 8-i2, _.so,,,.o9,_., _., ,o. ,,__.2
5.1_:,. 22_,,. 529, ._, i .29_., I .8 16, 2. 502, 3. 857,_,. 60,6., 8., 10., 11.2,3_0.,
6.0_4, . 337,°7(=9,1.36312°05,2.e95_,3,898_5._Q03_6._L _8.9_!0._t_ -_4_0._.0a2__
7-.178,.481,1°288,2.(_57,3.588,5.063,7.458, _0.,11.2, 7"0.,
8.16,.795, 1 •502 , 3- 705,6o 3 i_ 8,916 t iQ.2 _ 1,2.____,_ !.......
9°I _, 2. 091 , 3.29g, 4.813,8. 079, I0. , I 1.2,9_'0°/
UATA E3/
1.1e,.267, .355, .534,.781, I. 121,2.083,3°256,3.648,4._,5.2,6,0,6.8_,
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_40
.... _ _ .................. _ "_'_?'_-z-y" 7,;- .':;_ ', i.-, W"_, . - .....
2.L, i0. , 1 I_2.L ..........
3.18, .264, .327, .486, i. 168, 1. _5_ ;L z_i, LTT6; ,,. 0g _, 4,_. 2,6.0,6.848,
_L,iQ..II.21 .......
5.197,. 398,. 646,. _l, 1.-,,I 6, z:sT4,2j97, _. 888, 4.663, S:2-__.6; g.-8,,8, _.....
.._IO- ; 11.2,0. ,__________
,-Ai-_i,-6_-87. 187,. 342,. 83g, 1-525,2.453,3.261,4.218,5.119 48,8., I 0.,
811.2,3_0,.
_.18,.678, 1.283,2.5,4.074,5.791,6.6_2,e.848,8.,I0., n.2,5.0._
i..i _ _i 766- i_. 869,Zo 7_9, 3 -9-_..£* _./I£,.__,._79 • _. _-_:,_,-IQ, • i.I_._ "__0_1
2.18,. 800, I-600,2.635,3.606,4.375,4.957,6. 848,8. ,I0. ,I1.2,5mO. /
_ __DATA ._I ........
1-18'. 255,- 328,-%70,.674,. 980, I. 758,2. 593,2.84,3.65,5.,6.,8.,i0.,
211.2,Q,,
._e,. 25_,. ,._._,. 6_-_,. _;01,1. _g_-;_: 7%2-,2.30_ ,_. _,,-; 3. _;,,. 09, _. ,6. ,8.,
_IQ-, l.g,
5.1_, ._,. _,_,. 7-ti, _. gz: _,i8;_. ,,;.,g_. z_,.,,,.;:._o,g ,8. ,1o. ;_1 ; 2-,_;6:-;- -
._- _7_ •., 21.1_, ,- _._..2J,_i-,Z0 ]..,.1..,__.71.,3...,__Z_.___ 6.11.,,3_.._B_,__l.Q,._11,2,5" 0.,_.L........
?-.147i.503,1.56,2.88T, 5.019,6°743,8.,10..i11.2.,7_0.,
8-1.277,- 108, l,el 7,2. 886, 4. _ 77, 5o4_'_7,6. 578,8,, |.0o,11.2,6*Q_ ,_ .....
9-.360, .509,2.442,4.738,5.994,8.,i0.,ii.2,8e0./
£ATA INN/
I 14,14,13,12,q,8,7,
I14,1_*12,1_,9 j_*6, ........................................
115, ii, i0,14,12,1 i,8,
ll_,ib., 13 ,ii,9,10,8/
[_ATA [NAI -
i12,10,_,12, iI,_I,8,
--,12, i0, II,I0,9,9,
I12,12,12, i2,12,12*12, _.
III, 12, i0,12,9, I0,12/ ................
CAIA Ol /
1-18,.3_,,.465,.788, 1.212,I.769,2.418,2.692,3.b5,4.65,5_65,6.60,
2o181 •3/t81®771, Io952,2.309, _- O,4.og, 5.0,6.0,6.6,2"0.,
3.1_,.267,.7z_6, 1.77_,2.43g,3o8,4.6,5o6,6.6,3,0.,
4-. 345,. O, •54_, I .IQI,I=_O, I=925,Z,_51,3.487,),90), 5.00, 6,11,6,b,
5-.860,-.580,-.229,.294,1.010,2. I03,4.111,4.547,5.008,5.477,6.64,0.
6'-" 164,'I •295,-. 815,-. 140, i.¢2%,2.%07,3.208,). 857,4.479,5. 224,
7(;.786,0.,
8-2.25,-1.59,-i.32,-.4, 1.991,3.482,5.28&,b.939,4mO./
CATA G2 /
i.i_,. 41,. 6_, .9_3, I. _7_,,1.7_0,_,_67, _. 061 ,_,65,_.(_, _,65,6-6,
2 o18, .30_, •446, •601 ,•857, 1.485,2.392,2. 872,3.6,_. 09,5o65,6.6,
•18,.224,.529,1.294, 1.816,2.502,_o857,4.60,5.6_6°6,2_0°,
_.-.218, .084, . 337, .769, 1.363,2.05,2.951,3°898,5.00_,6° ii ,6°6,0o ,
5-I.1 _,-.885,-.955,-.178,.481,1.288_2.457,3.58815.06_,7.458,2_0.,
6-I -86,-I- 57,-I. 19, -. 61 ,-. 795, i. 502,3.705, 6. 314,8. 916 ,B*O. ,
7-2.84,-2.55,-2, 14,-i ,47,-. 17r2. Og| _5.299,4.8_3r 8° 079/
CATA G3 /
I .18,.267,o355,.53_,o781, Io_21,2.083_o256_3.648_5.2_6o0,6.84,
2.18, .264, .327,. 487, i .168, Io_57,2. 231,3. 576, _.09, 5.2, 6.0,6° 8_ 8,
3-18,.197,.398,.646,.971,I.416_1.879_2._97_3.888,4.603,6.0,6.8W8,
_-.28 ,-. 17, .187, .3&2, .839, i .525,2. _5_,3.261 ,_. 213,5.119,6.111 ,6.8W8
5 ,-I •06, -. 89, -. (_55,-° )_ t .l 8, °678 I_.°_8_r 2o 5_4, 07_ 15.791,6,642,6. 848j
6-1.81,-1.61,-1.32,-.9,.18, .766_i.869,2.7_9,_.964,5.314,6.679,6,848
7 ,-2.49,-2. 135,- i°51, .18,.80, 1.6,Z,6_5,3,606_4. )75,_, 957,6. 848,7o 2/
CATA G4 /
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2.18,.257, .438' "643, •901, I- 262,1 •792,2. 308,2.824,4. 134,5.37,6.6,
4-._75,-o165,.076,.211,.521,1 .i07,I.871,2°675,3.794,6.113,6o28,6.6,
6-2.44,-I. 678,- I. 277, • i08, i "617,2- 886,4- 177,5.437,6. 578,6.7,2_ Oot
7-3.76, -3.3_, - 1 _91B_ - i. 3/_3, -A B2_ ,_-..-36O, • 509,2. _2,6. 738 * 5.99_ ,._-Z-
_6.6/ •-
E,_'[A HI I
i 13.. !9.5,23.8,29.9,3b. 5, 50_ - i, 60_ I, 67.5,7_.9,81.5,
316"8,20- i ,31 • 1,44. O, 50.3,60.5,66.6,73.1 ,80° 0,3_0.,
420.0.27., 3_'" 7' 40"3' 4_- 8'4Z*_ ,52.5,57 o9, (_0.5,b5.5,70o0,71 o7,
525.0,30., 35. ,40.2,45.3,51.2,61.0,63°0,65.0,67.0,70o,0.,
¢30° ,3_. ,_0o ,45. ,_2.9,55,.6, _8, _*(PQ, 5,62-6,65, O, _O_5,Q° ,
7:.5.,40.,45., 50-,57._,b0o9,65.2,69.1,4_0./
£ATA h2 /
i12.,22.7,28.,33.4,39. _,,43.4,z_8.8,56.,80.1,66.1,72.,77.4,
214"2'20.0,24.6,28o O, _2.6,41. Q, _0.0,54.0,59,5,_2.5,71. _, _¢.5,
317" i ' 19- i ,2b.9,39-7,45 : I, 5 I. I, 62.2,66.6,71.0,72.4,2_0. ,
420. ,29.6, 34. _',39.5.4z_J 3,&_.3J55°O,_0.4, GG. O, 7O.O ,72o4, O. ,
525.,30.,35.,39.5,44.7,49.3,54.6,59.3,65=0,73.4,2,_0.,
735., 40. ,45. ,50. ,55. ,60.,62 . 5,65.4,71.6,3_:0o /
£ATA H3 1
113.7, i 7.4,21.8,26.8,31.6,36.9,_-7.5,56.9,b0.1 ,71.6t 77.5,83.6,
214.7, 19.0,22 .O, 26.7,38,.0,41° i, _9.0,_9.0,_. i ,71.0,77° 0,8_. I ,
316.5,18.3,27.6,32.4,37.0,42.0,46.5,50.7,60.7,66.6,75.0,80.5,
_20. O, 2 7.0,_._, 36.9, _2.1,_t7_.._ _2_9,57.3,62,0,_. 0,70.0,72,9,
525.0,34.0,35.0,_,0.0,&5.5,48.6,51.5,56.4,61.9,67.4,70.0,70.7,
(_30°0'35"(v,40oC,45.0,52.4,55.0,5@. 3,¢0._,63o4,6_)°4,09.4,70.4,
735.0,42.5,50.0,.=2.5,59.8,61.4,63.3,6&.9,06°l,67.1,69.&,70.O/
E_1" A H4 /
II0., 17. ,21.4,26.,30.5, 35. 1,4_..9,52.2,61°6,70.0,75.8,0.,
21_,, 19., _¢,',,2 I,, 3 _. ,4_, 5_, e, _Q, ,5_., 61,6,70° ,75.8,
3!8" '21.6, 26.4, 35.4,43.8,52.8,58.1 ,bl.6,70&O, 75.8,2_0.,
420. ,27.,3_-.8,37.0,40.9,_,.=,8,90.¢,55.0,¢0.3, 69.4,70. ,71.1,
525., 35.,41.o,45.7,49o6,54.4,59o0,65.4,70.0, 3_0.,
6_0.,42.7, _0.,55o,59.4,62.3,65.0,67.4,69o6,70o,2,0.,
735°,45.,_6.1,59o4, 58.6,59.5,61°3,64.6,68.0,69.7,70.,70.7/
OATA BLLCH 12.,9,,&-,_l,,_5_,!O,._5.,4D, t45,,50,,55,,60.1.8,.9,_Q
1 ,I. 1, .97, .6_.7,. 34, .0,i .37,1.125,. 86,. 55, 1.86, 1.642,1.38, I. i0,2.3 O,
22. i0,1 o84,1 • 5b,2 °7Z,2,52,2 °28,2 °00, 3,25,2.955,2.66,2.38,3,77,3,_,45
3,3.12,2-78,4.38,4.05,3.62,3o 17,5.00,4. 634,4.25,3_71/
CATA CPML 13.65,4.09,4.b0,6.11,6.64/
LATA CPMJ /0.,.5,1.,2.,2.3/
£ATA ATMN /10''9"'-6,'Q°,,_,i,0,i.5,_.0,2.5,3°0,3.5|4°0
1,43_., 500.,_00.,700.,800. ,900. 'i.000,I-007,1.024,1.060,1.i00,1%146
2 'I.000, i- 008,1 • u_8,1.066, l.l I0, i. 166,1.000, 1.010, 1.032,1.078, 1.130
3,1. 196,1.00G, I.012.1.037,1.090,1. 159,1.244, 1.000,1.014,1.044, I.II0
4,1.209,1°355,1.000,I.016,1.0_2,_,13(_,Io29_, 1.475,1.000,Io019, io060
5,1.168,1.379,1.553,1.000, i.022,1.070,1.208, 1.450,1.601,1.000, I.025
6,1. oeo, I. 253, i. 524,1.634/
tArA AI/Io,7.,4.,0.,.5,1.,2.,3.,4.,5.,.0,I.2,2°4,3.6,
i=000,° 0014,.0028,.0042,
2.0002, .0019,.0037,.0054,
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2010
2000
2020
2_40
2G60
2O8O
2090
2100
2120
2140
21bO
3.00Q_tJQQ2?,,/_C&_j_Q060 ....
4.0024,.0048,.0072,.0096,
_-OQ49,=Q075,.D_LLOI27L ........
6-0082,.0108,.0135,.0162,
7.011_,.01-3..016B..0193/
CATA A2/2.,7.,4.,O.,.5,1.,2.,3.,4.,5.,.O,I.2,2.4tB.6,
1.0000,.0014,.Q02_,.(L04__4_ ..........................
2.0003,.0020,.0097,.0054,
3.0007,.0027,.00_,.Q0_8,
4.0526,.0050,.0075t.0099,
_.Q057,.GQ_,_OIIO..O137_
6.0u92,.O123,.O153,.O18B,
7.0138,,0166,.019_,_022.21 ......
DAIA A3/3. ,7. ;4.,0. , .5, I., 2. ,3. ,/_ _5., .0, I. 2,2oW,3. _,
i.0000, .O0 _ 5, .O0)Q,_Q_9_, ...................
2.0C04,.0020,.00B7,.0054,
4.0030,.0056,.0081,.0106,
5.0062,.0093,.01Z4,,0155,
6.0116,.0140,.0172,.0204,
7.0165,.OI96,.0228,.QZol/
CAIA A4/_.,T.,4.,O.,.5tl.,2.,B.,4.tS.,. .
1.000 U, .00 15, •OOBQ,. 0_5, ..............
2.0504, .0022,.0041,.0060,
3.0008, .0031 , .0055, . 0079,
4.0034,.00(0,.0088,.0014,
_.O074,.OI06,oOI38,.VITO, ......
6.0128,.0163,.0198,.0233,
7.0187,.0222,.0258,.0294/ ............................
COD=CAC/I.2
IERROR=O
IF {RORO. E_.O.J GO lO 2010
FC=SQRT(518.69/TOJ
GO TU 2090
IF (TO.NE.O.) GO TO 2060 .........
IF {H-3OO00. J2020,2020, 2040
I0=518.688-. 00356,H
GO TO 2060
TO=B_9.98B
THE TA2 =516.69/T0
IF (PO.N£.O.} GO TO 2080
CA[L UNINT(II,ALTPR{I),PkESSF(II,H,DELlA2,LIMIT}
FC=S_RTIIHETA2J
HOFO=I.0/{DEETA2_THETA2}
IF {VKTSI 2100,2120,2100
SMN=.OOI512_=VKIS_FC
GO TO 2140
SMN=TIPSFD_FC/IlI6.
CALL UNINT (]I,AAFT(1),APAFT{IJ_AFT_PAFT,LIMIT)
IF (LIMIT.NF.O} GO TO 5
ZJI:5.3Ogx:VKTS/T|PSP5
I£(ZJI.LE.5..AND.ZJI.GE.O._ GO TO Z155
_FITE [6,2150_ZJ!
FO_MAT(IHO,3X,' ADVANCE RATIC: TO0 HIGH =',F8.4}
IEPRUR=I
GO TO 5000
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P
2155 IF (_,PEWd-M.LE.3_ G(] TC 8
216u I,_(KPERFN.F_.2| GU TU 21/:0 ...............
CP:.?18_l 0._ • SHP_RD_O/{ DROT _2_I [PSPD_*3 J
Gl_ T[, 2].99 ..................
2180 C T= 4148. _ IH RUS I_.RORO / ( Dy_£1r _,_2,_ I I p_.S20_ ....................
TCT,_L ACT TVITY FACTOR ADJUSTMENT
2199 CALL _:IWLAU (AIAFT,I,ZJI,AFT,TAFTtLIMITJ
IF LLIMIT.E_.O) GU TG 8 ....
5 WRITE (6,6} AFT
6 FP.kMAT (IF"O,3X,' TOTAL ACTIVITY FACTOR EXCEEOS THE LIMITS "'/_X,
i' TAF=',_ _,,0}
IEI-kOR=I .......
GO TU 5000
SHRCU{. LENGHI/DIA_ETER AOJUSTMENT '-
CALL LII_bAD (ACL]DtItZJI_CGDtCTCODtLIMIT;
I0 CONTINUE _-** _*w,,
If'(AF,A.GL..799.ANO.ARA,LE.I,IOI] GO TO 11
6RITE (0,!2) ARA .................
12 FO[_MAT (IHO,3X,' AREA RATIO EXCEEDS LIMITSW/3X,I AR=e,F}.O|
I E_ ROt< :i "
GC, TO :.000
ii IIAR:I O._ARA+.O01 .....
{.0 20 I=I,',
IF {IIAR.NE.IAPIIJ} 60 TO 20 .......
II:I
III:l ..........
GO TO 30
20 CONTINUE
II=1
IIi:4 ............
3C EO lUO0 I=II,III
60 TO (125,125,150,150,150),KPERFM
125 IF (ZJI.NE.O.) GO TO 130
IJ=l .....
IIJ:l
GO TC 175
130 IJ:l
IFIIJl .GE.I.) IJ=2
IF(ZJ I .GE .2 • ) IJ=3
IF(ZJ I .GE.3. } Id:4 ....
IIJ=IJ+3
CU T[' 175
150 CALL BIQUAD (bLLCI_,I_BLANG,ARA_JLIM_L|MIT|
IF (LIMIT.EW.O.) GO TO leO .................
6WITE (6,155) 6LANG
15_ FCkMAT (1HO,'6LADE ANGLE=' ,F4.2,'EXCEEDS LIMITS OF 21-60 DEGREES-(| ..........
IERROR:I **
GO Tr] 5000
160 IJ:I
IIJ=4
iF (ZJLIM-L,T.2..ANU.ZJLIM.|.E,3.| IIJ=5
IF {Z.JLIM.GT.3..AND.ZJLIM.LE°4.) IIJ:6
IF (ZJLIM.GT._,..AND,ZJLIM.tE,5.) IIJ=7
175 IX= C;.
C(J _00 J=IJ,IIJ
MACF N(_°/ IIPSPEEC ADJUSTMENI
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2010
2000
2020
2[,40
2060
2O8O
2090
2100
2120
2140
21 5O
5 •000(_ u 002 7_,,009 _h,.006 0
_.0024, .00_,8,.0072,. 0096,
5. J 049,. O0 ?.5., ,,OLQI, ,glZ?,
6.0082, .0108,. 0135,. 0162,
7.0118,.0t_3,,. 0168..0193/
CATA A2/2. ,7-, 4.,0.,.51 i. ,2. ,3. ,k.,5.,.O, 1.2,2.4,3.6,
1.0000, .OO l_tJ. QO_2B ,, . 0_0__, .......................
2.0003, .0020, .0037, .0054,
5.0007, '"• QD.. • ,,.. 0 Q_8 ,, ,, C.06 B _
4.0026, .0050,.0075,.0099t
5.0057,. O CIEg__,_Qll o.. 013 7,
6.0u92, .0123, .0155, .0183,
7.,Ol 38,. 0 i(,6,. O 19_t,, 022._ ...........
DATA A3/3- ,7. ,4.,0. ; .5, !., 2o , 3. ,4.,5. ,°0, 1.2,2°4,3.6,
1.0000, .O0 },5,, 00}q, _ Q_Q_,_ _ .................
2o0604, .0020,.0037,.0054,
3.000_, • OO 3 O,. Q_SO, ,,ODll_,
_.0030, .0056,. 0081, •0106,
5°0062, .0093, .01241.01551
6.0118, .O[ 40,. 0 i72, .0204,
7.01e3, .0196, .0228, ,0261/
CAIA A4/_..,7.,4.,0.,.5,1.,2.,3.,4.,5.,.0,-1.2,?..4,3.6,
l.OOOO, •O0 15,. 0Q3_. 0.Q_.5, ..............
2.0GOz,,.0022,.0041,.0060,
3.0008,.0031,.0055,.0079, .......
_..003_., .00_ 0,. 0088, .001 4,
5.OOTk., .0106, .0138, .0170, .........
6.0128, .0163,.0198, .0233,
7.01_7, .0222, ,025@, ,029_/
£OD=CAC/I .2
IERROR=O
IF {RORO.EW.O.J GO lO 2010
FC =S(QR T [518.69/T0}
GO TO 2090
IF (TO.NE.O.} GO TO 2060 .......
IF [H-3_,O0 0.) 2020,2020, 2040
10=51 8.688-. 00356_H
GO TO 2060
T0=3_9.988
THE TA2 =516.b9/TO
IF (PQ.NE.O.} GL] TO 2080
CArL U,'_INT (11 ,ALTPR(I ) ,PPESSF(I |,H,DELTA2,LIMIT|
FC=S_R T [ 1 HETA 2 }
ROFO= 1.0/ ( DELTA2'_THETA2 }
IF {VKTSJ 2100,2120,2100
SMh=. 001512x'VK I S=FC
GO CO 2140
SMf_= f IPSPDW_FC/1116.
CALL UNINT (II,AAFT(II,APAFT{I},AFT_PAFTtl IMIT)
IF (LIMIT.NF.O; GO TO 5
ZJI =5. 309'c:VK TS/I IPSPD
IFIZJI.LE.5..AND.ZJI.GE.0. I GO TO 2155
WFITE {6,2150JZJI
FQI_NAT(IHO,3X,' ADVANCE RATIC TOO HIGH =ItF8.Z,}
IEPRUR=I
GO TQ 5000
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!X=IX+I
lP l SP D=T I P SPOI FC
CALL UNINT (9,ATS(I},APMN|_|,TPTSPDLP._MN, LIMIT}
IF(LIMII.NE.OI GO TO 40
CALL B IQUAO (._TM.NsI,ZJJ|JJ. LI2_ISPD,TMN,L3]__I3J____.
GU _F] 50
GO _KITE (Ct45J SMD,,TIPSPD
_5 FO_MAT(IHO,3X,'MACH NO. OR TIPSEED LIMITS ARE-EXcEEDED'/4X,
I' MACH NO,='IF4.}I' TIPSP__E_D='LFS_,.Q] .............
IERROR:I
GO TO 5_00
50 O_. TQI IO0,20L,/3OO'_OO,3OG),KPERFM
lOG CPE=CP_PAFT:PMN
CALL UNINT (INNIJ,II,CPANGII,J,II,CTA-NG(I,J,II,CPE,CTTIlXI,LIMITI
CALL BIQUAD ICCCTIL,[} ....... LIL__TT_IX_X.J__A___T, LIMITI
CTT (I X |:(CTT( IX) *CTCOD-ACDCTJ/(TAFT*TMN)
CT=CTT ( IX }
CALL UNINT (I_._-|J,IItCPAO{I,Jt IItBLDANG(ItJ,IItCPEtBLL(IXIgLIMITi
GO TU 500
200 CTE=CT mTAETmTMN-CTCOD
CA LL B [QU AO IC _CI | ILl } ,.ijZ 41, C_IELACD_C.T_tLII_.LI_L_
CTE=CT E+ACOCT
£ALL UNINT IIN_.L,[_U_C.IAJ_LGt]_Q.t_-Cp_ENG|I,J,II,CTE,CPPIIXIwLIMITI .
CAll UNINT (INAIJ,II,CPAG(I,J, II,BLDANGII,J,II,CPPIIX)_BLL(IX|I
ILIMIT]
CPPI IX }=CPP( I X )/{ PAFTm PMNI ...................
CP=CPP ( IX!
GO TO 500
300 CALL UNINT (INA[J_.IJ,BLDANGil_(1,J,II,BLANG,CPP|IXI,LIMIT
i)
IF {LIMIT,NE,OJ.GO TO 4C)C)
CALLUNINT (INN( J, I J  C*ANGCt, J,i-J ,Ct- NG(i ,CTTt IX},
ILIMITI
GO TO 500
400 _ITE (b, ._50l ..
=*50 FO&MAT (ihO,3X,' CP, CT, OR
IERRQR=I
GO TO 5000
500 CONTINUE
IFIKPERFM.GE.3) GO TO 700
IfIZJ,N_.,llJJ G _. I_L .__5_.(i__
BLANG: BLL If|
CTTT( I }=CT
CPPPII I=CP
ELLL( I|:BLANG
GO TO I000
550 CALL UNINT (_,ZJJ(IQ),BLL{I
_IANG:BLLLII
IF(KPERFM.EQ.2| GIJ TO 600
CALL UNINT (4,ZJJ|IJ)_CTT(I
CT=CTTT( I )
GO TO I000
OO.O CALL UNINT (4,ZJJ(IJ_,CP_P.I1
CP=CPPPII l
C,O TO lOuO
700 IFIIJ.EQ. IIJ! GC TO 750
J ARE OFF CURVES'}
I,._Z_ I__BJ.LL[_!_ [, L IM IT I
I ,ZJ I _CTTT ( [ I,L IMIT |
} ,ZJ L_G PP-P--LU..__I__I.I 1.___
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CAll IJNINT |4el J J( I J| .£TT 11| :/JI :£T;L IMIT]
CALL UNINT(4tZJJ( IJ) ,CPP( I I,ZJI,CP_L IMIT)
75(_ ('-ALl BIQtlADI&T.__FT.I *IJI.AFT;TAFT.LIMIT)
CALL B IQUAD( ATMN)I, ZJI tTPT $PD, TMN,L IM[T |
.rP=K PJ (PA FT_rPMN 1
CALL B IQUAD(CDCT |1, I ) t1, ZJI )CT,ACDCT,LIHIT |
£T= I C T +£.TCO I')-AC DE T )I f TAF I).TMN |
ASHP( I )=CP*DROT**2*TIPSPD**3/(RORO*o718*IO,E6|
..... ..AI.I:LIL.%T_LLL= C T * n R fiT * * 2 • TIP _P 13..2 / l _ 148 =.RC)RO |
SHP=ASHP( II
THRII_ T =ATHR_T( I}
1000 CONTINUE
....... _.GO__I[i_XI]_ Q.__L2..CtO._L2LEQ__.JJ3_O0,13 g._J_ _ ......
1100 IFIIII.EQ.!IIGO TO 1150
......... -CALL UFLI_I_._(4, XAR( i ).-_-JJ-=AJ_A__IMI.IJ.
CALL UNINT (4,XARII])CTTT(1)tARA,CT,LIMITI
1150 THRUST=rT*DRC}T**Z*TIPSPD**2/I6148.,HfIROl
GO TO 1275
._. 3.200 IELI I L.E_=II.LC_..T_O_J.25_Q ..........
CALL UNINT (4,XAR(1),BLLL(II,AR-A)SLAN-G-)LIMIT)
CALL U__lrtI-J_u_CP-P.__._I1
12 50 SHP=CP*DROT**2,)TIPSPD**31[,?IS,10oE6,RORO)
_ 1 _ 76 _c,,PJE=_P *P A F T * PM N ._
CALL UNINT(5,CPHJIII,CPHL(II,ARA,CPELMtLIMITI
--- . LF.I.C._PELt_GE =CP.ELGO XD___ C}o.....
WRITE (6. 1151 CPE,CPELM
... LI_. £-QI_AT_IIJzt_ ,.;C_PE__2_.ES_3.3x ),_t_Eg._ THE _£PE LIFII7__=' )Fi._l
IERROR=I
_.£.,Q_.I_D___O_Q.Q
1300 IF (III.E(Q.IIIGO TO =)500 ..................
.... _.CALL Uht/_.I. (4.tZAI_Z}__u_$J:IF.(J._iSLIF.tLi_IJ.L}
CALL UNINT (4,XARIIItATHRST(1)tARA, THRUST,LIMIT)
__ _500 IF(ZJL.EQ.O.J__G_ TO _700
EFFP=CT/CP*ZJ I
-.f_ _5_Q0.9___
6700 EFFP=O.
...... 50_0.0_ IF _.I_I_E,_E=_0 } -HRIEEJI_t_9__OO } Dr OI.t_TLPSP.D_$J-I.P_.j _ra_R.t,!_. t _ _LA_.N_G., Z.,tj ,_V.a ....
ICT,SMN)EFFP
9000 FORM AI (LH.Q_3X- I' O |A -= 'LF _, LJL__X._' T ! p SPEE D=) _ F4.O) 3Xt _ _.Hp;:'",_--, 0 ))X _
I'THRUST=' )FS.0/3X) =BLADE ANGLE=),F_.I)3X)'J=',,F#,..,3) "_':)_Cp=i,F_.'_)
23X )..£.I__L=_F_5.3,3 X, ' '=' *, •= EF FP= '• F _._.3J.__......... _.......
PETURN
-- END._
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____.%LLIIBOUT I_L_Q,_JIO_I_,S__.IA_L, T IPSPD ,THRUST, DROT • ZNQF I , ZNQF2 ,
i hOE, I ERROR, KWRI TE)
__ DI_I_ON ZNI lI.5.5_J_.LZ_N.N.___I55|,ZN411551,ZNS{155|,ZN|I55_5|t
I TAFL ( 5 I,ZNT( 5 J, RDL (7|,DPNL(T)
_ EQUIVALENCE (ZN (1 ,I ), ZNI I , (.ZN(I,2 I,ZN2 I, (ZN(I,3|, ZN3I, (ZN( Ir 4) r ......
IZN4), (ZN[I,5},ZN5)
.....£ATA__TAEi _/__75_gju._._O_O_Lti50 _0,.__Q00,_,3_QQQ LZ____
DATA RDL /2.,3o,40,50,6,,7,/
.....DATA DPNL /-6,_61-_4J_Ot-1___7_tOt, 1__t_2.t20]/
DATA ZNI / I, ,16.,8.,100,150,20,,30.,400,50.,60, t700,800,_00,I00,,
....i_.1_Z_i,___L_O._QL,_29_O_,_,j__250_L,_}_300,_,4}0.0,_,_500_.,5.5p._L600_,j6_ O.,7qO.__LL7__5.0•,800., .
2 68, O, 68o 7,6906,700 7,72,.9,73.5,750 1,77o0,
.._}?,,_00_,"r2,.I,72_._..o_23..p,7__,;_,.'5.};T_a:_9,T8,_ ..................
48100,77o5,76o5,76o4,77,0,7707,78o 7,8000t
94.07, 8g. 9,8_. O_,_S3._0• 82.0.82; 0,_8.2._2_,Bz. o,
' 6108-5,9900tq3*_,g003,88*lt8609_8600,8505,
• Lz_Z},..o.,..1_1o.: o; 1o2.5, 9 e;o_9L_4,_4_,9.Z._O_L68.9._ :.8_8.L, ..................
8138o0, 124o0,112.3,105.3,I00o0,961_,93.7,92o0,
9_153.5,.It,0;.3,.122:.]:.112.5,105; &_,.I.0008;970 5,95.5
i 171. O, 154, 5, i 3205,120. O, ii I. O, I05, 3, i01,5,9_.z; ' .......
2 !89;.5__=170, Q_ ! 4______5.,_128_,.5!I_.17_...O_t_110__.Sj_I05, 8, !p3_,0___.................
3 205. O, 187, 0,I 54, O, 136. O, 12 30 5, 11 5, 3,109, 8, I06.5,
_2.58_._Q_2z__88,.o_,_13_z,_o_,I_6.6,..Q,_I___.Lq,12___,_s,_.12_.2;.o_,.!k%_, ............
5 31 7. O, 275.0,233. O, 1980 O, 1720 0,150o O, 138, O, 1 28, 0,
O_, O, 382, .0,324,O, 27_,O,235, 0_,202.O, 174, O,!5.B.:_0.,. .......
7_00.0,505.0,422,0,3510 0,306.0,25900,226o0,196.0,
8 000o 0,660,0,5W6: 0_,46q_ 0, B8 _. 0, B26__q_2800 0.92W0.. 0__
D_TA ZN2 /2.,16,,80,100,150,200,300,40o,500,600,70o,80,,900,I060, .....
. .1.l __5_ _..15-0 =..t 2 q0._Llt .25___0.tjL___00 _U_4_.5_0___L_500__J_55._0__.t_6_0,g _.j 6_j_0 j 70_0..U? "50, j_@.P01L__.......
2 650 8,66, 5 ,6803, 71,_4,7308,7502,760 7,780 0,
69o3,69.2,70,3_7205,7_.7_76.1_77o6,79,0,
&7401,72o8,72.3, 740B,7508,?7. StTB. 8,B000,
584.&,7908_70£1. t7806_790B,80.0_81.0,82,0,
692. °.',38. O , 84.9,83.7,8300,82.5,82.9,84. O,
T 1QO-I, 9_.:0,91_.._l_j"9; 1,8.6._3,B5.._0L__'*.,_7,86. Oj .............
8 10e. i ,1020 6,970 5,9304,90. I ,880 0,870018708,
9 116.0_i_0,0,i0_,4_99,0t94o_,90:9 r 89._4_89.9,
I 124o0,117o8,111, 8,105.5,100.0,95. 8,93o0,92o_..,
2 13B- 3,1260 0, ll_,0, 11 [09,106.3, I010 I,q7o 2,94.6,
3 ]&O.O,132,8,126,2,1190&,_13.0,107,2,101,9,97,0,
4 _69.0,158.0,148,0/138. 5,129.0,119,8,111,O,103, 3,
6 295.0,260,0,228, O, 2060 O, 186. O, 167, O, I&9o O, _ 33.8,
7 440.0,38000,325, 8, 2750 O, 2380 0,210, 5,187o 0,165, 0,
86_0.0,5250 0,430,0;355, O, 2980Q, 26_00,2_2,0,2060 0/
DATA ZN) / 3. ,16,,8. ,£0, ,15o ,20,,_0.,40. ,50. ,600,700,800,90.,I00, ,"
i..!25., 15Q., 2QQ,.:2)0°, 9Qo_t:.950,_,500,, 5500,6000,65Q°, .7009,7500,800.,
2 6500, 6703,600 _, 710 _t 73.5,75°4,77o _ t#9°O, ...........
680 Ot 69° 3,71o 1 , 730 0,75, 0,76° 8,78° 5,80, 3,,
47007, 71o5,72'#,7404,76o2,781i,7908,81o5,
576o09 75o0,75°6,76°8,78o5,80.0,8_,7,8._. I,
6 80.5, 780 O, 78°6, 79. 3,80° 5,81.7,83° 2,84.9, "-
7 85° O, 82o 5,81 o4,8 I° 9,82°5,83° 5,84_ 5 ,86, O,
"_ B-9;9, 86._;, 8%.5, 84.3; 8%__; BS_,_, B4j o, 8,%_,
99_° 5, 910 I t890 I _ 87* 3,86°8,86.8,87o _,Bd, 5_
I _90 5, 95o 7,920 8, _O, 8,89, _ , 89° 0,89, 0,8)°5,
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2 I05. C ,!00,6,97e 0,94.9,93, 0,91,8,91, 0,9_,0,
_ iI0, O, I05, 7, I02,, 0,98,5 ,g_, 2_94, 2,92,9,9212,
130,0,121,0,111,4,108, 8_108,0,99,4,96,8,95,5,
5156,, !40. S,130.0,118,9,110.5,104,8,101.0,99.0,
6_2C., 188, 5,166.0,141,0t129.5, I19, 5,114.0,109,51,
7 29_, O, 245,. O, 207,0,178, O, 156, O, 140,0,131,5,1 28,0,
8.38C',0,306,0,251,0,2!_',0,186,0,166,0,154,0,150,0/
DATA ZN4 /4,,16,,8,,I0,,15.,20,,30,,400,50, ,60.,70,,80,,90,,I00,,
1125,, 150,,200,,250,,300,,4C_0,,500,,550,,600,,650,,700,,750,,_0C,,
2 66.9,68,6,70.4,71.9,73.8,75.8,77, 6,79.5,
368,3,70,3,72,2,73.,_8_75;?,77,5,79, 2t.8.Q;8_, .
4 69, 8,71,6,73.4,75, l , 77, O, 78, 7,80, 5,82, O,
5 72,,3,73, 9,75.5 ,77,2,79, 2,80, 7, 82, 2,83, 5,
674,8,75,8,77,3,79,0,81,0,82,5,83,8,85,0,
7 78, O, 77, g, 78, 8,80, 3,82,2,83, 5,84, 8, 86, 2,
881,_,_0,0,80,3,8"1,5,83,3,84,6,86,0,87,2,
9 84, 6 t 82, 5,82: 0,83, 3.,84, 6 t 8_5-9_L87,._.0,8.8,1,
I 87.8, 84.6,83.9,84.7,85.8,86. 8,884 0,89.0,
290.8,86. g,85.9,86.2,87.0,87.7,88.8,90.0,
3 93. 6, 89. I ,87. 8,88. I ,88.4,89.3,90. 1,90.9,
4104.0, 96. 2,92. 5,91.8,91. 5,91. 3,91. 7,92.9,
5116. 5 , 102. 7 ,96.8,95. 5,94.4,93. 7,93. 9,94. 8.
6151.3, 124. 0,109.8,104.5,100:5,9799,97.9t98.0,
7196. O, 153. 5 ,12 Q. 5, 116. 4, 108.0, 103.4,100.9,100.6,
824b. O, 191. 5,158.5,136. 5,123.5t 113.8_ i07.4, I03.0/
DATA ZN5 /5.,16.,8.,i0.,15..20.,30. :40.,50. ,60.,70.,80.,90.,100. ,
i 125. , 150_ ,200. ,250. ,300. ,450. ,500., 550. ,600., 650., 700. ,750. ,B 00. ,
2 69.9, 7 I. 5,7_-.0,74. 4,75.8,77. O, 77.8,78.5,
3 71.1,72.9,74.5,76._2,77.7,78.6, 79.
472.0,73.8,75.5,77.1,78.6,79.9,80.
573. 7, 75.7,77.5,79.2,80.7,82.0,83.
675.1, 77.0.78.9,8_(,6,82.0,83.&,84.
776.4,78.1 ,79.9,81.5,83.0,84.3,85.
877._I,79.2.80.9,82.3,8&.0,85.5, 86.
978.8_ 80.2,81.6 _ 83.2 v 8&,9186.3_2 87,
179.8,81.0.82.4,83.8,85.5,86.8,88.
281.0,81.9,83.1,84.5,86.0,87e5,89.
382.0, 82.8,84.0,85.2,86.9,88.5,90.
4 84.7, 8 4o 8,85.5 ,86.7,88.0,89. _, 91.
5 88.3, 8 6.8 , 86.8 ,_8. O, 89.3,90.6, 92.
6 98.5,93.9,92.1 ,91.5,91,5,92.2,93.
7115.0, I07_ 8 , I02. O, 97..9 ,95.3.94.7,
6,80. O,
9,81. 5,
0,83.5,
5,85.0,
5,86.5,
6,87.5,
5188.5,
3,89.6,
0,90.6,
0,91.6,
0,92.6,
1,93.6,
5,95.0,
95.3,90.8,
139.5, !27.&,]16.5,107. 1,101.0,98.0,97.3,98.31
IF (TIPSPD, GE,4OO,,OR. TIPSPD, LE,800,1 GO T0 I00
_RI'[E {6,50l TIPSPD
50 FOFMAT [IHO,' TIPSPEED:',F6,0,' EXCEEDS LIMITS
I AT/ON' i
IOO
IERROR=I
GO TO i000
"[AF=AF x_Bt
TO['2= T HRU ST / I DR P.TW,,k2 )
IF(TOD2, GE, IO,,CR,TOD2,LF,300, i
_RITE [6, 1503 TODP
150 FORMAT lll_O,' THRUST/DIAMETER
NOISE CALCULATION' |
IFRRUR=I
GO TO 200
SQUARED=' , F5, 0, '
FOR NOISE CALCUL
EXCEEDS LIMIT FOR
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GO TO tO00
200 CO __00 I=1,5
CALL BIQUAD (ZN(I,I),I ,TOD2,TIPSPD,ZNT{II,LIMII)
300 CONTINUE
CALL UNINT (5,TAFL(I|_ZNTII),TAF,_NQFI ,LIMIT)
CALl_ UNINT (6,RDL(IJ tDPNL(II_DROT,DZNQF,LIMIT)
IF (LIMIT°EQ°O! GO TO 400
WRITE (0,350l DRCT
350 FORMAT(IHO_ 'THE DIAMETER RANGE OF 2-_
I F3,0I
IERROR=I
Go TO 1000 "
400 XNOE=NOE
ZNQF i= ZNQF1-4° 5
ZNQF I =ZNQF I+DZNQF_I 0,* ALOGI 0 (XNOE)
ZNQF2=ZNQFI-12,
....... _I.F_(.K_W_R..I.T..E,,N.E,_0L_HRJ T E.(.6__t4501 _ZN.QF.I, Z N_QF2 ..
450 FORMAT(IHO,' QFAN NOISE AT °IM.N AT 500 FEET =
I 'gFb;.].t' DB_(A)'I. ........
1000 RETURN
END
FT, IS EXCEEDEDJDIAMETER= t,
',F6-,I_,-_ PNDB AND =
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,°
Su_RCUTINE BTCFN
IIFP,K_RITE)
LIMENSION ZKM (6}
ILKIb),ZS(e) ,ZT(6
bIMENS !(3N ZL5 (_.)
DATA Zt 5/_.,,2,_,8,4,f_,4.11
LATA ZKM/I.?_.,I.?,,,I_74,I.3,1.74,i.B/
LAIA ZKI/2A. 5,20.), 2c,.5,2(_.5,26.5,2o,b/
LATA Z_,2/. O_, .07,. 07,.07,. 06,, 061
oAIA Z Z2/_, 25,B. 3_, _oB_,, 9. _,b. 7,7.74/
L,ATA ZK411.13,&oO,4. b_,_.6t4._,4.6/
bAIA ZZ_/Z-.45,5.14,5,1_,4.35t4°45,3.7_/
DATA ZKC/,0,2.3_,2.3_,2.33,.C},.0/
DATA ZPI° Q,. @ ,._. d_,ml, 8/
DATA ZR/2_,2°e,2,O,2.I,2.b,2. I/
EAIA ZS/.2, . 2 ,°;' ,. 2 ,.;/, . 2/
DAIA ZT/. 2 ,.2 ,.- _°2t.2, .2/
(6L,D, AFISHPtI,CAIN,ZFLAGtGDQXMtWQFT,IDATE,CODt
,LKIib)_LK2io}_ZL3(_)tZK416ItZLSIO),ZK_(6I_ZP(61y
},Z_3(Oi_L_5(6) ..........................................................................
CGMMC'_ / CPCB / WKOT,wSPIN,W_I,JCT,wTMT,I_TFLG,WAFTB
IEI_RC_R=C
N=t. ATr '*.01
IF {N.EQ°I)GC TU lb
if (_.GT.3)GO TO b
N=ri-I
Gb T[] 7
) IE (K.EQ.Z..ANC. IUATE.F_.I970]N=3
IF (N. FQ, 5. AND. IDAT E,,E_, 19 8O_N=_
IF(N.CT.Z_.AKD.TI-P°FQ, II Gb TC 15
IF (r,:.GT.6) GC TO 15
? IF(IFP.FQ,II GO TO 14
bE, T_ (20,20,20, LU,20_J. OI_N
iO z,I_(N)=ZZ3(N)'_(D/_._,_,_.25
_K_ I N ) =ZZ5 (1',)/( I .2'_13.t'_'_. L5 )
u6 T r 30
3._ 4.1',3 ( N ) =C),
Z.I',,5 (N|=ZLS(N)
[F(N.E_.4I ZK5(N|=ZLS(N)t[ (,2_D)_,_°251
C,L, TO 30
Ib _klTE(&_17) C_TN
17 Fi,.,KMAT IIHO,3X,'ILLEbAL AIKPLANE CATEGbKYt CATN =_
I_kROP=I
C_I.,TE 300
2.0 L_.3(N)=ZZB(k)
LKS(N)=ZZ'_(NI
.,t_a FLAG=ZFL AC;+,0I
oU IFIFLAG.FQ.1) GO TO O2
LIk7=4. _
(_2 Lt_7=C.
b5 LY=I.+.OS/(BL/IO.,_(AF/I?U. 1"_,5)*T1500.
IF (/_F.LT.170.) GU TO 70
IF (N.GE.7 IX_= !. 0
Z_=O.
iF (N.LT.?IGO TO o7
ZIJ=I .7
(.;L,T C 80
_7 ZlJ=l,q
,F3°O)
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o_ r 80
(.j tr{:, .LT.7)i,C T( 75
tO-( _'.z-'_(t( /1C0.
o,. zt.,.:105_(LIJ-ZV)
LL,_= ( IL-3,_' ZV)I, ;.
_.,. ,., = ( ZUi_._-ZVI/L.
LL.>=Zt_-ZV
_=I_l I 10.
_=l. lb.
_=_FII?O.
t =I l_CC,
ZZ=( 1,4.071/(/_C*_'
,t'L":.C,E.7) ,TZ=I.U
XI=L_ _.'(L)'_/_x'*ZP (hi
i.F( IFP.FC.! ) _C Tu
,,,_= Z_ ! (1'.)_ZY_(I.+/
^3_-? K ? ( t'_ ) '_ E',_* ZV_ E/
oL. T(" IOC
c,,,; X3= ),
Az,= ,),
AC= Z'.
A,-=25.Z_Z_/Ce'_ZL. 2
O'J
-Z .U3 ) ) _"_. b
.b)_E )_*1.5
IN)*&SF'.PI(ZO._O) )_"¢'ZLb*E_:*9
9b
_ ZL,5*bL / E*_Z
A?= ZK 7"( SPP 15(].h. )_'_2
^_=. c ]*{)_'{"2
,_F,uT=XI'_'(X2+X3+_,_+XS)ex(_
,,5PI h=X_
_uuC 1 = (9. _'x'CCCeZ.8 )*D*D
v,TMT=0.
v,,ArTB=C.
,-,ThLG= C.
IF {CPCXM. NE.O,) GD TO ibU
,,IM T =._,,c* (SFP'_D/T) _** 8_
IF (IFL_G.FC.I._ C_b T0 2Uu
,,,IFLG =X?
}_,L)
Zv_ _C,FF=W._CT+v, SPI_ev, L)uCI+nTMTe_TFLG+_,AETD
IE(KwRIIE.NE,C) h_ I TE (o, 25 O |CA1N, IL)ATE _SHP _,T, v_OT,_SPIN, WTF L.G,
i,,,UuC T ,WIF'T , _A FT_, nwFT
/50 FL_Y, ATIIHO,?X_'_FAN nEIGhT'//)X_'AIRPLANE CATEGORY :_,F3.O,)X,' _;AI
_L =' , i 5_.X,' SHP=e _F_.O_.i)£_' TIPSPEE_J =' _F,,.O/_X,'R(JTL]R ASSEM_SLY',
;r_,I,,PLUDI)S,/_A_m_pINNEk'_ZX,F_.I,,PbbNOS_/3X_'FI ,_L,E__ UX,F_.I,
_' PuU.":[ S'13X, 'FUCI' ,IOX,F6. I _m PLiUNDb m/)X i_M(,]UNT =* _SX,FS. i_ _Pl]uNr]_' /
-_3X_ ' AFIFPEnEY_,SX, Fb. i_ _ PC'UNDS _ /3X,'U_FAN _E I_HT' _3X,hS, L, _PL)UNL)S' )
_uo KL. TU_N
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F.,
] )
C'll_q.,?_lT[_F (._FCOST|ChTN, ICA'TE,CQFI', IFPRORIKODE ,C LFI,CLF,CCUANT,._L
I,£C INq, IFr.,KV_RITE)
,'I"ENSI_N XF× ( 2,5} ,XEX(2,_) ,XCUA_(2,5)
,'I,_'_S I Cb XF_L {2,4)
r-r)h.'_lkl/ CF:F._rlI VwRCIi_SrIN,WtTLCTt_TIvT,_TFLC,WAFTP.
PAT A
r _TA
_=(ATN+oO I
I_rq=Kr_E-_ -t 9
IF-_FROR= C •
:.r-(N • 6T ,i °ANI:. _ .LT. (.) CC
!_VP _R= 1
k.R :TF (6, 5)ChTN
rq_'_4AT (tH.)t-_k,' ILL_CAL
C:I T-I 1 C6C
IF( ILAT E,E'].]._7_ } I=i
T=( TT_aTF..EG. 19801 I =2
X_l /0°,0., _.4, 2°4,2.6t 2._,2.6,4.q/
XF× l].,O.,t.6 ,L.5,3.51_.5,_o5,3._,3.5,3.5/
XFX /9.,0., 2. I ,2. 1,2. I, 2. I, _. I, 3. 2,2.@,3.6/
X)iJAK /D. ,O.,2DIO.,5_FO.,IO30.,IqcC.,295._680.,_5. I_68./
.'JC._:STI,CCCST?II_.S(,3_,,5CI
TC I0
._!_PL_[- CAIECCpy, CATN=', F-3°O)
C) Tr} ( 2..3i40, 59, eC, 2C,4C), TK()I)
2" (Cl Pt:3.2ITB
¢CL _:L..?2
?;.. (')tlAN-=XCLI._KJ{ I,_l
"_: IF {IFa,,7-Q,I) GC T r" "_7
I ".r'qT=XgX(I,_aI*( 7.*'PL _x,. E+),F X( TIN)}
r,r} TC 7C
"_ lJ,CnST=XFL( I,NiX,(?.*.-PL_._.+),FX(I,I_) )
F'q Tq 7,)
aC (CI F-L=C I.F 1
CCI F:P. L F
C',O TC 3D
_C C r_U _N= COUA'_I T
rCE F[=3 .21Tq
rClg=t. C2
:_ Tq 35
0 rQUAN=CCU
FCI. F I=CLF
CCL. F=CI F
?C I F ( KCr)._,O
Yt.q-- { & [. I-1G
xZb=[XPlA
P,] C _(' T:XZ I',,_
cqkST=X IN
rgoI K:C r_,
_NT
1
T.].q } UCCST=SC IKC
(CCLF)-AL_G(CC'tFI|) I_,gC775527
I_f]C;(CCU/_k),_XLI_÷_LC.C(CCL F] }}/CrLFI
LCI2S T'_WPCT
X'lJCr]ST I
ST_,SPI _
CqUC T: C r_N g T_V,D CC T
( T,UT= X Z N_WT MI-,_UC CST 2
( .'_c TF_=C.t'NS T_ V,AF T F_
CFt G:XZ,'I-*.XFX( I,N )_'UCO.S'Te.WTFL G
COFT=CRCT+CSPIK+CCIJCT÷C.T_T _CI_FTP_CFI C
TF IK_._ITE._IE.O) WPITEIe,ICO)CCLFI,CCL_,UCf'ST,CO.U/tk,CRCT,CSPTN,
I fFl. C, CPbPI, CTMT, C,%FTql COFT
IgS F'JP'IAT (IHO,3X,'CFAh CISST 'I/RX,'CCLFI=',F6.4,3X,'CCLF=',F_._,3X,
['ucq_:T = ',F5.2, 3X,'COUAIN ='IFS. C
213X,'RI;T(_R ASSF_VP-LY',3XirS.0, ' CCLL #RS'I3X,'SPINNF_', ?X,F_.O,' liCit
_I _PS'/3X,'FLANGr,,12X,_4.C,, F)CLIAQS,/3Xi,I)UCT, ,IOXIFS.C,' DOllARS
_,'/3X, '_CIINT',qX_F@. (,' D.rLLAR..'/_),,'AFTFRBCDY _ ,4XiFq.O,'. I]9,LI ARg'/
r,l_X,'Qr-h,_ CCI£T ',_X,FR.O, ' 12ft.[ _l_e,,,)
ltiOC ;-E IbnN
PND
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SUBROUTINE- BILINE (T, I, XI, YI, Z, K)
ENTRY blLIN (T, I, Xl, YIt Z, K)
CBILINE
C
DIMENSION T{I),XC(4), O(4)., P(Sl," Y(4),C(4)
DIMENSION T(I{,XC(4}, D(4), P(5), Y(4),C(4)
20
30
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
100
104
EQUIVALENCE (XC(1), D(1)},
I (C(I{_ CI), (C(2}, C2), (C(._), C31, (C(4), C4),
2 (E(1), D_.), (D(2), D2|, (D(3), D3), (D(_), D4),
3 (P(l}, P}), (P(2), P?), (P(3), P3), (p(t.), P4), (P(5), PSi
TA-BLF SET UP
T(I ) : TAELE [XUMBEn
T(I+I) : CEGREE CHOICE (0,1,3}
P,EGRE_ CHOICE P.'PTIOKS -_0- USE FIRST VALUE OF TABLE FOR ANSWER
-I- LINEAR INTERPOLATION
-2- THIRD ORDER INTERPOLATION
T(I+2) = NUMBER OF (X) VALUES
T(I+3) = NUMBER OF (Y) VALUES (0. FOR UNIVARIATE TABLE)
T(I+_) = VALUES n.F (X) IN ASCENDING ORDER
TN = T(I÷])-2oO
IF(T(I+I}) 20,20, .:0
K:O
Z=T(I+2)
G() TO 999 °
NX = T(I÷2)
NY = T(I*3)
J1- = I+4
J2 : Jl ÷ NX - I
IDX = I +i
X : Xl
SEARCH IN X SENSE
L = 0
GO TO I000
RETURN HERE FROM SEARCH [)F X
K : KX
IF (TNI 1! 03tlO4t104
JX= JXI
FIGU RE D--6. LISTING OF ADVANCED GENERAL AVIATION Q--FAN PROGRAM
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CI05
Ii0
C
C
2OO
210
212
220
C
C
300
C
580
C
C
501
5!9
520
5_.0
C
C
600
7O0
9999
C
C
C
THE FOLLOWING cEr_F PUTS X AND/OR Y VALUES IN XC BLOCK
Dn 110 J:I,4
XC(J) = T{JXI)
JXI = JXI+I
GET COFFF. IN X SENSE
GO TO 2000
RETURt. HERE WITF_ COEFF. TEST FOR UNIVARE OR _IVARIATE
I_ (NY) 300,210,300
JY = JX ÷NX
IF (TN} 212,211,2!I
Z = C] '_(T(JY÷I}-T(JY)) +T(JYI
CLI T C] 9999
Z = 0.0
Dr" 220 J=l, _
Z= Z ÷ C(J)_T(JY)
jy = Jy+).
GO TO 9999
BIVARIATF TABLE
L=I
X = Y/
J/ = J2+l
J2 = J I+NY- I
SEAPCH IN Y SENSE
CO TO I000
F = K+3'_KX
INTERPOLATE IN X SENSE
SUBSCRIPT- BASE IkOo OF COL.
IF (TN) 501, 519, _19
!Y = JXI +NY *(JX -IDX -2)
JX = JY ÷ NY
Z = T{JY) +CI "_(T(JX|-T(JY|I
JXl = SUBSCRIPT oF IST Y
NO. OF YS
Z = (X- T(JXI))/ (T(JX!+I }-T(JXI))_ (T(JY+I)+CI_(TIJX+I)-T(JY+I)|
-Z} +Z
CO TO 99o9
JY : J2+! +(JX -[DX -3J_NY.+JX1 -J1
DO 550 M=I,4
JX = JY
Y(M) : 0.0
DO 520 d=l,4
Y(M) = Y(M) + C(J)*T(JX)
JX = JX+NY
JY = JY+!
GFT CL}EFF. IN Y SENSF
CO TO 105
I = 0.0
F)O 700 d=l,4
Z = I + C(J)X'Y(J)
RETURN
SEARCH RCUTIt,:E - INPUT JI,J2,X
-OUT PUT RA,RB,KX, JXl
FIGURE D--6. LISTING OF ADVANCED GENERAL AVIATION Q_-FAN I=ROGRAM
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" :.' '_ .... " ""_'__,._-a-)_,), ," " ,:,_,, ,. ,=',C_'-'; " ,' " _ -:,' ........ "..........
I000 KX = 0
00. i010 J_Ji,J2
IF (T(J|- X) I01C, I050,I050
CONTINUE
?FF HIG_ END
J = J2
X = T(J2)
KX = 2
IF (TN) II01,1020,I020
USE LAST 4 PCINTS AND CURVE
1020 JX! = J2-3
RA = 0,0
GO TO 160C
TEST FOR - - FFF LOW END,
1050 IF(J-JL-I) i080 ,
1100 IF [TN} I101,1102t_,I02
1101 JXl = J-i
G_ TO 16.01
1080 IF(T(J)-X) I082, i O_O, I082
1082 KX : i
X : T(JI)
lOqO JXl = Jl
IF (TN) I_"01,1091,109 _.
1091 oA = 1.0
GO TO 160 0
C TEST FOR LAST INTERVAl. NO, YES, NO
1107 IF (J -J2) !5C0, I02(_,_-500
1500 JXl = J-2
RA = (T(.J) -X )/(T(J) - T(J-II )
1600 _5 = 1.0- RA
C
C
I010
C
FIRST INTERVAl, OTHER
i090 , 1100
RETURN BACK TC _AIN BODY
leOl IF (L) 500, IC0, 500
C
C COEFFICINT ROUTINE - INPUT X, Xl, X2, X3, X4, R/_, RB
1103 JX = JX1
2000 IF [TN) 20CI,2002,2002
2001 CI = (X -T(JXl)) /{T{JXI+I)-T{JXIJ)
GO TO 2021
2002 DO 2010 J= 1,3
2010 P(J) = XC{J+I)-XCt J)
P4 = PI+P2
P._ = P2*P3
120 202C_ J=1,&
2020 D(J* " X-XC(J|
CI = RA/PIW'D2/P_W'D3
C2 =-RA/PI'_D!/P2*D3 ÷ RB/P2*D3/PSW_D4
C3 = RA/P2'WDI/P4*D2 - RB/P2X_D2/P_'I'D&
C& = RBIPS'I'D21P3'_D3
C RETURN TO MAII_ _OOY
2021 IF {L) 600,200,600
END
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C
£
C
C
C
C
C
!00
C
lOS
110
C
C
2O0
2!0
22O
SU[IROUTIKE BIOUAD (T, It Xl, YI, Z_ K)
ENTPY i_IQU_ (T, I, XI, YI, Z, K)
TPIS RUUTINE IkTEF. POLATES OVER A 4 POINT INTERVAL USING A
VARIAT!C)N CF 2ND DEGREE INTERPOLATION TO PRODUCE A CONTINU_ITY
OF SLOPE BETI_EEN ADJACENT INTERVALS.
[IMENSIOI_ T(I},XC(4), O(_), P(5), Y(4),C(_,I
F_QUIVALENCE (XC(!), D(1))
TABLE SET UP
T(I ) = TABLE NUMBER
T(I+I) = NUMBER OF (X) VALUES
T(I÷2} - I_UMBFR OF (Y) VALUFS (0. FOR UNIVARIATE TABLE)
I(!÷3} = _AtUES OF (X) IN ASCENDING ORDER
NX = T(I_I
NY = T(I+2)
J! = I+?
J2 = J1 + _X - I
X = Xl
SEARCH IN X $EN$_
L = 0
GU TO i000
I_FTURN HERE FRCM _EARCH r2F X
K = KX
JX= JX _.
THE FOLLOWING CCP[ PUTS X AND/DR Y VALUES IN XC BLgCK
DO 1!0 J=1,4
XC(JJ = T{JXI)
JXl = JXI*I
GET COEFF. IN X SEI_SE
GO TO _7000
RETUFN HERE WITH £OEFF. T E_T FOR UNIVARE OR BIyARIA[E
IF {NYI 300,2! 0,_00
Z=O.
JY = JX+NX
DO 22g J=1, _
Z= Z + C{JI'_TIJY)
JY = JY+I
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C
C
30C
C
5OO
C
C
520
550
C
C
6OO
700
9qqq
C
C
C
IO00
ICI0
C
C
1020
C
1050
1080
1082
IOgO
C
1100
1500
GO TO 9gqo
RIVARIATE TABLE
L=L
X = YI
Jl = J2+I
J2 = JI+NY-I
SEARCH IN Y SE_'SE
GO TO I000
K = K+3*KX
INTEPPOLATE IN X SENSE
SUBSC_IPI - B_SE NO. OF COL.
JY : J2+l + (JX-I- 3) _'NY
O0 590 M=l,Z-
JX : JY
Y( M} = O.
DO 5?0 J: I,_
Y(M) = Y(M) + C(J) *T(JX)
JX = JX+NY
JY = JY+I
JXl : SUBSCRIPT OF IST Y
NO. OF YS
+ JXl-Jl
GET COEFF. IN Y SENSE
GO TO !05
Z : 0.
Dr' 700 J:[ ,_
Z : Z • C(J)'_Y(J|
RETURN
SFARCH ROUTINE- INPUT J!,J2,X
-qUT PUT RA,RB,KX, JXI
KX = O
P.O 1010 J=JI,J?
IF (T(J}- XI 1010,1050,1050
CONI INUE
OFF HIGH ENP
X = T(J2)
KX = 2
USE LAST 4 PCINTS A_,.F).CURVE E
JXl = J2-3
RA : 0.
(;U TEl 1600
TEST FOR - - OFF 10W FNl _'
IF( J-Jl -I ) I.ORO ,
IF[T(J)-X) I082 _I OgO,!Oe2
K'X = I
X = T(JI)
JXI = J!
RA = I.
GO TO 16OO
TEST F_R LASI INTERVAL NO, YES, NO
IF [J- J2) I_00,i020,1500
JXl : J-2
RA : (TiJ) - X )/(T(J) - TIJ-1) )
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I_00
C
C
f
C
2000
20!0
2020
RB = I. - _A
FETURN [_ACK TC MAIN BODY
IF (L) 500, I00, 500
COEFFICINT kOCTINF - INPUT "X,
DO 2010 J=l,3
P(J) = XC(J+I)-XC(J)
P(4)=P(1)+P(2)
P(SI=P(21+P(31
DO 2020 d=l, _.
D(J) = X-XC(J)
C (1)=(RA/P(I) )_(b(2 i/P(4) I_O(}I
C (2)=(-RA/P(I
C (?)=(RA/P(2)
XI , X2, Xq, X_,, RA, _
))_(0(111P(2 ))'wO(3) +(RB/P(2) )'_(D(3)/P(_)),_O(4)
),c,(D( i )/P (4})'_D(2}-(RB/P(2) }*( _(2 )/P(3) )*D(4)
C(_'-)=(RB/P(_ ) )*(('.(2)/P(31 ]_D(3)
RE TURN TO MAIN BODY
IF(t) 600,200_600
END
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CI0
i00
C
C
?00
C
22O
C
2_,0
C
250
SUBP(IUTINE UNIhT ( N, XA, YA, X , Y, L)
REwRITTLN SFPTEP_ER 18, 1967
UNIVARIATE TABLE FOLTINF WITH SEPERATE ARRAYS FOR X AND Y - S 66
THIS ROUTINE INTERPCLATES OVER A & POINT INTERVAL USING A
VARIATIC_N OF 2N[" DEGREE INTERPOLATION TO PROOUCE A Cr)NTINUITY
OF SLI_PE BETWEEN ADJACENT INTERVALS.
D I MEI',:SI CIN
L:O
I=l
TEST FOR _FF LOW ENC NO = YES
IF ( XA(1)-X } IOO, 150, lO
L=l
Cfl TO 150
DO !20 I=2,N
IF ( XA(1)-X) 120, imO, 200
CONTINUE
OFF HIGH EN.n
I = N
L: 2
".._C Y: YA{I)
GO TO qgg
TES[ FOR FIRSI INTERVAL
IF{I-2| 2z.C,220,2z-,0
FIRST INTERVAL
JXI= I
RA : I.
GO TO e,00
T'EST FOR LAST INTERVAL
IF(I-N! _OC, 250, 300
LAST INTFRVAL
JXI = N-3
RA = O.
GF_ TO 400
500 JXI = I-2
RA -- (XA(I)-X) /(XA(I )--XA(I-l) )
400 RB : I, - RA
XA(!), YA(I ), DI4), P(5)
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-- --,- ...._ ..............__._,,-_.A_-T_ _..._,_.C:_.-I,-"_.-
GETCOEFFICIENTSANERESULTS
J = JXl
DO500 I=i,3
P(I) = XA(J+I) - X#(J)
D{I) = X- XA(J)
500 J = J+1
D(4.) = X- XA(J)
P(_) = P(1) + P(2)
P(5_ = P(2I + P(3}
RFSULT
Y = YA{JXI}. • RAIP(I} '_ D(2)/P(4) $ D(3} ÷
! YA(JXI+I) w,(-RA/P(I) '_ D(1)IP(2) $ D(3| + RB/P(2) m D(3)IP(5|
2 '_D|/-,.)}* YA(JXI*2} '_(RA/P'2) w_ DII)/P(4) m D(2} - RBIP(2)
'_ 0(2_/P(3) ,_ 0("-)} + YA(JXI+3) _' RB/P(5| '_ D(2}/P(3} • O(31
c)9g RETURN
END
FIGURE D--6. LISTING OF ADVANCED GENERALAVIATION Q--FAN PROGRAM
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